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ABSTRACT 
In this work an attempt has been made to derive a full 
finite element and boundary element theory for the analysis of 
thin and thick plates on elastic foundations. A new high order 
shear finite element capable of the analysis of thin thick plates 
has been derived using Hermitian and Lagrangian shape functions. 
Different new boundary element derivations for the analysis of 
thin plates on elastic foundations are introduced using 3 
degrees-of-freedom per node. A full new derivation of boundary 
elements for thick plates on elastic foundations using complex 
Bessel functions is presented. Fourier and Hankel integral 
transforms have been employed for the derivation of different 
fundamental solutions required for boundary element analysis. 
Several techniques for dealing with singular and divergent 
integrals encountered with boundary integral equations were 
developed including the use of "Modified Kelvin Functions" and 
fictitious boundary concept. some case studies with different 
loading and boundary conditions were tested and proved that the 
new derivations presented in this work are correct and reliable 
for the analysis of thin and thick plates on elastic foundations. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION 
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1.1 GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
Foundations have been the concern of mankind in the erection of its permanent 
structures. There is no structure which has ever survived the destruction of its 
foundation unless they are replaced or strengthened, and those who survive through the 
ages have done so because of their foundations. 
The analysis of the interaction between structural elements such as beams, plates 
or shells and the elastic media is of great importance to several branches of engineering. 
Thin and thick plates are frequently used as components of aircraft and other 
structures. One of the functional requirements is to reduce the deflection and stresses of 
such plates which was usually achieved by providing the plate with a proper elastic 
support such as an elastic foundation. 
Structures such as buildings, bridges and concrete dams axe designed to be 
supported by earth. These structures consist of two parts, the superstructure or the 
upper part and the substructure element which is the interface of the superstructure 
and the supporting ground. The foundation can be defined as the substructure and the 
adjacent zone of soil or rock which will be affected by both substructure element and its 
load. 
The practice of foundation engineering was largely empirical until 1925 when K. 
Terzaghi [Ref 1,2] often called the "The father of soil mechanics" published his 
book "Erdbaumechanik Auf Bodenphsikalscher Grundlage", and from 1950 
onwards foundation engineering has developed into a more rational approach. 
Foundations for structures such as buildings from the smallest residential to the 
tallest high-rise and bridges are for the purposes of transmitting the superstructure 
loads. These loads come from column type members with stress intensities ranging from 
10 mpa for concrete to 140 mpa for steel, to the supporting capacity of the soil which is 
of the order of 200 kpa. 
Foundations could be used for several purposes such as buildings, radio and 
television towers, bridge peers industrial equipment, port or mats of marine structures, 
impact machinery turbines and nuclear plant facilities. 
A foundation engineer must be versed in both the geotechn1cal aspect of solls as 
well as the structure behaviour produced by complex foundation-soil interaction and 
con cerned directly w ith the structural member which affects the transfer of load from 
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the superstructure to the soil such that the resulting soil stability and estimated 
deformation are tolerable. 
The foundation engineer has a particular interest in the following properties: 
1. Strength parameters (stress-strain modulus, shear modulus, Poisson's ratio). 
2. Compressibility index (for deformation /settlement). 
3. Permeability. 
4. Gravimetric-volumetric data (unit weights, specific gravity, void ratio, water 
content)- 
The interaction between the foundation and the soil upon which it is resting is 
very important in the analysis of most foundation engineering problems. A simplified 
model referred to as the Winkler model [Ref 3] has been used to analyse the soil 
structure interaction. 
The wide use of compaxatively thin plates, slabs and shells in modern structures 
has brought about advances in the theory of plates and shells. Many practical 
engineering problems fall into categories of "plates" and "shells". Engineering 
components or structures with a thickness very much smaller than their other 
dimensions are often described as either plates or shells. Conceptually, a plate is a thin 
flat body, symmetric with respect to a plane for instance, the (x, y) plane, so that 
particles in the plate are identified by coordinates (x, y, z) with -h/2<z<h/2, h=h(x, y), 
being the thickness of the plate. There axe a variety of examples of plates such as table 
tops, street manhole covers, side panels and roofs of buildings, turbine disks and tank 
bottoms. 
The bending properties of a plate depend greatly on its thickness as compared 
with its other dimensions. Plates may be classified into two groups: Thin plates with 
small and large deflection and thick plates. The simplest type of plate bending finite 
element has rectangular geometry and according to the criterion applied to thin plates, 
the ratio of the thickness to the smaller span length should be less than 1/20. 
The development of shells as a structural form has indeed added an exciting 
chapter to the civil engineering construction, and the past five decades have witnessed 
several bold and daring instances of the use of thin reinforced concrete shells, in a 
vaxiety of forms in roofs all over the world. Shells are structures which derive their 
strength from "form" rather that "mass" which enable them to put a minimum of 
material to maximum structural advantage. In general a shell structure may be defined 
as the solid material enclosed between two surfaces , the distance between them being 
-4-- 
the thickness of the shell. If the thickness is small compaxed to the overall dimension of 
the boundary surfaces then the shell is defined as "thin" shell, if not it is termed 
"thick". 
Even though shells have been enjoying a wide use in roofs, they are newcomers 
to the family of structural foundations and it is less than three decades only since 
Candela tRef 4] poured his first shell footings into the Mexican soil. Shells could be 
used in a variety of things and such examples are pressure vessels, aeroplane wings, 
pipes, the exterior of rockets, missiles, automobile tyres, incandescent lamps, caps, roof 
domes) factory and car sheds. 
The theory of plates and shells on elastic foundations occupies a prominent place 
in contemporary structural mechanics. A very large number of studies have been 
devoted to this'subject, and valuable practical methods for the analysis of plates and 
shells on elastic foundations have been worked out. Approximate methods are obviously 
best suited for analysing complex thxee dimensional engineering structures on elastic 
foundations. 
In practice, solutions to any real or complex problem can only be obtained via 
some form of numerical analysis for which the principal techniques available fall into 
two main categories: differential methods and integral methods. Matrix methods of 
structural analysis first proved of interest in the late forties and early fifties by S. Levy 
[Ref 5,61 and J. Argyris [Ref 7,8] as a result of a requirement for high-strength aircraft 
structures. The lack or complete absence of computational power of high speed digital 
computers was a problem until 1947, in fact the first machine did not appear until 1951. 
Plate bending problems are usually analysed by finite difference methods (F. D. M) or by 
finite element methods (F. E. M) or more recently, by boundary element methods 
(B. &IM). The finite element method first started around the mid 1950's which is now 
considered as the most powerful method for the approximate solution of boundary value 
problems. The finite element method is a numerical procedure for solving engineering 
boundary value problems within specified domains with the aid of piecewise 
discretisation concepts. The domain of the problem is divided into a suitable number of 
subdomains or clernents connected by specified nodes. The equation for each element 
can be formulated using a suitable energy principle. Then the equations of the whole 
domain can be assembled and solved- However, there are difficulties with the use of the 
F. E. M in the analysis of complex structures, due to the generation of thousands of 
equations which would probably require an enormous amount of computer CPU time 
for their solution. 
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The difficulties encountered in the use of finite element method were responsible 
for the introduction and development of another numerical method which is the 
boundary integral equation or the so called boundary element method. Although 0 
integral equation techniques for continuum mechanics problem have long been studied 
by mathematicians, it is only comparatively recently that they become attractive for 
solving practical engineering problems. However, a wide range of engineering problems 
in structural mechanics and electrical engineering can be formulated with boundary 
integral equations, these equations axe most conveniently solved by numerical methods. 
The numerical techniques for integral equations have been developed rapidly and many 
articles were written on the subject in the past decade. An integral equation within a 
domain can be transformed into what is known as a boundary integral equation (B. I. E) 
over the boundary of the domain. A B. I. E may be solved by means of piecewise 
discretisation where the boundary is divided into sub-boundaries or (boundary elements) 
then the equation of the boundary pieces are assembled to form a system of algebraic 
equations. The solution to such equations involves the evaluation of some boundary 
integrals and this approach is called the boundary element method (B. E. M). The B. E. -M 
has many advantages compared with other numerical approaches as follows: 
It reduces the dimension of the problem which results in smaller system 
of equations and a considerable reduction in the data required. 
The B. E. M offers continuous interior modelling within the solution 
domain. 
The method is well suited to problems of infinite domain such as soil 
mechanics, hydraulics, stress analysis. 
1.2 OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH 
The objectives of this work is to develop a boundary element and finite element 
package capable of solving engineering problems for thin and thick plates on elastic 
foundations. In this study a comparison between the finite element and boundary 
element method will be carried out using several case studies with known analytical 
solutions. 
The theory and fundamental solution of the, boundary integral equations for thin 
-6- 
and thick plates on elastic foundation will be derived. Accuracy measures will be 
developed so as to make the boundary element solution valid for plates with irregular 
shapes. 
1.3 THESIS LAYOUT 
After this introductory chapter, a comprehensive literature review is summarised 
in chapter (2) which covers finite and boundary element analysis of plates and shells on 
elastic foundations. 
The theory of finite element analysis of thin and thick plates on elastic 
foundations is reviewed in chapter (3) where Kirchhoff, Mindlin and a new high-order 
plate bending elements are described. 
A new derivation for boundary element analysis of thin plates on elastic 
foundations based upon three degrees-of-freedom per node is introduced in chapter (4) 
which contains also a new idea for overcoming singular integration by means of 
"modified" Kelvin functions introduced in this work. Two new different ideas for the 
reduction of domain-loading integral terms into simple boundary integral terms are also 
discussed. 
The full derivation of boundary element analysis of thick plates on elastic 
foundations is introduced for the first time in chapter (5) which explains the use of a 
fictitious boundary outside the domain to overcome singular and divergent integrals 
encountered in the boundary integral equations. The reduction of domain-loading terms 
to boundary integral terms is also described. 
A short review of the finite element and boundary element programming package 
developed in this work is given in chapter (6) which indicates that 3 finite element 
programs and 6 boundary element programs have been coded. 
In chapter (7), case studies of thin and thick circular and rectangular plates 
under uniformly- distributed and concentrated loading have been tested using developed 
finite and boundary element programs and the results obtained were assessed against 
analytical solutions from published work and from solutions developed in this work. 
The final conclusion and recommendations for future work are summarised in 
chapter (8). 
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CHAPTER TWO 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
A01', 
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2.1 FINITE ELEMENT METHOD 
In modern times the idea of piecewise discretisation has been founded in aircraft 
structure analysis where, for example, wings and fuselages are treated as assemblages of 
strings, skins and shear panels. However, beginning in 1906 and sporadically there after, 
researchers suggested the "Lattice Analogy" to solve continuum problems [Ref 8,9], 
where the continuum is approximated by a regular mesh of elastic bars. In 1941 
Hernikoff [Ref 101 introduced the so-called framework method, in which a plane elastic 
medium was represented as a collection of bars and beams. The use of plecewise 
continuous functions defined over a subdomain to approximate the unknown function 
dates back to the work of Courant [Ref 11] who used an assemblage of triangular 
elements and the principle of minimum potential energy to study the St-Venant torsion 
problem. 
By 1953, engineers were writing stiffness equations in matrix notation and 
solving the equations with digital computers [Ref 12]. In 1956, a major break-through 
has been made in numerical methods for structural mechanics when Turner et, al 
[Ref 13) published their well-known work in which complex in-plane plate problems 
were solved by using triangular elements each of which was described by three corner 
nodes. Clough (1960) was the first to use the term "Finite Element" in his paper 
The finite element method in plane stress analysis" [Ref 14]_ 
By 1963 the method was recognised as rigorously sound, and it became a 
respectable area for research [Ref 15]. In 1965, Melosh (Ref 16] realised that the finite 
element method could be expanded to field problems using variational methods and due 
to the importance of this contribution Zienkiewicz and his co-workers applied it to a 
large number of steady-state and transient field problems [Ref 17]. Many papers on the 
application of finite element method to problems of heat conduction and seepage flow 
appeared in 1965. 
Since then large general-purpose finite element computer problems emerged 
during the late 1960's and early 1970's such exaxnples include ANSYS, NASTRAN, 
and PAFEC where each of these programs contains several kinds of elements and 
performs static, dynamic and heat transfer analysis. Additional capabilities such as 
preprocessing and postprocessing have been added with the aid of graphics which makes 
it easier, faster, and cheaper to carry out a finite element analysis. In the early 1980's 
graphics development became intensive as hardware and software for interactive 
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graphics became available and affordable. 
Engineers and mathematicians worked with finite elements in apparent ignorance 
of one another [Ref 18]. Since then, the literature on "Finite- elem e nt" applications 
has grown exponentially and today there are numerous journals which are devoted to 
the theory and application of the finite element method including some useful 
description of applications of the finite element method. A detailed review is given by 
Zienkiewicz [Ref 19,20,21] for a brief history of the finite element method including 
some useful description of applications in the field of engineering. 
2.2 BOUNDARY ELEMENT METHOD 
The boundary element method (B. E. M) has been progressively used for the 
solution of engineering problems in the last few years. The recent development of the 
boundary element method attracts wide attention from viewpoints of less computer cost 
for numerical calculation and of high accuracy of its solution. The B. E. M, or boundary 
integral equation method (B. E. I. M) as named before, originates in the theory of integral 
equations and based on the integral representations for the solution of the partial 
differential equations where the first results dated back to (1903) when Fredholm as 
quoted in [Ref 22], published his rigorous work on integral equations encountered in 
potential theory. The classical work of Kellogg [Ref 231, in (1929) gave a complete 
review of the applicability of integral equations to the field theory. The notable works of 
the Russian author Mikhlin [Ref 24,25] appeared in English in 1957 and 1965 where he 
mainly concentrated on the singularities and discontinuities of integral equations. 
The broad use of the computer in the early 1960's gave rise to the B. E. M with 
Symm, Jaswon and Cruse ranking among its pioneers [Ref 26]. Since the 1960's 
researchers have managed to apply the boundary element method to a large range of 
engineering applications. 
The boundary element methods (B. E. M) can be classified into three main 
groups: Indirect, Semi-direct and Direct. In the indirect method, the discretised 
integral equations are formulated in terms of "Fictitious" distributions of the singular 
solutions over the problem boundaries, and a review of the early works can be found in 
[Ref 27]. In the semi-direct method the integral equations axe formulated in terms of 
unknown functions which are related to stress functions, [Ref 27]. The direct method, 
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where the unknown functions in the integral equations are in fact the physical tractions 
and displacements on the boundaries , is mainly used 
in this work. The solution of the 
integral equations yields all the stresses and displacements on the system boundaries 
directly obtained by numerical integration. Algorithms based upon this formulation 
have been described by many authors, see [Ref 27]. 
During the 1970's, developments made in the analysis of the finite element 
method have started to find their way into the formulation and solution of boundary 
integral equations and the first book titled "Boundary Elements" was published by 
Brebbia in 1978. In 1981, the first comprehensive work on the B. E. M and its 
applications in the various field of engineering science have been presented by 
Banerjee and Butterfield [Ref 271. The boundary element literature is increasingly 
becoming fertile in textbooks devoted to specialised engineering subjects, such as those 
of Mukherjee [Ref 28] on creep and fracture, Crouch and Starfield [Ref 29] on solid 
mechanics, Liggett and Liu [Ref 301 on porous media flow and Verturini [Ref 31] on 
geornechanics. Since that day onward several books explaining the fundamental 
concepts of boundary elements method [Ref 32-38], and international conferences on the 
topic of boundary element method were held in 1978 to date [Ref 39-47]. Another series 
of texts have also been published by Banarjee et al. since 1979 (Ref 48-51]. 
2.3 PLATES AND SHELLS 
The stress analysis of plate bending problems began in the 19th century when 
Sophie Germain presented her classic work with Lagrange [Ref 52). Sophie 
Germain was the first to use mathematical theory in 1811 and she showed that for the 
case of rectangular plate, her analytical results correlated well with experimental 
results. In the following forty years, many new points were made by great researchers 
such as Navier, Poisson, Cauchy and Kirchhoff. Poisson was the first to consider 
the case of a circular disc with a radially symmetric load. 
In 1850 Kirchhoff showed that only two boundary conditions were required and 
his results were in agreement with Poisson's. There are many short comings in 
Kirchhoff's plate bending theory and up till now people still researching for more 
general plate bending formulations. In particular, Kirchhoff's theory ignores the effect 
of thickness by neglecting the transverse shear stresses throughout the thickness of the 
plate. Reissner [Ref 53) and Mindlin [Ref 54) had carried out interesting work in this 
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area 
Many approximate methods have been attempted and they must be evaluated in 
terms of their accuracy, efficiency and their flexibility for the use in different plate 
problems. The first numerical results were obtained by B. M. Koyalovich in 1902 and 
between then and 1947 three main techniques had been evolved due to Hencky [Ref 
55,56,571, Ritz [Ref 58], and Marcus [Ref 59]. Hericky's technique is a series method; 
the coefficients are obtained by partially inverting an infinite matrix. The Ritz method 
is an energy method and it is essentially used in finite element method. The Marcus 
method is probably the most flexible which uses the separation of variables technique 
with approximations. 
Plate bending was one of the problems to be solved by analytical methods as 
explained by Love [Ref 60] and Timoshenko, [Ref 61] who published a short review on 
the use of finite difference method which was the first numerical method to be applied 
to plate bending problems. However, with the appearance of the finite element method 
in the mid 1950's researchers started applying it to the solution of plate bending 
problems. The finite elements for plate-bending are classified into two groups 
conforming and non-conforming elements, Melosh [Ref 16], Zienkiewicz and 
Morgan [Ref 21] derived one of the early non-conforming elements. A generalised 
approach for the derivation of Hermitian Shape Functions for triangular and 
quadrilateral elements has recently been published by El-Zafrany and Cookson 1986 
[Ref 62,63). Many interesting finite element books which contain plate bending analysis 
have been published, such as those by, Zienkiewicz [Ref 17), Cook [Ref 64], Hinton 
and Owen [Ref 65,66], Irons and Ahmad [Ref 67], Wait and Mitchell [Ref 8], and 
many others. 
An enormous effort has been devoted to the development of the finite element 
method for the analysis of plate bending. The literature in plate bending using finite 
elements is extensive but the majority of the recent work appears to be involved with 
the development of the Mindlin plate elements. Mindlin's theory is preferred to that of 
Kirchhoff's thin theory for many reasons. One important advantage is that many 
Mindlin plate elements require only C(O) continuity of the lateral displacement "w" and 
the independent slopes 0.,,, and 0, (rotations about the X-axis and Y-axis) where 
elements that are based on the classical Kirchhoff thin plate theory require C(l) 
continuity. If transverse shear effects are present in the problem, they are automatically 
modelled with Mindlin elements. A disadvantage of Mindlin elements, when used for 
thin plates, is the phenomenon known as shear locking. Lee et al [Ref 68], stated that 
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transverse shear effects can cause over- constraining or locking which limits the ability of 
the finite element model to represent properly the bending behaviour of a thin plate. 
The usual and most popular method of avoiding shear locking is to use selective or 
reduced integration schemes. Lee et al fRef 68], also used different approaches to this 
problem where they applied a mixed formulation based on a modified Hellinger- 
Reissner principle and the Reissner-Mindlin theory for plate bending. 
Prathap [Ref 69] introduced a piece of research which shows that a right-angled 
triangle correctly aligned and with correctly chosen integration points will not lock. 
Fricker [Ref 70] introduced a new improved three noded triangular element for plate 
bending. Another approach to the development of the plate bending elements for thin 
plates involves the so-called "Discrete Kirchhoff Hypothesis". In this approach the 
classical equations are abandoned in favour of a bending theory which includes shear 
deformations. The result is that only CO) continuity is required for the shape functions 
and to capture the behaviour of thin plate theory, the constraint of zero shear strains is 
imposed at discrete number of points. Dhatt et al tRef 71] presented an extensive 
paper describing a new triangular plate/shell element which has been developed using CD 
the method described above. 
An extensive work on quadrilateral elements has been developed and it is 
detailed in many papers. Hughes et al [Ref 72] have presented a four noded 
quadrilateral element with three degrees-of-freedom per node. Prathap [Ref 73] offered 
a similar derivation for a quadrilateral thin plate bending element except that an 
optimal set of Kirchhoff constraints are enforced at the centre of the element by a 
penalty function type formulation. 
A proposed quadratic Mindlin element which uses a rarely seen uniform two- 
point Gaussian integration system is given by Crisfield [Ref 74]. When a reduced order 
of numerical integration of the stiffness terms is used on some isoparameteric 
displacement based Mindlin plate elements, improved behaviour is often obtained. 
A reduced integration rule used for the evaluation of the stiffness matrix 
associated with the troublesome shear energy is given in [Ref 75,79). Tsach [Ref 76] 
introduced an analysis of a sufficient and necessary criteria of selective reduced 
integration. Carpenter et al [Ref 77) gave a description of locking and shear scaling 
factors in C(O) bending elements with reduced integration. Pugh et al [Ref 78], studied 
the behaviour of quadrilateral plate bending elements with reduced integrat ion and 
introduced the concept of a "penalty func tion" in the shear components of the 
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variational statement to force the elements in the thin range to adhere to the 
constraints of Kirchhoffs theory thus preventing any locking from occurring. 
Hughes et al [Ref 751 developed plate elements with reduced and selective 
integration and claimed that the element developed in [Ref 74] behaved poorly in the 
thin plate limit. 
Using Mindlin theory, other higher order elements have been derived such as 
Reddy elements [Ref 80], which have been derived for non-linear applications and the 
El- Zafrany/ Cookson element [Ref 81], which has been derived using Mindlin theory 
and Hermitian interpolation. Both elements work well over a large thickness range. 
Along the years, plate bending problems have been analysed using finite difference or 
finite element method but nowadays it can be solved using the boundary element 
method and investigations in recent years have been carried out to solve such problems. 
Jaswon and Maiti [Ref 82] produced the first plate bending application of boundary 
integral treatment for uniformly loaded clamped and simply supported plates. Altiero 
and Sikarskie [Ref 83] have presented a technique which consists of embedding a real 
plate within a fictitious one using the indirect method and due to the complexities 
associated with the boundaxy conditions only the clamped plates have been 
investigated. Tottenham [Ref 84] presented an integral formulation for shallow shells 
using a similar approach. The direct formulation for plate bending have been introduced 
by many authors such as Bezine, Stern, Costa and Brebbia. Bezine [Ref 85,86] 
presented an integral formulation using a constant element, but this formulation results 
in divergence of the integral equations on the boundary and this is due to the fact that 
the divergent integral which appears in plate bending formulation was not taken into 
account in the derivation of integral equations for a point on the boundary. Stern [Ref 
87,88] suggested a general formulation for solving plate bending problems, but his 
formulation does not take into account the possibility of discontinuities of the boundary 
conditions. 
Recently, a considerable amount of research on plate-bending problems has been 
carried out at Cranfield. A three degrees-of-freedom formulation for thin plate bending 
problems was introduced by M. Debbih [Ref 89], and the work was extended to thick 
plates with interesting solutions for singular- integration problems [Ref 90]. 
In the early 1960's, a shift was seen in application from aircraft to space vehicles 
and this change resulted in the use of new highly-curved unstiffened thin shell 
structures. The finite element method in 'thin-shell structural analysis' began with 
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applications to aerospace vehicles and the literature contains numerous descriptions of 
these applications as indicated in a collection of papers given by [Ref 91]. By 1969, a 
large number of curved thin shell finite elements had appeared in the literature. During 
the past fifteen years or so there has been a considerable activity in the design of 
nuclear reactor structures using solid or thick-walled shell structures. It is clear from the 
literature that there are three distinct approaches to the finite element analysis of thin- 
shell structures, which are ; the facetted form u sing flat elements as an approximation 
of the geometry, curved shell elements formulated directly from appropriate thin shell 
theories and isoparametric solid elements specialised to tackle shells by applying, in 
discrete form appropriate thin shell assumptions (for example Kirchhoff normality 
hypothesis). The majority of references on finite element methods applied to shell 
problems fall into the latter two categories. 
Ahmad et al [Ref 92] presented an extensive paper discussing the analysis of 
thick and thin shell structures by curved finite elements which overcomes the 
approximations to the geometry of a structure and shear deformation. 
A paper discussing some modifications of an isoparametric shell element has been 
given by Takemoto et al (Ref 931, where they showed the effects of adding internal 
freedoms to the element. Parish [Ref 941 gave a survey of the 9-noded degenerated, 
reduced integration, shell element. 
Hansen and Heppler [Ref 95] proposed a Mindlin shell element that satisfies 
rigid-body requirements. In this work, strain-displacement relations of the Mindlin type 
derived in shell coordinates for a general shell of arbitrary thickness and geometry axe 
employed in the development of a finite element that can reproduce all rigid-body 
motion exactly. 
Shell elements based upon Mindlin's theory are more accurate for problems ill 
the thick range than those based upon Kirchhoffs theory. Many elements based on 
Mindlin's thick plate theory only require Lagrangian shape functions which are easier to 
program where Kirchhoff's theory requires Hermitian shape functions when the 
thickness is reduced to thin range. However, Mindlin facet shell elements become 
inaccurate due to shear locking. 
The use of facet-shell elements appeared to be quite controversial. Zienkiewicz 
and Irons have different views on the subject, Bruce Irons stated in his book [Ref 96] 
that the ideas of using shells as assemblages of flat plates only lead directly to disaster 
especially if one works in the field where very thin shells are common. Zienkiewicz 
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devoted a whole chapter of his book [Ref 201 to "Shell as an assembly of flat elements" - 
Bruce Irons preferred his own seimiLoof shell element which can be found in [Ref 21, 
97]. 
Facet shell elements remain a problem since elements based on either Kirchhoffs 
or Mindlin's theories are not capable of tackling the full range of thicknesses. 
Researchers worked on methods of modifying these theories to allow them to analyse 
thin and thick structures. Zienkiewicz et al [Ref 1391 developed a method for tackling 
thin shell structures by using thick shell elements with "reduced integration". This 
showed that reducing the order of the numerical integration for all stresses gave 
accurate results in the thin range. No mathematical axguments were presented for 
explaining why such a phenomenon is happening, only general observations on element 
behaviour were noted. Ashwell and Saber [Ref 91] described- a new cylindrical shell 
finite element which is based on simple independent strain functions. 
Meek and Tan tRef 15] described a discrete Kirchhoff plate bending element 
with Loof nodes and when superimposed with the lineax strain triangle results in a 
facetted shell element free from deficiencies of singularity. 
2.4 FOUNDATION 
Soil-structure interaction between the soil foundation and the supported 
structure is widely recognised as a very important phenomenon in foundation 
engineering. This interaction is very important for highway transportation problems, 
where the main interests is in the vertical reaction of the soil foundation on the 
supported structure. A considerable amount of work has been carried out on the 
problem of soil structure interaction using the finite element method. The effect of soil- 
structure interaction is classified into two categories; the direct method and the 
substructure method. A two dimensional model of a gravity dam on a layered 
foundation has been analysed by Wilson [Ref 981 using the direct method, where the 
entire system was modelled by means of finite elements and the analysis was carried out 
in the time domain by a numerical integration of the equations of motion. A similar 
procedure was employed by Finn (Ref 99] using a superposition technique. Liang 
(Ref 100] has studied embedded foundation as well as the interaction between adjacent 
footings. In the substructure method, soil and building are treated as two different 
substructures. The soil can then be analysed by any method such as the finite element 
.. pop 
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method or the boundary element method. Sandi [Ref 101], Chopra and 
Perurnalswami [Ref 102] presented a substructure techniques for the problem of a dam 
modelled by finite elements while the soil was treated as an elastic half space. 
The most widely used thick plate theories are those of Reissner and Mindlin. 
Babu, Reddy and Sodhi [Ref 103) developed a high precision thick triangular 
orthotropic plate-bending element on an elastic foundation. The element is three noded 
with twelve degrees-of-freedom per node and takes into account shear deformation and 
rotary inertia. Thick rectangular plate on Winkler elastic foundation have been 
investigated by Naghdi, Rowley and Frederick [Ref 104,105] using Levy and Navier 
type solutions. 
Durnir and Bhaskar [Ref 106] studied the effect of various parameters on the 
linear and geometrically nonlinear response of orthotropic immorably simply supported 
and clamped rectangular plates resting on Pasternak foundations for the case of 
uniformly distributed loads. 
Voyladjis and Kattan [Ref 107] presented a refined theory for moderately 
thick plates on elastic foundations. Comparisons axe made with the classical plate 
theory and the corresponding Reissner plate theory as given by Frederick [Ref 105]. 
Currently, the boundary element method is widely used to solve a large range of 
engineering problems. Its main attraction is that it reduces the dimensionality of the 
problem. The boundary element method provides an effective approximate numerical 
technique for the solution of a wide range of plates on elastic foundations. The use of 
infinite elements to represent the far field in dynamics soil-structure interaction 
problem was investigated by Chow and Smith [Ref 108]. Wass [Ref 109] proposed a 
consistent boundary element applied strictly to layers of soil where an infinitely stiff 
stratum occurs. Smith [Ref 110] proposed a superposition boundary and Cundall 
[Ref 111] proposed refinement of the superposition boundary. 
The dynamic behaviour of foundation has been subject to a great interest in 
recent yeaxs. A comprehensive account of the literature on the dynamic response of 
three dimensional rigid foundation laying on the surface of the soil medium which is 
modelled as an elastic half-space and subjected to harmonic external forces or seismic 
waves can be found in Karabalis and Beskos [Ref 112]. Analytical work on the 
dynamic behaviour of flexible foundation has been done by Oien [Ref 113] for a strip 
footing subjected to plane harmonic waves, and by Schmid [Ref 1141 for rigid circular 
plates on an elastic half-space subjected to externally applied vertical loads. 
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The flexural behaviour of plates resting on elastic media is of interst for the 
design of many engineering problems. Costa and Brebbia [Ref 115] applied a 
technique to solve plates with arbitrary boundary conditions resting on a Winkler-type 
elastic foundation for which the reaction force is proportional to lateral deflection. The 
method is formulated by the direct approach an d all domain integrals for a uniformly 
distributed load are transferred to the boundary. 
A direct boundary element approach based on Green's identity is employed by 
Gospodinov and Ljutskanor [Ref 116) for static analysis of thin elastic plates. A 
simple discretisation scheme is described and some numerical examples for static 
analysis of rectangular plates axe given. A computer program for solving a rectangular 
plate with arbitrary boundary conditions and arbitraxy external load has been developed 
and some results are presented. 
Katsikadelis and Armenakas [Ref 117) investigated the B. I. E method with 
numerical evaluation of the boundaxy integral equations applied to the bending of 
si mply- supported, thin elastic plate resting on a Winkler-type elastic foundation. The 
numerical results obtained for circular and rectangular plates are compared with those 
obtained from Timoshenko and Woinowsky-Krieger [Ref 61] analytical solution. 
Balas, Sladek and Sladek [Ref 118] presented a boundary integral equation 
method for solving thin plates resting on a two-parameter foundation. The boundary 
integral equation solution of a clamped circular plate under a concentrated load is 
compared to the analytical one. 
Two coupled integral equation applied to plates resting on a Winkler-type elastic 
foundation with arbitrary shape and boundary conditions have been analysed by Costa 
and Brebbia [Ref 115]. The numerical methods presented axe compared with their 
respective analytical solutions, where the approximate results for the various plate 
bending show an excellent agreement with the exact analytical solution. Circular and 
rectangular plates were solved for simply supported and clamped boundary conditions 
to verify the implementation of the above formulation and demonstrate the accuracy of 
the solution. 
Karniya and Sawaki (Ref 119] presented an approximate boundary element 
method of the finite deflection analysis of thin elastic plate resting on a Winkler 
foundation. When the plate deflects the foundation acts as though the elastic spring 
yielding reaction force were proportional to ýhe deflection perpendicular to the plate. 
The boundary integral equation was formulated using the generalised Green theorem for 
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a two-dimensional biharmonic differential operator. Numerical solutions for circular 
and square plates subjected to a uniform load "w" were obtained. 
Costa and Brebbia [Ref 120] proposed a way of reducing the domain integrals 
present in plate bending formulation into boundary iutegrals for the boundary element 
formulation of plates on elastic foundation. Numerical results for various plate 
configurations have been presented using both the boundary technique and domain 
integral scheme. A circular plate with clamped edges subjected to a uniformly 
distributed load on an elastic foundation has been solved to validate the formulation 
and demonstrate the accuracy of using equivalent boundary integrals. The computed 
results for B. E. M were compared against an analytical solutions given by Ng [Ref 1211. 
Katsikadelis and Kallivokas [Ref 122] has developed a boundary element 
solution for the analysis of thin elastic clamped plates of any shape resting on a 
Pasternak-type elastic foundation. A plate with a hole subjected to concentrated loads, 
line loads and distributed loads have been analysed for deflections, stress resultants, 
subgrade reaction and reaction on the boundary. Several numerical examples such as 
circular clamped plate with 32-boundary elements oil elastic foundation have been 
worked out and the results are compared with those of Timoshenko and 
Woin ows ky- Krieger [Ref 61] analytical solution. The obtained values differ 
considerably from the corresponding values for a Winkler-type foundation. 
Puttonen and Varpasuo, [Ref 123] derived equations based on the direct and 
indirect boundary element for a plate situated on a one or two parametric elastic 
foundation. The fundamental solution of the problem is presented as a Fourier-Bessel 
integral. The boundary element method was compared with the finite element method 
and it was proven that the boundary element method is well suited for the analysis of a 
plate on an elastic foundation. A circular plate was analysed for various load conditions 
using both the Winkler and Pasternak foundation and the results were compared 
against the analytical solution given by Timoshenko and Goodier [Ref 124]- 
Alessandri and Brebbia [Ref 125] applied the boundary element method to 
the nonlinear analysis of two masonry walls which were brought to the point of collapse 
by applying horizontal load simulating the seismic actions. The nonlinear behaviour was 
modelled by successively correcting the loading and leaving the elastic stiffness matrix 
unchanged. 
Huh and Schmid [Ref 126) considered the boundary integral method to test 
the dynamic behaviour of a massless foundation on homogeneous soil. The results show 
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that the boundary element methods gives, for surface foundation, good agreement with 
half-space method and the boundary element method can be applied to more complex 
problems such as foundation on layered soil as well as to embedded or buried 
foundations. 
An automated approach for the analysis of plates on an elastic foundation is 
presented by Dick and Yehia [Ref 127]. The approach combines automatic mesh 
generation with non-linear analysis to analyse plates of arbitrary shape on an elastic 
foundation subject to uplift. 
Plate-bending on elastic foundation based on Kirchhoff theory is solved by 
Bezine [Ref 128] using an original boundary integral equation method involving the 
fundamental solution for plate flexure problems. The fundamental solution is the plate 
flexure problems and the reactive force of elastic media axe compared as load per unit 
area. Various examples are presented for different boundary conditions, such as 
cantilever plate, simply-supported plate and clamped plate. The results are compared to 
the analytical solution and those of Katsikadefis and Armenakas [Ref 117]- 
Kobayashi and Sonoda [Ref 129] analysed a rectangular plate on an elastic 
foundation using Mindlin's theory. The main attention was paid to twisting moments 
and shear force distributions along the edges and centre lines of the plates are illustrated 
graphically to demonstrate the difference between Mindlin's plate theory and classical 
thin plate theory. The results obtained axe compaxed with the analytical solution found 
in Timoshenko and Woinowski-Krieger [Ref 611. 
Paris and DeLeon [Ref 130] has developed an alternative formulation based on 
the decomposition of the field differential equation into two equations in partial 
derivatives of second order, and this formulation is dealing with thin plates resting on a 
Winkler-type elastic foundation under transversal load with different boundary 
conditions. Two examples are analysed which axe a squaxe simply- supported plate 
along the boundary and resting on an elastic foundation under a uniformly distributed 
load and a circular clamped plate resting on an elastic foundation under uniformly 
distributed load. The results obtained are compared with the analytical solution found 
in Tirnoshenko and Woinowski-Krieger [Ref 61]. 
900, 
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2.5 CONCLUSIONS 
It is clear from the literature that there axe plenty of work dealing with plates 
and shells and plates on elastic foundations using the finite element method. Published 
work about thin plates on elastic foundations using the boundary element method 
contains many problems related to singular integrals and corners. The uses of two 
degrees- of- freedom per node may lead to inadequate equations for plates with free edge 
conditions as noticed by Debbih (Ref 90] for ordinary plates. The boundary integral 
representation of domain loading terms contain divergent integrals which require some 
modification to the fundamental solution. Unfortunately, to the best of our knowledge, 
no work has been reported so far on B. E. M solution of thick plates on elastic 
foundations. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS 
OF PLATES AND SHELLS ON 
-ELASTIC 
FOUNDATION 
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3.1 INTRODUCTION 
In structure analysis, the term plate is applied to planar structural elements 
which carry loads applied normal to their plane. Plates are flat, plane surface structures 
whose thickness is small compared to their other dimensions. The plates can be 
subdivided into the following categories based on their structural action. 
1) Stiff plates, which are thin plates with flexural rigidity, carrying loads 
mostly by internal moments [Fig. 3.1a]. 
2) Membranes, which are thin plates without flexural rigidity, carrying the 
lateral load by central shear forces [Fig. 3.1b]. 
3) Flexible plates, which represent a combination of stiff plates and 
membranes and carry external loads by the combined action of internal 
moments, transverse and central shear forces and axial forces (Fig. 3.1cj- 
4) Thick plates, whose internal stress condition resembles that of three 
dimensional continua [Fig. 3.1d]. 
A facet shell element is a combination of a plate-bending element and an 
in-plane two-dimensional element based on plane stress theory. There are two basic 
theories for the analysis of plate bending problems. 
a) Kirchhoffs theory [Ref. 61), in which the effects of transverse shears are 
negligible and is applicable to thin plates, and 
b) Mindlin's theory [Ref. 54], which considers approximately the transverse 
shear effects and is applicable to thick plates- 
In this chapter derivations for three different types of elements together with the 
effect of elastic foundation are provided, which can be summarised. as follows: 
a) A thin plate element based upon Kirchhoff's theory. 
b) A thick plate element based on a first-order shear approximation, similar 
to Mindlin's element given in [Ref. 54). 
c) A new thin-thick plate element based up*oii a high-order shear 
approximation, similar to that given by Reissner [Ref. 531. 
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Using proper rotation matrices, all elements given can be used as faceted-shell 
elements for the analysis of folded plates and shallow shells. 
It is clear from the literature that Kirchhoffs thin plate elements are very 
accurate for the analysis of thin plates and shells but they axe based upon Hermitian 
shape functions which are difficult to derive. Mindlin's first order plate element provides 
reasonable accuracy when used for the analysis of thick plates and it is based on 
Lagrangian shape functions. However, if such elements are used for thin plates, the 
accuracy may drop drastically due to shear locking [Ref. 76], unless a reduced or 
selective integration scheme is employed [Ref. 75,131,132]. Hence, the new thin-thick 
element may provide the best choice since it should have a stable accuracy within a 
wide range of thickness. 
3.2 KIRCHHOFF'S THIN-PLATE ELEMENT 
The basic assumptions used for the derivation of Kirchhoff's plate bending 
element can be surnmarised as follows: 
a) Element material is homogeneous, isotropic and lineaxly elastic. 
b) Displacements are small compared with plate thickness. 
c) The normal stresses to the mid-surface of the plate and the transverse 
shear stresses are negligible. 
d) The mid-surface of the plate is a neutral surface during bending. 
e) Normals to the mid-surface before deformation remain straight and normal 
after deformation. 
3.2.1 Displacement components 
Consider an n-noded element with its mid-plane being in the x- y plane, as 
shown in [Fig 3.2]. The Cauchy's small -deflection transverse shears at any point(x, y, z) 
inside the plate can be expressed as follows: 
au + aw D-z ax 
7yz = av + aw az ay 
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From the previous assumptions, the following approximations can be made: 
w (x, Y, Z) -w 
(x, y) (3-1) 
an d -y ý, ý 
are negligible. " 7yz 
Hence 
, it can be shown that: 
öu aw(x, y) 
az - ax 
and 
a, - 
aw(x, y) 
az - ay 
which can be integrated with respect to" z" as follows: 
U(X, Y, Z) = U. (X, Y) -z 
aw(xly) 
ax 
(3.2a) 
V(X, Y, Z) = V. (X, Y) -z 
aw(x, y) (3.2b) 
i9y 
where u,,, v,, are the displacement components in x, and y directions, at the neutral 
bending plane i. e at z=O. For continuity of displacement components u, v, w, the nodal 
values of u,, v,,, O-w and 12-w should be specified and used for interpolating u, v, w. ax ay 
The nodal parameters can, therefore be defined for the n-noded element as 
follows: 
65nXl 
where 
A02nxl 
(U, )l 
(VI)i 
(u, )2 
(V') 
2 
(U, )" 
(V, ) 
n 
-25- 
and 
6 
b3n X1 
wi 
(19awx 
W 
w 
(Iawx), 
ý (Iawy)n 
Using Lagrangian interpolation, the components u. (x, y) and v,, (x, y) can be 
expressed in terms of their nodal values and Lagrangian shape functions as follows: 
n 
U, (Xly) = E(u, ), Ni(x, y) (3.3a) 
V, (X, Y) = 1: (v,, ), Ni(x, y) (3.3b) 
i=l 
However, the component w(x, y) should be described in terms of the nodal values 
of 
Ckwl) 
I 
aw and '9w, using Hermitian shape functions, i. e ý-x ay 
w(x, y) (fi wi + g, wi,., + hi wi,, ) 
where 
Wi, x - 
aw Dx 
aw i, y ay 
at node i 
at node i 
and fi, gi, h, are two-dimensional Hermitian shape functions as given in [Ref. 
1311132]. 
Hence, the total displacement components at any po"nt(x, Y, Z) inside the plate 
can be expressed as follows: 
AV' 
-26- 
U(X, Y, Z) 
f Ni(x, y)(u,, ), - z[ 
Li 
ax 
agi 
ax 
Aj 
Wi" + wi, y 
(3.4) 
ax 
V(XIYIZ) Ni(x, y)(v,, ), - z[ 
q-fi 
ay 
i9gi 
a y 
9hi (3-5) wi" + ay wi, y 
W(X, Y, Z) fi wi + g, wi,, + hi wi, y 
(3.6) 
3.2.2 Strain -Displacement Relationships 
Using Cauchy's strain definition, the strain components can be expressed in 
terms of displacement components as follows: 
au eu. 
Z 
ö2W 
ä-x ex ex, 
fy = av av" -z a2W VY = -6 -y ay 2 
= ý2u-- , 12v-- =( 
eu, , evo )-2z 
e2, 
Y, y ey ex ay ex axay 
'aw 
az 
ý-u + ý-w c9w + aw az ax ax ax 
7yz = 
av + 49W aw + aw az ay ay 19Y 
(3.7a) 
(3.7b) 
(3.7c) 
(3.7d) 
(3.7e) 
(3.7f) 
Hence, a strain vector can be defined in terms of the basic components of strain 
as follows: 
c CY - 
_LO 
-yzy 
where 
, OU 
ax 
(9vo 
0 öy 
auo 
+ av, L ay ax 
(3.8) 
-27- 
and 
fb :-- 
a2W 
aX2 
a2W 
19Y 
2 
a2W 
axay 
=- 
Using equations (3.5) and (3.6), it can be proved that: 
-L,, = 
B,, 60 (3.9) 
and 
Bb6b (3.10) 
where 
aN, 0 aN2 0 aNn 0 ax 09X ax 
D 0 M, 0 aN2 0 aN, O ay 19Y ay 
aNj ON, aN2 aN2 aN,, aN 
Oy 6-x ay ax- 'ay 
n 
'qx 
and 
a 
2f, 2 gi a2hi 
aX2 aX2 ax, 
(92fi a2 gi j92 hi 
b 9y 2 (9y 
2 9y 2 
222 a2h' ax, 9y 9xay axay 
dool 
-28- 
3.2.3 Stress-Strain Relationships 
Defining the stress vector o- as : 
Z -- f 0'-- Uy Txy 1 
and using generalised Hooke's law, the stress vector o, can be expressed in terms of 
strain vector c as follows: 
or =Dc. 
where 
D- E 
1; 
-- 
(1_v2) [0 2] 
Hence 
u -- 
D( 
-ý, -Z 
ib) 
Eo-z 0" 
where 
.u0= 
L) 
ý, -ý- ý, =DBý, 
6 
ý, 
DBb 
3.2.4 Derivation of element stiffness matrix 
(3.11) 
The strain energy density (strain energy per unit volume) is defined as follows: 
0=1 ci u (3.12) 2- 
-29- 
from which the total strain energy of the element is expressed as follows: 
fff D dx dy dz 
=ff U' dx dy 
where 
h/2 
Tj fU dz 
h/2 
e 
Hence, using equations (3.8) and (3.11), it can be deduced that: 
h/2 
Ul= I 
2_f 
h/2 
therefore 
zDz dz 
U/- (h c' Dc+ 
h3 
Z' Di 00 12 b- -b) 
Hence, the strain energy of the element can be expressed as follows: 
u= ff U' dx dy 
1--y element 
1 ff h co D co + 
býi' Dý dx dy 2 12-1 --1' 
element 
and from equations (3.9) and (3.10), it can be shown that 
1 60 Ko 60 +1 6' K 2- 2-1 -1 
61 
where 
Ko= ih Bo D Bo dx dy 2 
11 
element 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
-30- 
LK 1 bý D dx dy 
2ff 12 
clemeni 
therefore 
U =: K(e> 
and the element stiffness matrix K(, ) is defined such that: 
N (, )6- 
Qa- u-b 
ab 
Hence , it can 
be proved that: 
Kb 
3.2.5 Derivation of elastic foundation stiffness matrix 
(3.15) 
For an n-noded plate-bending element resting on an elastic foundation, as 
shown in [Fig 3.3], the force acting on an infinitesimal element due to foundation effect 
is defined as follows: 
AF =- kf w AxAy 
where 
kf is known as the stiffness of foundation. 
w is the displacement component in the z-direction. 
The work done due to an infinitesimal deformation "6w" in the z-direction by the 
foundation force is as follows: 
6AWf bw kf w Ax Ay 
i-e 
6wf 
ff 6w kf w dx dy 
and 
NX f 
ff 
jv' kf w dx dy 2 
clemeni 
-31- 
where 
W= lwllxl 
Using equation (3-6) it can be shown that: 
Ly =Nb6b 
where 
NIb =[f, h, f2 g2 h2 
Hence it can be deduced that: 
Wf lb'K 6 
-b -f b 
where 
Lý f= 
if kf 1ý16' Nb dx dy 
clemeni 
(3.16) 
Defining the equivalent nodal force vector "F, ", such that the work done by 
applied external load is 
We =6t Fe 
then the total potential energy of the element is 
x=u-W, - Wf 
Substituting from equation (3.15), (3.16), (3-17) , into 
(3.18), then: 
(3.17) 
(3.18) 
21 A' 21 Ab' 
Kf 
b 2-b 
-32- 
Using the minimum total potential energy theorem, it can be deduced that 
'9x = Keg Fe 56 - 
i. e 
Keq 6= Fe 
where 
0 
K+ Kf 
3.2.6 Equivalent nodal force vector for a pressure loadin 
Consider a case of a plate subjected to a pressure loading with intensity q(x, y) 
(load per unit area in the z direction), as shown in [Fig 3.4]. The force acting. on an 
infinitesimal element due to the pressure loading is 
AF = q(x, y) Ax Ay 
Hence, 
we if 
w q(x, y) dx dy 
element 
61 N' q(x, y) dx dy -b 
if 
b 
Hence, the equivalent nodal force vector is: 
Fe 
where 
-33- 
Fo = 01 
b' q(x, y) dx dy 
element 
3.3 FIRST ORDER SHEAR ELEMENT 
The basic assumptions for the derivation of Mindlin-plate elements are similar 
to those used for Kirchhoff element, except the effect of transverse shears is to be 
considered in order to improve the accuracy of such elements for the case of thick 
plates. 
There are many thick plate elements available in the literature [Ref. 54]. In this 
section, an attempt will be made to derive a first-order shear element for thick plates 
on elastic foundation using a simplified approach. 
3.3.1 Representation of transverse shears 
Considering a flat plate of uniform thickness "h" with its mid-surface being in 
the x-y plane, as shown in fig 3.2, from the boundary conditions at upper and lower 
surfaces of the plate (z=-h, z=+h) it can be deduced that: 22 
T" = 7yz = at z 
If the values of transverse shear stresses are assumed at the mid-plane of the 
plate (z=O) as follows: 
7xz = O(X, Y) 
7 (X, 
then for a homogeneous, isotropic material, distributions of -r.,, and -r, can be 
approximated over the z-axis (at any x, y), in terms of their values at 
Z2::: -- 
01 
-34- 
Hence, by using a3 -point Lagrangian interpolation, it can be deduced that: 
T. r Z)= ýý(X, y) 
4z2) (3.19) (XIYIZ 
h2 
TYZ )= p(x, y)(1 - 
4Z2) 
(3.20) (X-, Y, Z h2 
and for a linearly elastic material: 
'Fxz - 
(D(X, Y) (I - 
4z 2 (3.21) Gh2 
Tyz qf(x, Y) (1 - 
4z 2 (3.22) GG h2 
For the first-order shear element considered here, transverse shears axe averaged 
in the z-direction, and the average values; and -; TY, are functions of (x, y) 
only. 
Average transverse shears, are assumed such that: 
(1) The total shear forces (per unit length) over the thickness are the same, i. e at any 
point (x, y) 
h/2 
QX =fT., dz =h Tx-, (3.23) 
h/2 
h/2 
QY 
fr 
yz dz-h7Y,, 
(3.24) 
-h/2 
(11) The contribution of the average transverse shears in the strain energy is the same 
as the actual transverse shears i. e 
I Txz + ry, yvz) dx dy dz 
fff 
( 
1ffh+ -f y., --ý yj 
dx dy 
2 
or simply 
-35- 
h/2 
Tr 2 'Y., z dz =hz (3.25) 
- h/2 
h/2 
f 
7yz -ty, dz =h -f y,, (3.26) 
-h/2 
Substituting from equation (3.19), (3.20) into (3.23) and (3.24), it can be shown that 
(X, y) TZ (3.27) 
and similarly, 
(X, y) 3 -f Y2 (3.28) 2 
Substituting from equations (3.19) to (3.22) into (3.25) and (3.26), it can be shown that 
h/2 
h -f.  =1e, 
2 (1 + 4z2)2 dz 
-h/2 
8 ýp 2 
15 G 
i. e. 
8(D2 (3.29) 7r'-, 15 G 
and similarly, 
yz -7 yz -8q, 
2 
(3-30) 
15 G 
Substituting from equations (3.27), (3.28) into (3.29) and (3.30) , it can 
be shown that 
-f xZYx2-8 15G 
i. e. 
rz (3.31) = 
(c) 
-36- 
and similarly, 
yz 
yz g, G 
(3-32) 
Hence, equilibrium and strain energy are obtained by using average transverse shears, 
such that, equations, (3.31), (3.32) are valid. 
3.3.2 Displacement Components 
For the first order shear element presented here, the average transverse shears 
are used instead of the actual values, i, e. the transverse shears are considered functions 
of x-y only. Using the usual Cauchy's 0 strain -displacement relationships, it can 
be 
deduced that: 
au + aw(Xly) yý, (x. ýJ -- az ax 
(X. av + aw(xly) az ay 
i. e. 
au ßw(XIY 
az ax 
and 
av 
- aw(Xly) + -; y".. (x., y) öz - ay 
Hence by integration with respect to "z", it can be shown that 
U(X, Y. Z) a- U,, (X, Y) -z ax 
V(X)Ylz) - V, (X 
A-z( aw yz ay 
n where uo(x, y) and vo(x, y) are the d1splacement components at z=O, In the xad 37 
directions respectively. 
-37- 
Engineering slope angles 0,0, can be defined such that 
aw 
-- (X, Y) 5y Y 
and 
oy(x, y) aw- -ý ax ZZ 
Hence it can be shown that, 
U(X, Y, Z) -- U,, (X, Y) +z0, (X, Y) 
V(X, Y, Z) : -- V. (X, Y) -z0, (X, Y) 
W(X, Y, Z) - W(X, Y) 
(3-33a) 
(3.33b) 
(3.34a) 
(3.34b) 
(3.34c) 
which would result if we assume that any normal to the mid-plane before deformation 
remains straight but not necessaxily normal after deformation [Ref 54], as shown in Fig 
3.5. 
In order to obtain continuous displacement components all over the plate, the 
nodal displacement vector for an n-noded element is to be defined in terms of nodal 
values of u, v, w, 0, and 0, i. e 
'5 
= 
-0 
where 
(U, ), 
(V, )l 
(U, ), ý ( NT ), ý 
(3.35) 
and 
-38- 
wl 
(0. ), 
(0y), 
(0. )" 
(OY). 
and it is clear from equations (3.33), that 0., and 0, are independent of w for a thick 
plate, i. e. Lagrangian interpolation could be employed such that 
u, (xly)= j: (u), Ni(x, y) (3.36a) 
i=l 
n 
V'(X, Y)= >: (vo), Ni(x, y) (3.36b) 
i -- i 
n 
w(x, y) = 1: wi Ni(x, y) (3.36c) 
i=: l 
n 
O'(X, Y)= Z (0, )i Ni(x, y) (3.36d) 
i=1 
Oy (x v) (0y)i Ni(x, 3, ) (3.36e) 
where 
(110)i (v Wi are displacement components at the l-th node on the 
neutral plane in the x, y, z directions. 
OXI Oy are the slope angles with respect to x, y. 
3.3.3 Strain CornDonents 
Using Cauchy stra-in -displacement relationships together with equations (3.34), 
it can be shown that: 
ic 
au 
= 
au, 
+Z 
OOY 
.rN ox ax ax 
-(9v -av, z 
ao. 
av - ay ay 
au v auo avo ao, ao -+ a-- =+-z 'y Xy ay ax ay ax 
( ay 
-39- 
-yyz -av+ e3ýv- =-0., + (9 w 19z ßy öY 
au aw 
= oy + 
öw 
ä-z ax ax 
Strain vectors are defined such that: 
I-r yy . 
Lo+ b (3-37) 
-tly 
and 
-ty z -ox 
+ aw 
ay (3-38) aw 
x26y 
-T- 6x 
where au, 
ax 
-LO 
av, (3.39) ay 
(9uo + av, 
(9y 9x 
aoy 
Ox 
aox 
ay Zb (3.40) 
ao, goy 
b-x - -ýY L- 
--i 
Substituting equations (3.36) into (3.38), (3.39) and (3.40) it can be proved that: 0 
-LO = 
L30 60 (3.41) 
-Lb 
=-zz Bb 6b (3.42) 
c_=B., 6b (3.43) 
where B is as defined in section 3.2.2 and 
-40- 
0 0 aNi 
ax 
Bb 0 aNi ay 0 ... (3.44) 
0 9Ni aNi 
ax ay 
... 
aNi 
-N 0 ... Bs ay i (3.45) 
aNi 0 ... N 19X i 
3.3.4 Stress Components 
Using stress strain relationships for a plane-stress case with linearlY elastic 
material, it can be shown that: 
or 
O'y DC+ ýEb (3.46) . 2ý. r y 7xy -Yxy 
where 
1v0 
DEv10 
oo 1-v 2 
gio Dc0D Bo 60 (3.47) 
0' bDcb-zDýb6b 
(3.48) 
yz Ds 7Y2 
7zx 
= D., B., 6b (3.49) 
where 
-41- 
Go D- 
'6 0G 
3.3.4 Derivation of Element Stiffness matrix 
The strain energy of the element can be defined as follows: 
TJ- dx dy dz =ff U' dx dy (3.50) 
where 
strain energy density 
=1c 
and 
h/2 
Ul =f U dz 
- h/2 
From which it can be shown: 
O"x '6' 
+ O"y fy +- 7'zx 7zx) 
U 
where 
ury 
2XY 
and 
us 
2 
_Lo -zD( -Lo -z 
and 
-42- 
YT 1 U3 =31.3 
Hence, by integration with respect to "z", it can be proved that 
ul 
= 
ul 
0+ 
ulb + ul, 
where 
= c_ iO 
h3 
12 b 
Ui h i' D .92 
(3-52) 
(3.53) 
(3.54) 
Substituting from equations (3.411), (3.42) and (3.43) into equations (3.52), (3.53) 
and (3.54), and using the element strain energy given by equation (3.50), it can be 
shown that: 
21 A,, K,, + 21 A 6' 
Lý 1 A, ' K, (3.55) 2- 2-6 -b 
Ab +2 
-b - -6 6 
where 
ffhB,, LD L3,, dxdy (3-56) 
element 
L3 
Db dx dy (3.57) ff 12 
clemeni 
KffhB., L), L3., dxdy (3.58) 
element 
3.3.5 Derivation of Elastic Foundation Stiffness matrix 
Using an analysis similar to that given in section 3.2.5, it is clear that the work 
done due to foundation stiffness, and a. vertical deformation of the plate w(x, y) can be 
expressed as follows: 
-43- 
wi 'kf ýv dx dy 2v 
element 
where 
jv =Nb6b 
and 
L'ý 
b=( --. Ni 00] 
Hence it can be deduced that 
Wf Ab 
b 2 -1 
where 
Kf = 
ff kj Nb' N, dx dy 
clem en I 
From the definition of N it can also be proved that: b 
Kf f 3o - 1) + r, 3 (1 - 1) +s] 
=II k-f N Nj dx dy 
elemenf 
if r# I or s :? 1- 1 
for 
7-=s=l 
(3.59) 
(3.60) 
(3.61) 
(3.62) 
(3.63) 
(3.64) 
If "F. " represents the nodal force vector equivalent to applied forces, then the total 
potential energy of the element can be expressed as follows: 
X =U-Wf -W, 
0 
K, AO +1 6' ( LK, + K,, + Kf )A, - A' Fe (3.65) 2-1 
Defining "Keg" as the total stiffness matrix of the element such that: 
-44- 
(9)( = 
Keg 
F6 - 
i. e 
LK, 6= Fe 
it can be shown that 
Keq 
- 
0 
Kb +K, +Kf 
The method for the derivation of "Kq" as explained above, will lead to separate 
calculations of K01KbIK, and Kf. Hence, to allow the element to be safely used for thin 
plates, a reduced integration can be invoked by using a Gaussian quadrature scheme for 
the numerical evaluation of K. of an order less than that of Kb' For an 8 -node or 
9-node quadrilateral element, a 2x2 scheme is suggested for K, whilst a 3x3 scheme is 
employed for KbI and any one of the two schemes can be used for KO and Kf * Nodal 
force vectors equivalent to pressure loading can be estimated in a way similar to that 
explained in section 3.2.6. 
3.4 HIGH-ORDER FACET-SHELL ELEMENT 
Although the previous first-order element has a simple derivation and it is 
based upon Lagrangian. shape functions, it is not very accurate for thin plates and even 
with reduced integration, one should use elements with mid-side nodes (such as the 
9-node quadrilateral element) in order to obtain accuracy comparable with that 
obtained by means of Kirchhoffs elements. In this section, an attempt is made to derive 
a high order shear facet-shell element for thin-thick plates on an elastic foundation 
using a simplified displacement approach. 
3.4.1 Displacement Components 
Starting with parabolic transverse shear strain distribution as given by means of 
equation (3-21) and (3.22), the following approximate equations can be assumed: 
2 
-Y"(X, Y) f1- -2ýý 1 (3-66) Z' h' 
-45- 
Y) f 4z2j -Yyz(xlylz) = -Y", 
(X, 
2 yh 
(3.67) 
where -y' and -y',, are the values of transverse shear strains at the mid-plane of the plate X2Y 
(z=O). Using Cauchy's strain displacement relationships, then it can be shown that: 
-fxz(xly, z) = 
Ou + aw 
4Z2 
_to 
, az ax h2rz 
i. 
,+ aw 4Z21 _to -Yyz(x, y, z) =ý2 yz az ay h 
, Ou aw(x, y) 4. --2 ) yo -6 Z- ax h2x, 
(X, y) (3-68) 
av aw(xly) 0 Fz ay 2 Jx, y) (3-69) + 4zý ) -Y y h 
Integrating equations (3.68), (3.69) with respect to z, it can be proved that: 
where 
u(x, y, z) - u,, (x, y) _z 
aw +z_ 4zý 0 (3.70a) ax 3h' xz 
V(X, Y, Z) 2f V. (X, Y) -z aw +z- 
4Z3 
0 (3.70b) 
ay 3h' 
W(X, Y, Z) - W(X, Y) 
(3.70c) 
In order to have u, V, and w continuous all over the plate, they should be interpolated 
in terms of the plate nodal values defined for an n -noded. element by means of the 
following vector. 
where 
Ao=ý(U-)ý (V-)ý (u, ). (v, ). l (3.71) 
6 +1 wj, ý, wl'y --- W, W"., W"Yl 
(3.72) 
(-Y; 
"), 
(-Y; J. (3.73) 
The values of u,, (x, y), v,, (x, y), -yo, (x, Y), -t', (x, y) can be interpolated in terms of their xy 
-46- 
nodal values and Lagrangian shape functions as follows: 
u, (xly) Ni(x, y) (3.74a) 
n 
V'(X, y) =Z (vj, Ni(x, y) (3.74b) 
i=1 
n 
(xy) (-y" 
.rZ 
Ni(x, y) (3.74c) 
n 
-t 
0, (X y) =Z (-y" (3.74d) yz)i 
Ni(x, y) 
However due to the presence of nodal derivatives of w, the interpolated function of w 
should be represented in terms of Hermitian shape functions, as given by equation (3.6), 
i. e. 
n 
W(X, Y) wi fi(x, y) + wi,. g, (x, y) + wi, y 
hi(x, y)] (3.75) 
3.4.2 Strain Components 
Using Cauchy strain -displacement relationships, the strain components at any 
point (x. ide the element can be expressed as follows: , y, z) insi 
e r- 
au 
- 
auý 
-Z 
02w 
+ 
e-yo 
ý 
3 
Z (3.76a) . rx x ax 3h 2 
av av" 
-Z 
a2W 
+ Ö'y yo Z 4z 
3 
(3.76b) 9y Wy OY 2 ay 3h 2 
ý_U 
OY + 
av 
ax =: 
( auo 
ay , 
ý-v', 
ax 
a2W 
+0 ý+yZ 2z axay ay ax 
) 7, Z i2 
Z) (3.76c) ( 
3h 2 
0 
Z, 
72 4, 
h2 
3.77a) 
YI 
0 
-iyz 
4Z 2 
h2 
(3.77b) 
for simplification of the derivation the strain vector will be partitioned in terms of the 
following 2 vectors 
-47- 
cy 
'YX 
z 
-tx 
z 
Yyz 
Defining the following vectors: 
au, 
ax 
av, 
OY 
au &\, -+ýi0 ay ax 
and 
0 
Y) XZ(X 
0 -Yyz(xly) 
a, 
y 
ax 
Ö'Y 0 
-J 
yzý 
OY 
a70 
+ 
2w 
aX2 
a2W 
b ay 2 
2 
2 aw 
, 9xay 
then it can be deduced that: - 
(3.78) 
(3.79) 
(3.80) 
(3.81) 
(3.82) 
(3-83) 
ddllpý 
-48- 
42 
3h2 
)ct 
and 
(3.84) 
4 Z2 (3.85) 
-YYz 
h 
Using the interpolation functions as given by equations (3.74) and (3.75), it can be 
proved that: 
c-0 = BO 60 (3.86a) 
(-, -- B,, 6, 
(3.86b) 
ý 
5= 
Bs 6 
5 
(3.86c) 
. . 
b-Bbb (3-86d) 
where 
aNi 0 ax 
B0 (9Nj ay (3.87) 
, 9Ni (9Nj ay ax 
and 
... Ni 0 ... 
B (3.88) 
., 0 Ni ... 
-49- 
a2fi i9 
2 
gi 192 hi 
aX2 Ox 2 aX2 
a2fi a2 gi a2 hi 
09Y 
2 
ay 
2 
ay 
2 
2a 
2f 
2 
a2 gi 2 
a2 hi 
(9xay ýXay axay 
(3.89) 
3.4.3 Stress Components 
The stress components at any point can be defined in terms of the partitioned 
vectors o-, Y, o-, where 
ury = 0-, uy 7. ry 
1 
and 
as= 
ýTxy 
7yz 
1 
using generalised Hooke's law it can be deduced that 
gýxy xy 
Ds f3 
where 
V2 
and 
D G 
s 0 1 
(3-90) 
(3-91) 
E 
2(l + 
-50- 
Using equations (3.84), (3.85) and (3.86) the stress vectors can be expressed in terms of 
nodal displacements and shape functions as follows 
z, = 
42) 
,ýj 
311 2 
3 
- j3 BZ)L (3.92) 
B0 
0b -ýb 
+ (Z 
3h 2 
and 
42ý) 
h2 
4Z2 
) B, (3.93) 
h2 
3.4.4 Element Strain Energy 
The strain energy per unit volume can be expressed at any point (x, y-z) as 
follows: 
rj 
=1 0-, IE, UY Ey + UZ (Z + Txy -fry + 7Y2 -yyz 4- 7, ZX -fý 
=1uZ IE 
1 
ut ( XY -MY 
1[-ý' B' -z 6' B' +(z-47- 
3) 
-ý' 
B'] D fflý 
-ý, -zB 
4Z3 ) Bý, 6., ] 200b -b 3h 23 -0 b -ýb 
+ (Z- 
3h 2-- 
! Z') 2 B' D, B., 
h2 -5 - 
and the total strain is 
h/2 
U=fff FJ dz dx dy =ff U' dx dy 
-h/2 element 
where 
h/2 
ul fU dz 
-h/2 
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Integrating U with respect to z and using the following properties: 
h/2 
fz 2n+l dz 
-h/2 
h/2 
z 
2n dz -2h 
)2n+l I 
(2n+l) 2 
- h/2 
it can be proved that 
uf = ul 0+ 
uf + uf - 
uf uf 
bt - ib 
+ Uj 
where 
j3, D 0-0 L30 b0 
U'b 
b -B b 
L-) 
b 
Bb 6b 
L3 
,D L3ý, 
t5-3 
-0 -1 
B' D 
ul 'D ' LBb b b -b -b -bt 
Do bi 
uf 
tb L3 ,DBb 
5-- 
-ib 
and the modified D matrices are defined as follows 
h/2 
fD dz =hD 
-h/2 
h/2 
f 
Z2 D dz = 
113D 
h/2 
12 
h/2 
=: 
1 
(Z 
_ 
4Z2)2 D dz = '17 h3 D LD 1 
-h/2 
3h2 - 315 
(3-94) 
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h/2 
D=f (I - 
4zý) L), dz hD 
h/2 
h2 15 
h/2 
Df (Z2 - 4z4 )D dz 1h3D 
-h/2 
0- 15 
Hence, the total strain energy of the element can be expressed as follows: 
U=ff Udxdy 
clement 
U 
: -- 
UO + Ub + Ut - 
Ubt 
- 
Utb + Us 
where 
Uer = 
11 U' dx dy er 
a =- 0, b, t, s, bt, tb 
3.4.5 Element Stiffness Matrix 
(3-95) 
From the previous definition of element strain energy, partitioned stiffness 
matrices for the element can be defined from the following equivalent relationships. 
uo 
=1b, 2 -0 K= -0 
AO 11 U' dx dy 0 (3.96a) 
Ub 1 6' 
2 -b 
K 
-b -ýb 
= U' dx dy (3.96b) 
ut 
=16, 2 Kt -ý = 
U' dx dy 1 (3.96c) 
u = 51 2 Lý E U, dx dy (3.96d) 
Ubt 
=: 
_ý b 2b 
K 
-bi 3 
U dx dy (3.96e) 
U1b ' :::: ý 
12 
-6 3 
Lý 
-9b -ý b = 
dx dy 1b 11 U, (3-96f) 
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Hence, the partitioned stiffness matrices can be expressed as follows: 
K= ff LV D,, B. dx dy 
00- 
ff L3, ' L), B, dx dy 
Kf = 
ff L30' L), B. dx dy 
D, B, dx dy 13' 
- 
b, -:::: 
if 
'D L3,, dx dy K Bb -bt 
and 
El., 
Ib::, ý Kb' t 
3.4.6 Elastic Foundation Stiffness Matrix 
Equation (3.75) can be expressed in matrix form as follows: 
w(x, y) =Nb 
bb 
where 
N 
b:, -- 
I* 
*' fi g, hi 
The generated force due to the foundation elasticity can be obtained at an infinitesimal 
element of area [Fig 3.3) as follows: 
AF= - kf w AxAy 
Hence the work done by the force is 
w 
Awf 
f 
AF dw 
0 
w 
=f (- kf w) dw Ax Ay 
0 
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1 kj W2 AX Ay 2 
i. e 
2ff 
cle-meni 
ff 
element 
ki w' dx dy 
kf A' N' Nb 6b dx dy 
2 bb 
where 
Kf ff 
ele 
kf N' N dx dy b -b 
3.4.7 Equivalent Total Element Stiffness Matrix 
(3.97) 
Defining F(, ) as the nodal force vector equivalent to the actual loads, such that 
the work done by the actual loads can be expressed as follows: 
ýÄ7 c=ý' 
(3-98) 
then the total potential energy of the element can be expressed as follows: 
Wf - W, (3.99) 
Substituting from equations (3-95), (3-96), (3-97), (3.98) into (3.99), then it can be 
shown that: 
=1 b' 
(Nb + gf) 
-ýb 
+15', (S, + 9, ) 
-ý, -1 
6' Kb, 
-ý, -x 2 -0 -- 2-1 2 
-1 6, - ýT(e) :::: , 
K, 
lb -ýýb minimum (3-100) 2-1 
From the minimum total potential energy theorem, a total stiffness matrix equivalent 
to the partitioned matrices, can be defined such that 
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, 9)( =Keq -ý -F=0 i. e. 
Keq ý= 
and it can be proved from equations (3.100) and (3-101) that 
K, 00 
0 Kb+Kf 
-Kb, 
0- Kbt K, +K, 
(3-101) 
opý. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
BOUNDARY ELEMENT ANALYSIS 
OF THIN PLATES ON ELASTIC 
FOUNDATION 
-62- 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter introduces several new ideas for dealing with thin plates on an 
elastic Winkler Foundation. The first idea attempted here is the derivation of boundary 
integral equations, based upon three degrees-of-freedom per node (w, awlax, awlay). 
Such equations will not contain Kirchhoff corner forces and are, therefore, easy to 
program and easy to use for the evaluation of stresses and strains. An interesting new 
method for the derivation of fundamental solutions based upon a strain-function 
approach together with Fourier and Hankel integral transforms is introduced. It was 
found that some of the fundamental solution kernels of published derivations would lead 
to divergent integrals, and hence limiting the accuracy of the analysis. 
A completely new idea for dealing with fundamental solutions of thin plates on 
an elastic Winkler foundation has been attempted and is introduced in this chapter. It 
is based upon separating terms representing the elastic foundation effect from those 
representing the plate bending problems without foundation. Using such an approach, it 
becomes possible to express the foundation effect parameters in terms of new 
"Modified" non-singular Kelvin functions, and hence reducing singularity problems to 
those of plate bending ones solved earlier by other authors [Ref 90]. 
4.2 DERIVATION OF BASIC BOUNDARY 
INTEGRAL EQUATIONS 
4.2.1 Review of governing equations 
4.2.1.1 Definitions of basic parameters 
Consider a flat plate which is defined in terms of a mid-plane (in the x-y plane) 
and a thickness distribution h(x, y), as shown in [Fig 4.1]. The upper surface of the plate 
is defined by z=-ý, and it is assumed to be subjected to a pressure loading q(x, y) acting 2 
iii the z-direction, whilst the lower surface (z-+ý) is resting on an elastic Winkler 2 
foundation with stiffness "K". 
The stress analysis is based upon Kirchhoff's assumptions discussed in section 
3.2. The parameters used in the governing equations are defined as follows: 
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a) Shear forces lper unit lengtb): 
The total Shear forces acting over the thickness per unit length in the y and x 
directions respectively, can be defined at any point (x, y) as follows: 
h/2 
Q, (x, y) 
f 
7xz dz (4.1) 
-h/2 
h/2 
Q, (X, Y) 
f 
Tyz dz (4.2) 
-h/2 
b) Moments jper unit length): 
To avoid difficulties with notation, the moments per unit length will be defined 
directly in terms of the corresponding stress components as follows: 
h/2 
Mx(X, Y) 
fzu, dz (4-3) 
-h/2 
h/2 
my(x, y) 
fz 
o-y dz (4.4) 
-h/2 
h12 
MXY 
= MYX 
fzT, 
y dz (4.5) 
-h/2 
c) Surface moments and shear forces Lper jLnit length): 
Surface traction defined with respect to a normal to the outer boundary and 
z-axis; i. e with directional cosines ( 1, m, 0) as shown in Figure 4.1, are as follows: 
Tx =I Or x+M Tx y 
Ty =I -r, y 
+m o-y 
Tz =I Trz +m Tyz 
Hence the following surface moments and shear force (per unit length) can be 
defined: 
h/2 
tx fzT, dz -IM. - +mM., 
(4.6) 
-h/2 
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h/2 
ty =izT, dz =IM., +m My (4.7) 
-h/2 
h/2 
+mQ, (4.8) T, dz =IQ. 
h/2 
4.2.1.2 Boundary conditions at upper and lower surfaces. 
Considering the equilibrium conditions over the lower and upper surfaces of the 
plate (z=±ý, ), it can be shown that: 
Tzz Ty, -0 (4.9a) 
u, - -q 
(4.9b) 
at z= -ý 2 
similarly, it can be shown that: 
7xz = Tyz =0 (4.10a) 
or, = -K w 
(4.1 Ob) 
at z= 'ý 2 
where "w" is the deflection of the plate in the z-direction and "K" is the modulus of 
foundation elasticity. 
4.2.1.3 Equilibrium equations over the plate thickness 
The equations of equilibrium at any point (x, y, z) inside the plate are given as 
follows: 
aur 
+ 
a 7. T (97 +=0 x + ax ay az 
a 7-. r y aus, + a-ryz ,y0 (4.11 b) ax ay az 
a -r.,., a-r yz + 
auz 
+Z0 (4.1 Ic) 
ax 
where X, Y, Z are domain leading intensities (forces per unit volume). Using direct 
integration , it can 
be proved that: 
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h/2 
0' dz 
1 
09Z 
(t7z)h/2 (O"z)-h/2 
-h/2 
=w+q (4-12) 
and from integration by parts, it can be shown that: 
h/2 
a7z 
h /-) h/2 fz 
az " dz 
ZTZZ 
)-h/2 
-f7.,, dz (4-13) 
-h/2 - h/2 
and similarly, 
h/2 
z 
a7" dz (4.14) 
, 9z 
-h/2 
In the absence of domain loading (i. e X=Y=Z=O), equations (4.11) can be modified 
and integrated over the thickness as follows: 
h/2 
7 
z+ 
L"' + dz =0 (4.15a) 
-h/2 
(9x ay az 
h/2 
1z+ 
dz =0 (4.15b) 
-h/2 
ax (9y 9z 
h/2 
1(+ 197-y, 
+ dz =0 (4.15c) 
-h/2 
ay (9z 
Using the parameters defined by equations (4.1) to (4.5), and the results given by 
equations (4.12) to (4.14), the integrated equations (4.15) can be reduced as follows: 
am. r + am. T - Q- =0 
(4.16a) 
, 9x (9)r 
aM 
ax ry + ay - Qy -0 
(4.16b) 
aQ aQy + q- Kw =0 (4.16c) 
, 9x ay 
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4.2.1.4 Transverse stresses: 
From the boundary conditions given by equations (4.9) and (4.10), it is common 
practice in Kirchhoffs plate bending theory to ignore transverse stresses. 
In the derivation presented here, although non-zero values for Q.., and Q, may be 
considered in the analysis, the effect of transverse shear stresses on the deformation of 
the plate will be neglected. However, due to the pressure of the foundation, the o,, effect 
will be considered. 
From the analysis given in section 3.3.1, equation (3.19) and (3.20), transverse 
shear stresses can be assumed at any point (x, y, z) in the plate as follows: 
4Z2 (3.19) 
h2 
Tyz = Ilf(Xly 
4 Z2 (3.20) 
h2 
using equations (4.1) and (4.2), it can be shown that: 
i. e 
and 
h/2 
f 
4D (x, y) 4 
z2 ) dz =2h , p(x, y) 
-h/2 
h/2 
f 
ýF (x, y) dz =2hq, (x, y) 
-h/2 
3Q 
e( 2h ý7 
(4.17a) 
qf( 
3 Q, (4.17b) 
2h 
Hence, the transverse shear-stress distributions over the thickness, can be 
expressed as follows: 
3 Qý7 4 z2 (4.18a) -rrz -2hh2 
3 Q, 4 Z2 (4.18b) TY2 -2hh2 
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Substituting from equations (4.18) into the following equilibrium equation: 
aT-xz 
+ 
497yz + 090" = ax ay az 
it can be deduced that 
490-2 34 Z2 
az = ýLh 
[( 
qKw )( 1h2 
)l (4.19) 
Integrating equation (4-19) from z=O to any z, and using the given boundary conditions. 
it can be shown that: 
C, (X =-(q+Kw+(q-Kw3z-4 
Z2 
3 
(4.20) 
IYIZ) 22hh- 
4.2.1.5 Displacement, Strain and Stress Components. 
Using an approach similar to that used in section 3.2.1, the displacement 
components at any point (x, y, z) due to an out of plane loading can be expressed as 
follows: 
U(X, Y, Z) z 0, (4.21a) Ox 
V(X, Y, Z) z 19, (4.21b) 
'9Y 
W(X, Y, Z) W(X, Y) (4.21a) 
11 From which the relevant strain components can be defined in terms of deflection "w 
as follows: 
aU 
Z 
a2W 
9x aX2 
(4.22a) 
av Z a2W (4.22b) Cy av 2 1 ay 
9u + av 2za2w (4.22c) y 9y ax axay 
Using generalised Hooke's law, the strain components may be expressed I, terms of 
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stress components for linear elastic isotropic materials as 
C, =1 (0" - 1/0-Y - vor') E 
CY =1 (0-Y - vo-, - vo,, ) E 
Txy _() -fxy E 
from which it can be deduced that: 
ve, +v (4.23a) (1-v)(1-v) 
or yE2y++ (4.23b) 
- Tzy -(1-V)E- -Y -- _V 
(4.23c) 
2(1- v2 ) 
Substituting from equations (4.22), (4.20) into (4.23) the stress components may be 
expressed in terms of deflection "w", as follows: 
E12 a2W (q -K w) 
3 
z (a w++ (q +K w) + (3 z- 4z3 (4.24a) (1_V2)ý 
C9 y 
2) 2(1-v) hh2 
Ez 2w+2w+ [-(q +K w)+ 
(q -K w) (3 z- 
ý--'23) (4.24b) (1-1/2)ý 
ay 
2 
ax 
2 2(1-v) hh 
Ez a2W 
(1_V2) aXay 
(4.24c) 
4.2.1.6 Moments and shears in terms of deflection "w" 
Substituting from equations (4.24) into (4-3), (4.4), and (4.5), it can be shown 
that: 
Mx = -D 
( a2W +v 492W 
'' 
(q-Kw) (4.25a) 
ax 2 Oy 2)+ (1_V)A2 
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192w + (92w +v (q -K w) i9X2 ay 
2 (1 
_v 
)A2 
a2W 
axay 
(4.25b) 
(4.25c) 
where 
D- Eh . 12 (1-v 2), 
A2 - 
10 
p 
Substituting from equations (4.25) into (4.16), the shear forces (per unit lenath) may be 0 
expressed as follows: 
Q D F'9 x ýx (V'w) + (1_L, ) 
L(q 
- A2 aX 
Kw) (4.26a) 
QY Dk Dy 
(V2W) + 
(1 
v 
_v) 
'9 (q - A2 lay 
Kw) (4.26b) 
for q=O, or q=constant, the previous equations may be simplified as follows: 
D -L ax 
(V' + a') w (4.27a) 
D j9 
ay 
(, V 2+a 2) W (4.27b) 
where 
2 
A2 
Substituting from equations (4.26) into (4.16c), a governing differential equation can be 
expressed in terms of "w" as follows: 
V4 + a' V2+ tc 
4W= 
_L 
[q + (1 
vv 
D _V)A2 
which may be reduced for constant o-r linear "q" as follows: 
\7 a2 
where 
(4.28) 
(4.29) 
4_ç 
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4.2.2 Weighted - residual expressions 
Considering an approximate solution which satisfies the given boundary 
conditions, then a weighted -residual expression can be deduced from equilibrium 
equations (4.16) as follows: 
ax ay ax ay 
+w*(N-x+"Ql'+q-Kw) dxdy=O Ox ay 
where u *(x, y), v*(x, y), w *(x, y) are weighted functions, and "Q" 
domain of the mid-plane of the plate which has boundary 'T". 
integration by parts theorems: 
fff '9g dx dy fgI ds -ff 'Of g dx dy ax ax 
r 
ff f 09 dx dy fgm ds - 
ff ýLf g dx dy ay ay 
(4.3 1 
(4.3 1 b) 
where I and m represent the directional cosines of the normal to 'T" ( and the z-axis), 
in the outward direction with respect to "0", then equation (4.30) may be rewritten as 
follows: 
ý(oý-, tý, + 0; t, + w-t, ) ds + 
flw*(q-Kw) dx dy 
f ýM. 
ý 
ao-* + M.,, (a0l* + 
ýfy 
+ Myqfyl dx dy 
ax Oy ax ay 
0 
-f 
f+ 9w*) + %(0* + '9w*)l dx dy -0 (4.32) ax y ay 
0 
For thin plates the effects of transverse shears on deformation is DeglIgIble, and 
0; and 0; may be selected so as to cancel Q.,, and Q, in the previous expression as 
(4.30) 
represents the x-y 
Using the following 
follows. 
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,r -ax 1 
Aw* 
, 9y 
and equation (4.32) may be reduced to 
f (O. -, t., + O; t, + w-t,, ) ds +ff w*(q-Kw) dx dy 
ff ýMý7 02' -+ 
2Mxs, 
02'0 
+ M, 
02"I 
dx dy =0 (4.33) 
0 
OX2 49xoy ay 2 
Using equations (4-25), it can be proved that: 
2 -w 2 M, 
y 
a2W* + MY, 92W- w Fx-ay 'ay 
2 
MI'9 
2'- 
+2 M*, 92'. + M; 
92Y2ý* 
+I (q-Kw) V2W* (4.34) 
(9x 
2, OXOY y 
ay (1_V)A2 
where M* , M; and M. -7, are defined as follows: 
M' a2 w*+ Va2W* =-D (4.35a) 
('aX2 
aY2 
) 
My* =-D(z/'92* + '92*) (4.35b) 
49X2 Oy 
2 
M;, =-D(l-v)O 
2 '* (4.35c) 
OXOY 
Hence it can be shown using equations (4.31) that: 
2227 aL--: 
M, aLIK: +2M. ýy'o 
'+ My9 ' dx dy 
aX2 19xay ayT 
f (o, t' ,+ ot; 
) ds +ff (1 
' (q-Kw)V'w" dx dy 
_V)A2 
ffo, (cM. *r 
, 9x 
+) ay 
+ G, ( + ax 
"ý) dx dy (4.36) 
ay 
where 
'IM 1, +mM; y 
(4.37a) 
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I M; y +mM; (4-37b) 
aw (4.37c) -ax 
oy Ow (4.37d) -ay 
It can also be shown that: 
+ 2M.,, 
a2W- 
+ Mya2W* dx dy aX2 49xay Oy 
21 
f t. *, + o, t; ) ds +ff (1 
" (q-Kw)V'w* dx dy 
Ir Q _V)A2 
+ 0'( dx dy ax OY x ax OY 
1 
ff dx dy (4.38) 
Q 
where Q* and Q; are two additional unknown parameters inserted so as to have 
compatible inverse expressions. 
Using integration by parts theorems equation (4.31), it can be shown that: 
O., Q' + OyQy* dx dy (ý'-Q* + ! ý'-Q' ) dx dy ax ay 
+ 
'Qv) dx dy wt --- 
ffw(, IaQx- 
OY 
where 
., 
+ 7n Qy IQ* 
(4.39) 
(4.40) 
Using equation (4.39) then equation (4.36) may be modified as follows: 
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M, '92" + 2M., 
02W* 
+ Mya2W* dx dy aX2 axay ay 
21 
=-f (O., t., + Ost; + wt, *, ) ds +ff (I 
I (q-Kw) V2W ' dx dy 
_V)A2 
++ aM; -0, -) + dx dy (4.41) 
9 
9x öy ax gy v ax ay 
1 
Substituting from equation (4.41) into equation (4.33) then an inverse weighted residual 
expression may be obtained as follows: 
+ O; t, + w-t-. ) ds (O.,. t. *, + Oyt; + wt*z) ds 
r 
+ffq [w* + I/ 
/)A2V 
2w *1 dx dy 
0 
-Q"r) + 0'( + 
am*Y-Q; 
0 
Ox ay Ox OY 
+ 
N--K(w* 
+ V'w* dx dy =0 (4.42) ax 'ay A2 
)l 
notice that 
Ph 
22 
2V Iv -V AV 
which is very small compared with w* for the case of a very thin plate. Hence, the 
following approximation will be carried out in equation (4.42) 
v 2W- W- W, + 
(1_1/)A2 
v (4.43) 
and equation (4.42) will be simplified as follows 
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f (0-, t.  0; t, + w- t-. 
) ds -f 
(O., t* + 0, t; + wt*, ) ds 
qw- dx dy + 0., 'ax am; y - + u-y Q* ,+ 
am; osf ax + 
am; 
- ay 
w(OQ* + 
L%' 
- Kw*) dx dy =0 ax i9y 
4.2.3 Derivation of fundamental solution: 
4.2.3.1 Strain function method for fundamental solution, 
(4.44) 
Q* and w* which are A fundamental solution can be obtained in terms of Q* Y 
governed by the following equations: 
am* amx L-1 +-Q: e, b(x - xi, y-y, ) (4.45a) ax 9y 
aM; y + aM; - Q; =- eyb(x - xi, y-y, ) 
(4.45b) 
ax Oy 
aQ- +- Kw* =- eb(x - xi, y-y, ) (4.45c) ax ay 
where 
M* D 
02'* + '92* 
x aX2 ay 2 
M* DV 
a2W* 
+ 192W* 
y ay 2 aX2 
M*xy vD 
a2W* 
axay 
6(x - xi'y - yi) = b(x - Xj) b(y - yi) 
is a two dimensional Dirac-Delta function, 
e, ev and e, are arbitrary constants. 
Hence, equation (4.45) may be rewritten in terms of Q*, Q, *, and w* as foHows: 
-75- 
Q* e, 
Q 6(x - Xi ,y- yi) ey y 
Dw* e, 
where 
29 2 ax 
0a V2 
ay 
r, 
4 
ax ay 
and 
4-K 
( 4.46) 
(4.47) 
To simplify the differential equations described by means of the matrix equation 
(4.46), three strain functions f, f, andf3will be assumed such that 
fl QX 
Q; f2 
Dmr* f3 
(4.48) 
where C is a differential operator matrix. Hence, equation (4.46) may be rewritten as 
follows: 
fl e, 
CD (0 f2 6(x - Xi ,y- yi) ey 
(4.49) 
f3 e,, 
An approach similar to the "Galerkin vector approach" could be adopted for the 
definition of the C matrix, by selecting it such that 
el 0 0 
0 
83 
(4.50) 
-76- 
i. e it leads to ýD C being reduced to a diagonal matrix, and the matrix equation (4.49) 
may therefore, be decoupled in terms of the following three equations: 
elf, = e, 6(x -xi'y -yi) (4.51 a) 
e2 f2 = eY 6( X- Xi ,Y- Yi (4.51b) 
e3 f3 = ez 6( X- Xi ,Y- Yj (4.51c) 
notice that from matrix properties, if A* is the cofactor matrix of a square matrix A, 
and A is of n" order, then 
A(AT = (ATA =I Al 1 nXn 
where JAI is the determinant of matrix A and I nXn is the unit matrix of n" order. 
Hence an optimum choice for the C matrix is such that 
c= (51), (4.52) 
ivhich will lead to: 
(4.53) 
and it is clear that the strain functions fl, 
f2 
and 
f3 
can be expressed in terms of one 
function f, such that: 
f2 f 
f3 
(4.54) 
and from equations (4-51) and (4-54), it can be proved that function f is governed by 
the following differential equation: 
J%f = 6(x - xi, Y- Yj) 
(4.55) 
and it is clear from equation (4.54) and (4.48) that: 
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Q* e., 
Q; ey f 
Dw* e, 
(4.56) 
This approach, which is similar to the H6mmander method by [Ref 90], has 
reduced the governing differential equations of the fundamental solution parameters to 
one differential equation only (equation 4.55) and other fundamental solution 
parameters are obtained by differentiation. 
From the definition of the ýD matrix, (equation 4.47), it can be shown that: 
a2 
2V 
2+ 
tc 
4 
ay 
a2 2 
axa v 
a 6x 
and 
Jýpj 
= 74 + K4 
a2 2D2 
- -V - -V ay49X ax 
a2 
v2+ Ic 
4 av 2 aX2 ay 
a 
ay 
i. e equation (4.55) can be rewritten as follows 
(V4 + tC4)f = b(X xi, Y- Yj) 
which will be referred to as the basic fundamental solution equation. 
4.2.3.2 Solution of the basic fundamental solution equation. 
(4.57) 
(4.58) 
(4.59) 
A shifted two dimensional Founer transform for a function f(x - xi, y - y, ) can be 
defined as follows: [Ref 135,140]. 
F Gi [f(x-xi, y-y, ), ý, 17] = -L 
00 00 
f(x-xi, y-yi)e 
iWx - xi) + 17(Y - Yi)] dxdy (4.60) 27rf 
f 
00 -00 
and from the properties of the two dimensional Dirac delta function [Ref 1331, it can. be 
proved that: 
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1 
cj 
[6(x 
- X"Y - yi); ý'171 - 27r (4.61) 
Notice that in the infinite domain equation (4.59) leads to f(x - xi, y-y, ) being f(r) 
where 
r=- x1)2 + (y - 
Using polar coordinates, such that: 
x= xi + rcoso; (COSO 
y=y, + rsino; (sino 
then equation (4.60) can be reduced to 
co 2 7r 
(r cos(0 - 
0) 
-EI 9 (0 : -- 
1 11 f(r) ei r dr do 27r 
00 
oo 2 7r 
Cr 
7r 
ffr f(r) e' 
Coso 
dr do 
00 
From [Ref 137], it can be proved that 
2 7r 
fe i(r cosO dO = 
27r 
0 
and equatlon (4.62) can be reduced to: 
9 (() =i (() 
= 
00 
fr f(r) J, ((r) dr 
0 
(4.62) 
(4.63) 
(4-64) 
where f (() is the Hankel's transform of f(r) as defined by equation (4.64). Due to the 
radial symmetry of the function f, it can be shown that: 
2 f(r)=d2f + ldf dr 2 rdr 
and from the properties of Hankel transforms [Ref 134,135], it can be shown that: 
00 f 
r[ 
2 f(r)) J,, ((r) dr = _(2f (4.65) 
0 
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and 
00 jr( 
V4 f(r)) J,, ((r) dr 
0 
(4-66) 
Applying the two dimensional Fourier transform, as described above to equation (4.59) 
and using the results given by equations (4-61) and (4.66), it can be shown that: 
((4 + IC4) 
j(() 
_I - ý7r 
i. e 
27r (( 4+r. 4) 
or 
? (C) -I111 (4-67) (2 +22 itc 
(+ 
itc 
) 
Notice that, the inverse transform of ! (() can be defined as follows [Ref 133] 
00 
f J, ((r) d( (4-68) 
0 
and from [Ref 133] 
00 
f2J,, ( r d( K,, ( ar (4-69) 
(+a 
0 
Froni equation (4.69), the inverse transform of equation (4.67), can be expressed as 
follows: 
f(r) - -1 
4K"(4-i 
K r) - 
K, (-\Fi Kr (4-70) 2-, r 2iK 
1 
From the properties of Kelvin functions [Ref 1371 
iKi(z) = K,, (z4-i) 
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iK, i(z) = K,, (z4--- Ti) 
i. e. 
K. (z4- --i) - K,, (z-ý-i) =- 2iK, i(z) 
Substituting from equation (4.71) into (4.70) , it can be proved that: 
f(r) 
=-1 
2KCi(z) 27r r, 
where 
tcr 
4.2.4 Boundary integral equations 
(4.71) 
(4.72) 
Using equation (4-45), the inverse weighted residual expression (equation 4.44) 
can be simplified as follows: 
ci«O., ), e., (0, ), e, + wie, ) +f (t*ý, rO. ý7 + t; O, + t, *, w) ds 
(O., *, t., + O; t, + w*t, ) ds +ff w*q dx dy (4.73) 
where 
Ci =0 if (xi, y, ) is outside Q 
= 0.5 if (xi, y, ) is on F 
= 1.0 if (xi, y, ) is inside Q 
To facilitate the application of boundaxy conditions, slopes with respect to x and y axis 
can be expressed in terms of slopes with respect to normal and tangential directions as 
follows [Ref 90]: 
+ m'-aw) 
., 
0., t; oy =- 
(M, 
an at 
t, o; + tyo; -- 
(m,,, 9w* +m aNý-) 
x an tn at 
(4.74a) 
(4.74b) 
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where 
W. ('r a+ ax 
aw* aw* + an ax 
aw* 
-MYw* at ax 
and 
e, --O- + e, ) 
f 
Oy D 
m aw* ay 
+ Iow* 
19Y 
M*n D 
a2W* 
+v 
a2W* ( 
an 2 at2 
) 
2, * 
anat 
t* _L(V2W*) an 
hence, equation (4.73) may be modified as follows: 
ci«O., ), e., + (0, ), e, + we., ) + ý(Q, - w- M' 12w- - M, - -aw) ds 9n tf't at 
(Q,, w* - M,, 'an - M, ds + 
ff 
w*q dx dy at 
r 
Fundamental solution parameters may be defined such that: 
w e, 
aw* 
an 
aliv. ey at 
Qn 
M, ', = 
(4.75a) 
(4.75b) 
(4.75c) 
(4.76a) 
(4.76b) 
(4.76c) 
(4.77) 
(4.78) 
(4.7 9) 
-82- 
Hence 
, it can be deduced from equations 
(4.75), (4.76), (4.78) and (4.79) that: 
f af af ax ay 
af a2f a2f an anax an, 9y 
af a2f a2f at atax atay 
and 
F, aF1 OF, 
49x ay 
F2 i9F2 öF2 
ax ay 
F3 '9F3 aF3 
ox ay 
where 
an 
2f 92f 
F a"t +v 2 an2 at2 
'92f 
(9nat 
(4.80) 
(4.81) 
(4.82a) 
(4.82b) 
(4.82c) 
Explicit expressions for U and T matrices are listed in tables 4.1 and 4.2 
respectively, and some useful details are given in Appendix C. 
Substituting from equations (4.78), (4.79) into (4.77) and using the fact that e, 
e, and e, are arbitrary parameters, the following three boundary integral equations can 
be deduced with respect to the source point (xi, y, ) 
ciwi + T,, W - 
T21(OW) 
- T31('9w)lds 
ff 
an at 
r 
=f 
ýUIIQn 
- U21Mn - U31MI. 
Ids + 
ff 
qU, Idx dy (4.83a) 
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- ci(aw-)i +f 
ýT12W- T22(L-) 
- T32(! 
2w-)Ids W 
ax an at 
r 
= 
fý 
U12Qn 
- 
U22Mn 
- 
U32Mt, lds + 
ff 
qTJ, 2dx dy (4-83b) 
-C 
T13W- T23(0') 
- 
T33(0ý-)Jds W an at 
r 
f ýUlAn 
- 
U23Mn 
- 
U33Mtnlds + 
ff 
qUl3dx dy (4.83c) 
4.2.5 Domain loading terms 
From previous analysis, it is clear that the domain loading in the boundary 
integral equations (equation (4.83)), may be defined as follows: 
ff 
qU,, dx dy 
Q 
fD f dx dy f ýg 
Q 
(4-84a) 
L2 
- 
ffqUl2dx dy 
Q 
L3 
= 
ff 
qUl3dx dy 
Q 
f ýLf f 
Dax dx dy 
0 
fa ýLf f Day dx dy 
Q 
From the properties of Kelvin functions, [Ref 136] , it can 
be shown that: 
V2Q 
where 
4 
In order to obtain non - divergent integrals, L, and L3will be reduced as follows: 
(4-84b) 
(4.84c) 
(4.85a) 
(4-85b) 
L2 
--1 qf ds -Nf dx 
dy (4.86a) f ff 
ax 
-84- 
L2 fmqf ds 
r 
ff Nf dx dy 
ay (4.86b) 
Substituting from equation (4.85) into (4.84a) and (4.86) and integrating the 0 resulting 
expressions by parts, then the domain loading terms can be expressed in terms of 
boundary integral expressions as follows: 
-'ýf qN ds 
Lq Q dsj (4.87a) D an an 
rr 
L2(Xi7Yi) -1fjIqf ds Oq aQ dsj (4.87b) D Ox an 
rr 
-1 mqf ds -f 
LqN dsj (4.87c) Mf 
Oy an 
rr 
where 
19Q -1- -e- Kl, -in 27r n 19n 
and for constant q: 
aq aq 
= 
aq 
Fn Fx ay 
4.2.6 Boundary - element solution 
Using constant boundary elements, as shown in Fig 4.2, integrals over the 
boundary can be described as follows: 
M 
T,, w ds = 1: 
(f TI, ds )wj f 
j=1 r element j 
JUjj Q,, ds f U1, ds 
r element j 
where, m= Number of boundary elements and taking source point (xi, y, ) to be mid - 
side nodes of all boundary elements, a system of linear algebraic simultaneous equations 
caii be developed from integral equations (4.83) as follows: 
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where 
and 
i. e 
where 
(C + H)b = Ct +1 (4-88) 
C3(i 
- 1)+Or, 3(j - 1)+o = 
Ci6ij 6ao (4-89) 
H3(i 
- 1)+a, 3(j - 1)+, 
6 = T, 6,,, (x - xi, y - y, )ds (4-90) 
G3(i 
- 1)+a)3(j - 1)+o = 
U, 6,,,, (x - xi, y - y, )ds (4.91) 
13(i 
- 1)+a = L, (xi, y, ) (4.92) 
6= 
wi 
wl7xwl 
ly ... **' wm wm Ix 
wmly 
I 
j(Qjp (Mn)li (Min),,, - .... (QJm7 (mn)ml (Mttn)ml 
i -- 1.21 -* 
1,21 - rn 
1.2,3 
11 23 1 
Gt+1 (4.93) 
Q+U 
Matrix equation (4.93) represents 3m equations, and hence 3m of 6 and/or t should be 
specified as boundary conditions. The procedure for the application of boundary 
conditions and solution for unknown boundary values is similar to what is given in Ref 
[Ref 134]. 
Having determined all the boundary values, then displacement stresses and 
strains can be obtained at internal and boundary nodes, using procedures similar to 
those described in [Ref 89,90). 
In equation (4-90), (4.91), when i=j, i. e when the source point is in the element 
-86- 
over which the integrals are carried out some of the integrals become singular (i. e with 
infinite values within the region of integration). A full analysis of singular terms existing 
in such integral terms is given in Appendix D. 
4.3 DERIVATION BASED UPON NEW 
"MODIFIED KELVIN FUNCTIONS" 
4.3.1 Introduction 
In the analysis of singular integral terms, of equations (4.90), (4.91), as described 
in Appendix D, it was noticed that the following expressions 
zo 
K ', , ')dz (4-94) T12 (X - xy - y, ) ds 
(7 
7r 
0 
T(x - xi, y - y, ) ds = r, -"n 
K, dz (4.95) 
have divergent integrals. Corresponding terms, with divergent integrals, occur in the 0 
BEM analysis of thin plates and one of the simple ways to get rid of them is to apply 
rigid translation and rotation conditions [Ref 89,90] 
Unfortunately, such an approach is not possible to employ for plates on an elastic 
Winkler foundation, and the previous BEM formulation, given in section 4.2 is only 
applicable to plates with fixed or simply supported edge conditions, although some 
authors have never mentioned this limitation [Ref 115,120]. A new idea is introduced in 
this section, based on splitting the problem into two super-Imposed problems; the plate 
bending problem without foundation and the foundation effect. The terms for each 
problem will be separated and the singular terms for each case will be analysed 
independently. 
4.3.2 Derivation of modified fundamental solution 
From the previous analysis, it is clear from equation (4.75) and (4.76) that the 
fundamental solution parameters used in the BEM solution are all functions of w- which 
is defined in terms of a-single function f, I. e (equation 4.75a) 
-87- 
wo e, -L + ey-L + e, 
f 
ax ay 
)D 
and f is governed by the following differential equation (equation 4.59) 
(V4 + K4)f 6(X xi, y- yi 
which has the following solution equation (4.72) 
1122K, i(z) 7r tc 
where 
z= icr 
For the special case of no foundation, i. e tc = 0, equation (4.75) (b), (c) and 
(4.76) are still valid, but: 
e., a+ey -L + e, 
f, (4-96) 
ax ay 
)D 
where 
v 4fl = 6(x - xi, y- yi) 
(4.97) 
which has the following solution: 
e(log(r) 
- 1) + Cr 
21 (4.98) 
27r 
14 
where C is an arbitrary constant. With an appropriate selection of the parameter C, 
equation (4.98) may be rewritten as follows: 
12 ýe(jog(z) 
- 1)1 27r K42 
(4-99) 
Consider a function f2 so as to represent the effect of the presence of the elastic 
foundation, such that: 
+ (4-100) 
-88- 
then, it can be deduced from equations (4.72), (4.99) and (4.100) that: 
f2 =f-f, =I 
ýK, 
j(z) + 
e(log(Z) (4.101) 
27r r, 42 
Equation (4.101) has inspired us to define a new "Modified" Kelvin function as follows: 
z2 Keirn(Z) = K, i(Z) + 4-(109(2Z) (4-102) 
i. e 
f2 
-I 
2Keim(z) (4.103) 27r tc 
for a radially symmetric function g(r) 
2gd"9+ Idg 
dr2 rdr 
2( d 
2g 
+ ldg 
dZ2 zdz 
and from the properties of Kelvin functions, [Ref 133]it can be deduced that 
v2 Kei(z) =K2K" 
using equation (4.102) it can be shown that 
2 Keirn(Z) K,, (z) + log(Zj) 21 
Hence, another modified Kelvin function can be defined a-s follows 
+ log(z) (4.104) 2 
with the following property: 
v Keirn (Z) =- ic 
2 K, (z) (4-105) 
Notice, that although K,, (z) is singular, at z--O, K,,, (z) has a finite value. 
Other properties of modified Kelvin functions can be deduced, and listed as 
-89- 
follows: 
Ki(z) + g(log(z) - 
1) 
222 
Krm(Z) = Kr(Z) + 
Kl, ',.. (z) =- 
1 K',, (z) + e(log(z-) 42 
(4.106) 
(4.107) 
(4.108) 
(4.109) 
where 
F'(z) =: 
dF. 
dz' F"(z) =d2F dZ2 
4.3.3 Modified fundamental solution parameters 
From section 4.3.2, w* can be redefined as follows: 
W7 + W; 
where 
e., -L + e, '9 +e, 
f, 
ax Oy 
)D 
f2 
e, + ey + e, )D ax ay 
(4.110) 
(4.111) 
(4.112) 
Hence from equations (4.75), (4.76), the fundamental solution parameters, may be 
redefined as follows: 
aw* 
=(v. + U** ) an 
aw* ey at 
(4.113) 
-90- 
e, 
T' + T** e. (4.114) 
ey 
and from equation (4.110), (4.80) and (4.81) , it can 
be shown that: 
a) VO, T' represent fundamental solution parameters for the case of no 
foundation, and they are defined as follows 
ax Oy 
U. af, a2fl a2fl ý7- - n5 , Igx anay 
(9f 1 a2fl a2fl Tt atax atay 
aF; OF; 
öx ay 
T F; '9F2 aF; ax ay 
F; aF; aF3 - 
(4.116) 
i x gy 
where 
d9 (172fl) 
Frl 
(92fl 
+ 
a2fl) 
an2 at 
2 
a2f, 
anat 
b) U**, T- represent fundamental solution parameters, due to the foundation 
effect and'they are defined as follows: 
-91- 
f2 af 2 af2 
Dx Oy 
U*l 
af 
2 
a2 f2 a2f2 
an anax anay 
49 f 
a2f, a2f2 
at atax atay 
F; * OF, aF1 -- äx ey 
aF** aF; * 
ax ßy 
aF** aF; * F; - - UX ey 
where 
F, * *=- _ý2_(V2 f2 
) 
an 
F;, =_ 
(02f2 +v 
a2 f2) 
3n2 at, 
F; * -- 
(1 
v) 
a2 f2 
anOt 
(4.117) 
(4.118) 
Deri-, --ation of U*, T* can be found in [Ref 90] and they are listed in Appendix E. The 
matrices U'*, T** have been derived and they are listed in Tables 4.3,4.4 respectively. 
4.3.4 Modified domain loadina terms 
The domain loading terms are defined as follows 
Lor = Lý, + L** a 
where 
ff 
qU *,,, dx dy (4.120) 
0 
qU; ' dx dy (4-121) or 
ff 
a 
0 
for a=11 21 3 
-92- 
The terms Lý can be dealt with in a way similar to that used for thin plates (Ref 90). 
The other terms can now be rewritten as follows: 
qU;: dx dy D 
f2 dx dy (4.122a) 
f 
qU 1; dx dy =ffR 
Lfl dx dy (4.122b) D ax 
f 
qU;; dx dy = 
ff R ýf-3 dx dy (4.122c) D ay 
where 
f2 
-- -' 2 
iý 
ei -M 27r N 
Defining a function Q, such that 
2Q2 (4.123) f2 :: --: V' 
it can be deduced that 
2 
K,,, (z) - -ZýL(21og(g) - 3) (4-124) 2-, rr, 
ý 
128 21 
Hence, using integration by parts theorem, it can be deduced, for constant or linear q, 
that: 
. OQ2 f Lq 
n 
Lj- = 
Iýf q--j- ds - dsj (4.125a) D 11 anqQ2 
r 
L; ' = -Iýj q-! 
2-(Q2) ds - 
JNý% dsj (4.125b) 
D Ox 9n i9n 9x 
Ir r 
Q) 
ds LqýQ ' dsj (4.125c) q9 (, 9n2 On Oy D ay 
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and for constant q, 
aq 
= 0. Notice that for Fn 
2ýZ! 
009(Z 1)1 = V'Qj (4.126) 27rK 42 
it can be shown that 
Zý ( 2log(Z-) -3 (4.127) 128 2 
Hence, for 
fI+f2 : -: V2Q,, n 
(4.128) 
then 
Qm = Ql + Q2 (4.129) 
which leads to 
QM =' 41ý111'(Z) (4.130) 27r K 
and one can write directly (for constant or linear q): 
q"Qn ds -f 
LqQ,,, dsl (4.131a) On On 
rr 
L2 
= Iýj qa ("Qrn) ds - 
fLqQrn dsj (4.131b) D ax an an ax 
rr 
L3 
= if f qA(aQm) ds -f 
Lq9Q- dsý (4.131c) D Oy an On Oy 
rF 
Due to a hidden singularity, if Q (defined by equation 4.85) is used in equations (4.131) 
instead of Q,, ý, wrong answers will be obtained. This fact has been recognised by some 
authors [Ref 115,120), who tried to provide alternative solutions. 
Equation (4.131) may be rewritten* as follows: 
-94- 
qp' ds -f 
Lqq, *,, ds 
a an 
rr 
where 
a= 11 2,3 
(4.132) 
and the fundamental solution parameters p, * ,j%, 
have been derived and are listed in 
Table 4.5 
4.3.5 Boundary element equations 
Using constant boundary elements, boundary integral equations at a source point 
can be descretised, as described in section 4.2.6. For source points being taken at all 
boundary nodes, the following system of equations is produced: 
G (4.133) 
where 
fi =C+ H* + Li** (4.134) 
G* + G*' (4.135) 
and 
f TýIjx - xi, y - y, 
) ds (4.136) 
i 
H*ýj -f T**,,,, (x - xi, y - y, 
) ds (4.137) 
.3- 1)+Or)3(j - 1)+, 
8 
xi, y - y, ) ds 
(4.138) 
8,,,, (x - xi, y - y, ) ds 
(4-139) U** G; ý(i 
- 1)+a, 3(i - 1)+# 
f 
i 
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13(i 
- 1)+a = La(xi. y, ) 
ds f Lq q* ds an 
(4.140) 
The boundary -element standard procedure can be carried out on matrix equation 
(4.133). 
4.3.6 Analysis of singular integral terms 
Notice that for K i0, U", G** defined by equations (4.137), (4.139) should 
vanish leading to a system of equations for plate bending with no foundation. This fact 
has been used in this work to calculate the divergent integrals in U0 by means of rigid 
translation and rotation conditions applicable to the case without foundation. Other 
singular integrals in LI*, Q* can be estimated by means of analytical expressions, in a 
way similar to that used for plate-bending problems [Ref 90]. The remaining task is to 
analyse the singular terms in Li**, Q**. 0- 
From the definition of modified Kelvin functions, it can be proved that: 
1) hIlý Kerrn(Z) ::: -- - -i 2%0 
lim K. i. (z) 2--+o 
iii) um Krm(Z) =0 
z 
iv) lim Ki, (z) =:: Z 
)0 
1ý / 
m(Z) lim 
z 00 z 
vi) lim 
K, ifn(Z) _- 
Z) 
vii) lim A, (z) 
Z ---+ 0 
viii) lim B, (z) -- ' 
,Z ---+ 0 
Hence, there is no singularity in all terms of -H-'*, 
Q*O, 1 defined by equations (4.137), 
(4.139) and (4. 140), and this may prove a major advantage for the derivations based 
-96- 
upon modified Kelvin functions. Another advantage, which has been observed when 
validating the the developed programs. When elastic foundation stiffness "K" is very 
small or goes to zero the old derivations lead to divergent answers. The program based 
upon modified derivation can have a paxameter to switch off the calculations of H**, 
when Ki0, and it will not lead to divergent answers for small values of K. 
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31 :: --:: af at 
I ar 
27rDtcat 
t Ke U32 =: i(z) + '9L' A(z)j ax at 2-,, D axat 
U af) 33 -- ally (at 
rý - ar, 9r 
_N 
ýiL 
. 
(Z) , K'i (z) + j7t- 2-, rD 
Z ay 
x-X, ), +( 37 - yi 
) 
(K \\ 
K, (z) -? K'i (z) 
[Table 4-1] U parameters 
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Lr 1- 2-r an 
T12 -a Fl K', (z) - 
a' 
-ý'- B (z) äx = 27r Z ax an 
1 
2- 
22- F, K', (z) B (z) 13 y 27r z ay On 
T21 
= 
F2 
= -L 
ý (1 + v) K, (z) + (2 
2-i )A(z)l 
4ran 
T22 - '9 F2 : -- K1 (z) 
(, Ör 
+ (1 
_ 
)Ör(d9r)2) + äx 27rý " ax Ox ön 
v)A (z)(2(-i.. ), 9' + jQ-'- - 4ýL(ar 
)2)1 
z an ax ax an 
a (, er 
+ V)2r(ar)2) + 23y2 v 27r 
ý 
'! '(z) öy ay an 
v)A(z)(2(, + a' - 4ýL(O' 
)2 
z an ay ay an 
)I 
T31 
- F, 
(1 
- 27r anat 
ý ar ürQr F, =_++ 
T3 
2 ý-::: ax 27r anatax an , 
)L' - öt Oxanat 
F(I- V) Kf ar ar Dr K (Z) +A 
(Z) 
ý2r ý. i)ftr 4! 2-r-P-rL0-r)j 33 7-- VY 3-- 27r I Fn at 6-Y z an +0 at ayanat 
where 
2K1 B (z) K (z) + 
[Table 4.2] T Parameters 
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U7i = 
f2 
=- LD K 
27r D r, 
= 
Of2 
-1 arK'i. (z) Ulý 6-x -- 27rDtc, 9x ' 
'9f2 
-I arK'i. (z) j-Y -- 27r D r, 19Y 'e 
*= 
af2 
-1 arK'i. (z) Uýl 9n -- 27rDran ' 
n-i ar ar (z) 1 K'. (Z) + vx - -7r Dz e2m Xýn 
I 
U. - ar ar 
23 Klcim(z) + FyF, 27rD Z 
Of2 
-1 ar K'irn(Z) Uý' "': -- -- 27rDKat 
Tj;; K' OrQr A,, (z) -2z, i, 
(Z) + YX it- 
I 
ar91 K'i (z) + 27rM Z 6-y5t 
2K 1ý 
[Table 4.3] U** parameters 
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aK'erm(z) 
27r On 
2-- 
T;; FI*='i in K, ',,,, (z) 12 ax I-ýz 9x i9n 
2n 
T;; 50-F; * = f--ý" K,,, (z) B (z) 13 vI- y 27r z oyan 
T2*, = F; * = -i-ý(1 + v) K., m(z) + (1 - v)(2(ýL' )2 - 1)A(z)1 47r an 
T;; 9 F** ýKm(z)(vd9r )Ör(ar)2 jX 2 27r -, ax ax an 
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ar(ar)2 (2(s 
9n 9x ail 
)ý 
23- j-y 2-7:, + öy Oy ön 
(z) (2 O-r- + jk - 412-r- 
(ar )2 
z an ay Oy an 
)I 
(1 - 11) ar ar F3 ::::: 27r 9nat A,, (z) 
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Table 4.4 T-' Parameters 
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1 ar 
27rDtc 3 an 
r B, (z) 
J'ZnKe (z) 
27r D r, axan 
2Zn K/,,, (z) - 
6'ýft B, (z) 
27rDr. ayan 
I 
4Kerrn(z) 27rDic 
1 ar q; = 27, D. 3aX K,,,. (z) 
1 ar q3 = 2rDn 3ay 
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rcr 
B, (z) = K, i(z) + 
2K,, (z) Ze 
[Table 4.5] Fundamental Solution Parameters for domain loading terms. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
BOUNDARY ELEMENT ANALYSIS 
OF THICK PLATES ON ELASTIC 
FOUNDATION 
-105- 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter, the boundary element analysis of thick plates on elastic 
foundation is presented. New fundamental solutions for different possible cases are 
derived using Fourier and Hankel integral transforms. Details of analysis of loading 
terms in terms of boundary integral terms are also introduced. The fundamental 
solution parameters contain singular terms which may lead to divergent integrals. 
Hence, a method which is based upon a fictitious boundary is suggested and it does not 
contain any singularity whatsoever. 
An alternative approach based upon the fundamental solution of thin plates on 
elastic foundation is also presented. Most of the work introduced in this chapter has 
been derived for the first time by the author and has been employed in computer 
programs as reviewed in the next chapter. 
5.2 BASIC GOVERNING EQUATIONS 
5.2.1 Transverse stresses 
For the analysis of thick plates on elastic Winkler foundation, the parameters 
defined by equations (4.1) to (4.8) are used. The boundary conditions for a thick plate 
(as shown in fig 4.1), are the same as given by equations (4.9) and (4.10). The governing 
equations of equilibrium, over the plate thickness at any point (x, y) are defined by 
equations (4.16). Transverse stresses will be considered similar to those given by 
equations (4.18) and (4.20), 
i. e. 
4z 5.1 a) 2hb 
QY 4z' I b) 
2hh2 
and 
(q+Kiv) V) 
or z--+ 
(-q--Ký-(3z-4zý) (5.2) 
22h h' 
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For linear elastic isotropic materials, the transverse shear strains can be derived 
from equation (5.1) as follows: 
-7. rz- 
3 Q-- 2 
IýG- 
Z2" (5.3a) 2h 
-7yz- 
QY 2 
(5.3b) 2 4z' h 
and it is clear that at z=O 
,, _3Q., 7.0 =ý3% 'Y-rz -2hG' -Y Yz 2hG (5.4) 
5.2.2 Displacement, Strain and Stress Components. 
Using an approach similar to that used in section 3.4.1, it can be deduced from 
equations (3.70) and (5.3) that the displacement components at any point (x, y, z) inside 
the plate maybe approximated as follows: 
aw +3Q, (z 4z3 U(X, Y, Z) -- U, (X, Y)- z -jx- 2 hG _h2 (5-5a) 
aw+3 ý%_ (, - ! z2 
(5.5b) V(X, Y, Z) V, (X, Y)- z -6-Y 2 hG h2 
W(X, Y, Z) - W(X, Y) (5.5c) 
and it is clear from plate bending theory, that u,, (x, y) and v,, (x, y) will only be due to 
in-plane loading, which will not be considered in this analysis, i. e. for the case of 
out-of-plane loading, the displacement components may be approximated as follows: 
2 
U(X z aw +hz_ 4z3 ) (5-6a) IYIZ) ax 4 (1-v)D h2 
V(X z ow +h2 
Qy 
-z_ 
4z3 ) 
IYIZ) ay 4 (1-v)D h2 
(5-6b) 
W(X, Y, Z) --w 
(X, Y) (5.6c) 
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where 
Eh' 
12(I-v ) 
Using Cauchy's strain- displacement relationships, the strain components can be 
expressed in terms of the displacement components defined by means of equations (5.6), 
as follows: 
2 aQ 
z 
a2w 
+h-z 4z3 (5.7a) ( 
3h 2 ax 
24 (1-v)D ax 
z 492 3y + 
h2 1a 4z 3 fy-2(z2 (5.7b) 
ay 4 (1 -D i9Y 3h 
-Y, Y=-2z 
a2W + bý (aQ, +aQy)( z (5.7c) , axl9y 4 (1 -D 9Y 19X 3h2 
The transverse stress components are defined in equations (5.1), (5.2), and the 
other stress components can be expressed in terms of E.., c, -Y., Y, a, as shown 
in equation 
(4.23), from which and by using equations (5.7), it can be shown that: 
- 
12D (a 2w a2w 3 (Z 
0" +v- _ 
4z3)('OQ, +, 
OQY) 
Xh3 aX2 aY2 
)+ 
(1-v) h 3h 2 ax ay 
+ 3v -(q +K w) + 
(q-Kw) 
z_4Z3 (5.8a) h(l-i/) 22 3h 2 
)l 
or 12 
Dz( a2w +, a2w +3(z_4 z3)(, 9Q. + 
NY) 
h3 aY2 aX2 (1-v)h 3h 
2 ax (9y 
+ 3v -(q 
+K w) + 
(q -K w) (z 4e (5.8b) 
h(l-v) 22 3h 2 
)l 
y V) 
12DZ a2W +3 (z 
_ 
4z3) (, 9QX + 
OQY) (5.8c) 
h3 qxqy (1-v) b 3h2 2 9y lax 
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5.2.3 Moments and shear forces 
From the definition of M., M, M., and using equations (5.8), it can be proved 
that: 
h/2 
Mr =f zo,, dz D( 
'92' +v 
02' 
-h/2 
OX2 ay 
2 
[2(9Qx 
+v 
OQY) 
+ v(q -Kw (5.9a) ax ay )l 
h/2 
My = zu, dz =-D(v 
a2W 
+ 
a2W 1 
aX2 ßy 2 
-h/2 
[2(v N! 
+ 
OQI) 
+ v(q -Kw (5.9b) (1-v)Aý ax ay 
)l 
M., D 
a2W 
+ 
_L 49Q + aQy) (5-9c) axay A2( ay ax 
where 
10 (5-10) 
Equation (5-9) may be rewritten as follows 
D ý-Ox +v ý-Oy )+" (q -K w) (5.11 a) ax yy _V)A2 
M, D ýLx + q-oy +I (q -K w) 
(5.11 b) 
Ox ay 
) 
_V)A2 
Mxy )D(i9O. + aOil) (5.11 c) 2 ay ax 
where the parameters 0, and 0, are defined as follows: 
2Qý7 aw (5.12a) 02- gx '-D(l-v)A 
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oy_ 
2QY 
- 
aw (5.12b) 
D(l-v)A2 ay 
i. e. and from equation (5.12) we have the following: 
QZ7 - 
D(l _ V), \2 (o. + aw) (5.13a) 9x 
D(l - v)A' (0y + "W) (5.13b) y2 9y 
using average values of transverse shear stresses and strains, as given in section 3.3.1, it 
can be proved that: 
and 
1. 
T. T Z 2Qý7 (5.14a) 
xz52 ýG D(l - v)A 
- : 7yz 
2QY 
(5-14b) %Z 52 
ýG D(l - v)A 
ox = aw ; ýXz- 
(9x 
(5.15a) 
oy 
-:: ý ýyz-aw (5.15b) ay 
which are compatible with the averacre slope angles 0 used 
for the derivation of first order 
shear elements as defined by equation (3.33), (in which an engineering notation was 
adopted). However, the boundary element method (BEM) derivation presented here is 
of a higher order. 
5.2.4 Derivation of weighted residual expressions 
Considering an approximate solution which satisfies the given boundary 
condition, a weighted -residual expression can be 
deduced from equilibrium equations 
0; and w* given by equation (4.16), in terms of the three weighting functions 0* as 
(4.30), which can be integrated by parts as shown in equation (4.32) , i. e. 
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ý(o. -, t.  0; ty + W-t, 
) ds + 11 w*(q-Kw) dx dy 
FQ 
-f 
f+++ 
Myao&' dx dy 
Q 
ax ay 19X ay 
I 
2w ý -2) + Q, (0; + ! 2wý)1 dx dy 
ý2 
ax OY 
Defining the following parameters: 
M-* D( '90-T +v '90'y ax ay (5.17a) 
M; =D 
ao-- + ao; ) ax ay (5.17b) 
m; y v)D(aO-- + 
aO; ) (5.17c) 2 (9y ax 
and 
+ lw, ) 
.r d9x 
(5.18a) 
*_ 
D(I - LI» (0; + aw*) QY - ay (5.18b) 
and using equation (5.11), (5.13), it can be proved that: 
ao (90- aoy My*) + m, "'ý =m. -7 ý-- + m; ý, ýýo + 
ý_oY) + m; x ax Wy ax ay ax 
(ay 
ax 9y 
v 
V)A2( 
q- Kw)(ao-l + 
a0y) 
ax ay 
and 
(0:. +, 9W*) +QY(0; +, 9W*) = Q. (0. - +2, A, )+Q. (OY+! 
21- 
ax OY r Ox v öy 
(5.20) 
Substituting from equations (5.19) and (5.20) into expression (5.16), and integrating the 
result by parts once more, it can be proved that: 
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f (O. -r t., + 0; t, + w-t., ) ds -f 
(0.., t' ,+0, t; +wt, 
) ds 
Fr 
0 llq(w* l' '90* + My » dx dy 
9_ 
V)A2 
gx ay 
+ 11 0. (am-* + -Q,. ) + 0'( + 
'M*Y-Q-) dx dy ax ax gy 
aQ -+ 
-0; +II w -v dx dy =0 
ý2 
Ox ey (1 V» ax ay 
1 
where 
t' - im* + M. *I (5.22a) 
+ mmy (5.22b) 
Q-. 
r +m 
Q- (5.22c) 
y 
5.3 DERIVATION OF FUNDAMENTAL SOLUTION 
5.3.1 Strain function method 
The fundamental solution parameters 0. ',,, 0;, w* are defined such that 
am* amx x+- Q* e., 6(x - xi, y-y, ) (5.23a) ax ay x 
a M. 1, y+aM Q* eyb(x - xi, y-y, 
) (5.23b) 
ax ay y 
aQ. aQ. Kv ag; -1ý: +- Kw* + (qK. + ý-y e., b(x - xi, y-y, ) (ID. 23 c) --6-x ay (1 _ V)A2 aX 
where 
e, e, an d e, are arbitrary constants. 
and 
M;, Q* and Q- are as defined in equation (5.17) and (5.18), y 
respectively. 
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Substituting from equations (5.17), (5.18) into (5.23), the fundamental governing 
equations can be expressed in terms of 0, *, 0;, w* as follows: 
D(l_, ) 3 6(X-xi , Y-yi) 
where 
v2_A2 +Ce 
a2 a2 -A 
20 
aX2 axay 5x 
a2v 2_ A2 +a a2 -A 2a axay aX2 5y 
7-L 7-L A 
2(V2_p) 
ax ay 
in which 
10 
-r = '31 
(1+v) 
(1 
- ii) 
Eh 
12( j_V2) 
2K 
D(l - V), 
\2 
Strain functions fl, f, andf3may be assumed such that 
fl 
f2 
f 
3 i 
where 
is a differential operator matrix. 
If C is selected such that: 
I 
A2 
( 5.24) 
(5.25) 
(5.26) 
(5.27) 
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where 43* is the cofactor matrix of 11, then by substituting from (5.27) into (5.24), it can 
be shown that: 
D(j_, )-j-jýpj 2 13X3 f2 
f3 
e, 
6(x-xi , Y-yi) ey 
e, 
Note that the determinant of the 'ýD matrix can be expressed explicitly as follows: 
Ic2pi 
= 
2A 2 (V2_A2) (V'-2b V2+K4) (1-v) 
where 
(2 - v) K 
2(l _ L, )A2 
D 
and 
and equation (5.28) may be reduced to 
D V2_A2)(VI V2+rl) 
-2b 
e., 
f2 6(X-Xi 
) Y-Yj) 
ey 
f3 
e, 
which proves that fl, 
f2 
and 
f3 
can be expressed as follows: 
f2 f 
f3 
(5.28) 
(5.29) 
(5.30) 
(5.31) 
and it is clear from equation (5.30) that "F is governed by the following differential 
equation: 
(V2_A2)( V'-2b V2+tC4) f= _6(X-Xi 
I 
Y-yi) 
(5-32) D 
t- Substituting fron-i equation (5.31) into (5.26), then it can be deduced tha.... 
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r-i I i r1 eJ r1 eI 
= CfI eI I 
=U e 
I .1 I I I L'i [ezj [ezj 
where 
U=rf=_L(G 
A2 -D- 
and from the definition of the cofactor matrix, it can be shown that: 
2+ 
or 
2 a2 A -aL 
(7,2 +, y 
ay 
2 by 2 
or 
a 
axay(v"+Cr-, 8) 
a (V. 2_A2) 
Fx 
-a 
a2 
oxay 
v 2_ A 2+CC_L)(V2_, 6)+ 
2 
( gx 
2 ý-Xý 
] 
- 
-f a 2_ A 2) 
A 2ay(V 
(5-33) 
(5.34) 
a (V 2 
-A 
2 
Fx 
_ý_ 
(V2_A2) 
Dy 
(V2_A2)(l+a 21 
57 v-)- 
(5.35) 
The fundamental solution problem reduces to the solution of differential equation 
(5.32) in terms of f, then other parameters are obtained by means of equation (5.34) 
through direct differentiation. 
5.3.2 Solution of fundamental solution problem 
(V2_A2) (V4-2b V2+tCl)f = _6(x-xi 
, Y-Y) 
D 
Applying 2D Fourier transform, as defined by equation (4.60), and using the 
results given by equation (4.64) to (4.66), then equation (5.32) wiH be transformed to: 
2_ 2) 2)2 
_p2)+r4ll_ _I (-P A ý(-p -2b( 27rD 
(5.36) 
i. e 
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f (P)= (5.37) 
27rD (p2+A2)(p4 +2bp 
2+ 
tz 
4) 
Defining A, A2 12 such that 
A2 +A 2 : 7-- 2b 12 
A2A2K4 12 
4242222 
p +2bp +r, : --: (P +'ýO(P +'ý2) 
then equation (5-37) may be re-written as follows: 
f (P) (5.38) (P:? +A2)(p2+A2 
1)(p2+A2) 27rD 2 
Several cases will result depending on A, 
2 A, and A'. For the sake of generality, we 2 
shall start by discussing all possible cases. 
a) Cases of real A, A, A., 
For b2> ýC4 I A) A, and A2 are real since 
(5.39a) 
2 Fi- 2-4 A2 b--4 b -tc (5.39b) 
However, options may occur as follows: 
1) AA 
i. e. 
1 (5.40) f (P)=27rD (p2 +A 2)3 
From [Ref 136). If 
-116-- 
U(P) 
= (p2+a2)n; n>l ,; a>O 
then 
n-i K, -, 
(ar) (20 
r(n) 
Hence it can be deduced that: 
f(r) 
=1(r 
)2K2(, \r) 
27rD 2A r(3) 
r2 K2(Ar) 
167r A2D 
(11) Two equal A's 
Let A3=. \, and write the following expression: 
f (P) 
(p2_. L _A2)(P2+Aý)2 27rD Aii 
where 
if \j =A then Aj = A, = A2 
and 
if Ai = A, then Aj =A= A2, etc 
using partial fractions, it can be shown that 
111 
4- 11- 
27rD(A 2 -A 
2)2 
p2 +A 
2-p2 +A 
2 27rD(A 2 -Aý) 
(p2+A2)2 
Using equation (5.41) , it can 
be Proved that: 
f(r) =12 ? )2 
K,, (Air) - K,, (Ajr) + 
rK, (, \jr) 
27rD(A, _ Aj 47rDA2j(A2i-A,? 
) 
(5.41 
(5.41b) 
(5.42) 
(5.43) 
(5.44) 
(5.45) 
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ATAI:? 4-A2 
Let. \ 3=A and using partial fractions, it can be shown that: 
f (P) 
27rD (p2+A2)(p2+A2)( p2 +A 2) 123 
2 
0(1 
2+2 
Cr2 
2+2 
Ck3 
2 (5.46) 
p +A, P +A2 P +A3 
where 
al -212 )(, \2_, \2 ) 
(5.47a) 
27rD(, \, -A2 13 
Ck2 -2_12 (A2_A2) 
(5.47b) 
27rD(A2 A3) 21 
Ck 3-1 (5.47c) 
27rD ( A2 _ A2 ) (, \2 -A 
2) 
3132 
Hence, by using equation (5.41), it can be proved that: 
f (r) - a, K, (A, r)+Oý2K, (A2r)+03K,, (A3r ) (5.48) 
b) Case -, N, Ith b=O 
For such a case, 
f (P) 
2 2)(p4+,,, 
C4) 2-7rD p +A 
i. e. 
_k2 1k2 
and from previous analysis , it can 
be shown that: 
f (P): --f I 
(P)+f 
2(P) 
(5.49) 
-118- 
where 
(P) 
4)(p2+A2) 27rD(A'+K 
11111 
2(P) --::::: 2 (A2+, 
X2) 
2_ 2) - (, \2_, r2) (p2+, K2) 47rDir, (P iK 
Hence , it can be deduced that: 
K,, (Ar) (5.50) 
27rD(A 4+ tC4 ) 
and 
f2(r) = 47rDiK 24+ tc 4) 
A22 
and from the properties of Kelvin functions, [Ref 138] , it can 
be shown that: 
K,, (z4---i)-K,, (z4-i)=-2i K, i(z) 
K, (z4--i)+K, (z, f-i)=2 K,, (z) 
i. e. 
f, (r) =-1-A! K, i(rr)+K,, (tcr) (5.51) 2r D (A4_K4) tC2 
and f(r) can, therefore, be expressed as follows: 
f (r) 
-- 
1 K,, (A r) -ýK, , (Kr) + (5-52) 27rD(A 
4_K 4) 
K2 
c) Case with b'<r, ' 
Using equation (5.46), (5.47) with 
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22 A, =b+(TK 
b2 -ýý 
i 
b"1 =- b2 ) 
writing 3- then it can be deduced from equation (5.48) that: =Ai 
f(r) =a, K( A, r)+a2K, (A2r)+et3K, (A3r) (5.53) 
where a, a2 and a, are as defined by (5.47). Notice that if f(r) is divided into two 
terms such that: 
f(r) =f,, (r)+f, (r) (5.54) 
where 
a, K,, (A, r)= Ce3K,, (Ar), then it can be shown that: 
(A2_A2 )K,, (. \lr) _(, \2_, \2 )K, (A2r) fl2(r)= 
42 4) 
2 
(, \2_A2) 
I 
27rD(A -2b +r, 12 
and from the definition of A, and A2, it can shown that: 
fl2(r)= - A2 
1 
4) 
(A2 
-b)(K, (Air)-K, (A2r)) 2-,. D (A4-2b +tc (2i)Pr, -býý2 
+i (K,, (Ajr)+K,, (. ý2r) ) (5.55) 
Using exponential representation for A, and A2, 
2 2io (5.56a) 
2 -2io (5.56b) 2 
where 
tan(2o)- 
FK 
bb2 
(5.57) 
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then 
tce 
tý-e 
-io 
Let z=Alr, ý-ý=A2r, then is the complex conjugate of z. Hence: 
fl2(r)- 
-41 
tC4) -4: ý- 
(A 2 
27rD(A -2bA'+ 
(2 i) 
ftc W 
(5-58) 
From the properties of Bessel functions, [Ref 1381, it can be deduced that: 
K, (z) - K, (2) = 2i 3,, 
(K,, (z) ) 
K,, (z) + K,, (2) =2 GR, 
(K,, (z) ) 
Hence 
, it can 
be proved that: 
f 
12 r (A4 
I 
A2+IC4) r4 
K,, (z) K, (z) (5-59) 
2 TD %, _b2 -2b r 
where 
I 
z=Kre 
i (p 
= cr(cos(o)+isln(o) (5-60) 
and the total fundamental solution can, therefore be expressed as follows: 
f,, (r)= 
A4 A2+ tC4 
K,, (Ar)-%, (K,, (z) 
)-ff 
2 
3, (K, (z)) 
2-, -rD( -2b tc -b 
wliicli proves that such a fundamental solution is real. Throughout the analysis and 
computer programs, equation (5.53) is used for the fundamental solution since it is 0 
easier to differentiate than equation (5.61), and the real parts of the resulting 
expressions Nvill only be considered. 
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5.4 BOUNDARY INTEGRAL EQUATIONS 
Substituting from equation (5.23) into (5.21) and using the following property of 
the Dirac-delta function: 
ff f(x, y)6(x-xi, y-y, ) dx dy=Ci f(xi, y, ) 
Q 
where 
cj= 0 if (xi, y, ) is outside 0 
if (xi, y, ) is on 
=1 'if (xi, y, ) is inside 0, 
then , it can be deduced that: 
Cjýwi+(0. ), +(oy), 1+ 
f (0., t-*- + oy t*, +w te) ds 
F 
(5.62) 
=ý(0- t, + 0; t, + w-t. ds+ 
llq(w* 
-( 
P-O. ' + ao; ) 
FxQ 
(1 
- v)A2. 
gx ey 
) dx dy 
(5.63) 
It may be useful for boundary conditions to use normal and tangential components, 
defined as follows: 
0, *, 1 
and defining 0* such that: 
0* ao*, + (90; ) (I 
_ , 
), \2 ax (gy 
=Ole, +02 e, 
+03 ez 
(5-64) 
Hence, equation (5.63) may be reduced as follows: 
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Cifwi+(O. ), +(Oy), )+ f (Mýo,, + M;,, 0, + Q*. w) ds t 
r 
(M'O'-' + Mt'O; +QnW. ) ds+ qo* dx dy (5.65) 
r 
If the normal and tangential axes are used instead of x-y axes, it can be proved that: 
M* 
D( ao' +v aot an at 
Mtn 
=D 2 
(', 
tn + 
'a Ong 90* 
+ aw* On 
defining g, h matrices such that: 
e 
=g e 
* w C2 
and 
M *n e, 
Mt*n h ey 
Qn 
e, 
then it can be proved from equations (5.33), (5-64) and (5.67), (5.68) that: 
lmü 
g-mlO 2 
001 
a-va0 
an at 
(1-v) a (I-v) a0 
2 at 2 an 
(5.66a) 
(5.66b) 
(5.66c) 
(5.67) 
(5.68) 
(5.69) 
- (5.70) 
(I-V) (1-v) x2a 
2 an 
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Substituting from equation (5.67), (5.68) into (5.65) and considering arbitrary e, ey, 
e 
z, the following boundary integral equations are obtained: 
ci (o, )%, + f(hllo,, +h2lot+h3lW ) ds 
r 
(gllMn + g2lmtn + g3lQ,, ) ds+ 
f 
qol dx dy (5.71 a) 
Ci (oy)i + 
f( h, 20,, +h220, +h3, W 
) ds 
r 
(gl2Mn + 
'g22M'n 
+ g, 2Q") 
ds+ ff qo 2 dx dy (5.71 b) 
rQ 
ci wi + 
f(hl30n+h'-)3 
0 
t+h33W) ds 
r 
(913Mn 
+ 923Mt" + 933Qn) ds+ ff qo 3 dx dy (5.71c) 
rQ 
5.5 FUNDAMENTAL SOLUTION PARAMETERS 
FOR PRACTICAL ENGINEERING CASES 
From a practical point of view, it is clear that for thin plates and moderately 
thick plates and for foundations, used in engineering applications, it is expected that 
2< 
tc 
4 
A 
b+ 
A2 =b-(4tc-b 
2) 
2 
Hence, fundamental solution* parameters and computer programs will be based on 
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fundamental solutions defined by equation (5.53). Using equation (5.33), it can be 
deduced that: 
a2 
Ü- GX 
2) 
+ et3f-J' 3) (5.72) 
where 
K (A, r) (5.73) 
Using equations (5.69), (5.70) and (5.72), it can be shown that: 
9= aig(Al) + a2g(A2) + a3g(A3) (5.74) 
and 
alRAI) + a2RA2) + a3ý03) (5.75) 
where 
m0 
90") - -M 10 IJ(A, ) (5.76) 
001 
ava0 an at 
aa0g (5.77) 2 at 2 an 
1-v )A202a 
22 On 
From the properties of Bessel functions, Appendix C, it can be deduced that 
'9 K, (cr) = -c K, (cr)9r (5.78a) 
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K, (cr) c K,, (cr) +1K, (cr) r 
V'K,, (cr) = c'K,, (cr) 
Hence, it can be proved that: 
A (c) K,, (cr) + L3 (c) K, (cr) 
(5.78b) 
(5.78c) 
(5.79) 
where A(c), L3(c) are as listed in tables 5.1 and 5.2 respectively. 
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(c) -c 
2_ A 2+CC2(Lr )2 
J(c 2_#)+,, 
C2(49r )2 
ay ay 
A,, (c)=-ac 2(C2+2_, 3)19r 
9r 
a ft * ay 
A13 (C) :: -- 
0 
A, (c) -- -ac 
2(C2+2_, 6)ar 
9r 
a ax, ay 
A22(C): '-- C 
2- A2 +ac 
2(ýQr )2 J(c 2_, 6)+, C2(ar )2 
19X ax 
A2 
3( C) 
A3, (c) =0 
A3 
2 
(C) 
---': 
where 
A, (c) (c 2A 2)ý 
(or+ 1) C2 
A2 
2= 10 or 
+ V) 2K ý2- 
- V), D (I - v) 
3ý' A 
[Table 5.1] Aij parameters 
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gr )2 2- 2-1 B,, (c)=ý9-c-(2('9- -1 c 
2-C(2(9) 
r ay )1( 16)+ r ay 
=_2aC(C2+2_#)ar 
9r B12 (C) 
ra ax * 19Y 
B13 (C) 
__C(C2_A2)Or 
, ox 
Or 2gC, (C2+Z7 ar B21 (C) r i9x*by 
B2 
2 
(C) 2ýc- (2 (121) 2-1 c 2_#) +2-C(2(0') 2-1 r ax r 9x 
B,, (c)=-c(c 2A 2) (9r 
ay 
I 
=C 
Y(C2_A2), 9r B31 (C) 
A2 ax 
= 
S-f(C2_ 
A 2) ar B32(C) 
A2 ay 
B33 (C) 
ý-- 
0 
[Table 5.2] Bij parameters 
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Using equations (5.76) and (5.79), it can be shown that: 
where 
g(c) = A'(c)K,, (cr)+L3'(c)K, (cr) (5-80) 
Im0 
A'(c) m10A 
001 
7n 0 
m10B (c) (5-82) 
0-01 
Similarly, from equation (5.77), (5.80), it can be proved that: 
E (c) K,, (cr) +F (c) K, (cr) (5.83) 
The full derivation of matrices E(c) and F(c) is given in Appendix F. 
5.6 LOADING TERMS 
5.6.1 Concentrated loading 
Consider for simplicity a concentrated load Q. acting at a point (x,, y, ), then 
equivalent "q" may be expressed as follows: 
q=Q,, b(x-x, y-y,, ) 
Hence 
, it can 
be deduced that: 
ffqo'(x-xi, 
y-y, ) dx dy = qo*(xo_xi, y, _Y, 
) 
where 
ao*. + 190; 
A' 
( 
ax ay 
(5.84) 
(5-85) 
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From equations (5.33), (5.72), it can be deduced that: 
=pl*e., +p; ey+p; e, (5.86) 
where 
Ps -CýlP 
(A2)+Oý3P (Al)+a2P (A3) 
j j ,, 
1) 21 3. 
and 
PI (C) ='fJ 31 
(C) 
-V 
OUll 
+ 
V), \ 
2 ax 
OTJ21 
ay 
(5.87a) 
OU12 
+ P2(C)=fJ32(C) -v 
v)A 
2 ax 
9U22 
ay 
(5-87b) 
P3(C)=033(C) V all13 + 
V)A2 OX 
aU23 
ay 
(5.87c) 
and from 
Uij(c)=Aij(c)K,, (cr)+Bij(c)Kl(cr) 
it can be proved that: 
=ý(( 
OA,, r K,, (cr) PIN U 31 (C) v+ 'A" )-c(B 0'+B r) 11 2A 
L, )A2 ax ay ax ay 
+( ( aBjj + 'B21 )-(cAjj+ý-11)ýk-(cA 2)a' )K, (cr)l (5.88) ax ay r ax 21+pr- ay 
P2(C) --- :U32 
(C) 
OA12 
+ '9A2' )-c(Bl2o'+B2Ar) K, (cr) 
r 
- v)A2 
ax 9y Ox 9y 
) 
aB I+ q-B22 )-(cA 12 -(CA22+B22) 
ar )KI(cr)l (5.89) 12+pl2)19r +( ( ax 19Y r ax r ay 
V '+B ý3(C) : -- 033(C) - (I -c(B, 3ýL 23 
or) 
K,, (cr) 
- L, 
)A2( 
( 
Ox Oy 
) 
aB, 3 _ý 
i9B. 2, )_P, 3Lr_ýB23pr (cr) +( ( ax ay r ax r ay 
1 (5.90) 
and the derivatives of Aij, Bij are as listed in table 5.3 
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i9Ajj(c)=_2C2 ý. (C2_, 8)+. Yjar. (ar 2 
ax r ax ay) 
aA12 (C) ac 2 (C2+2_#) ar 
-2(9r 
)2ar 
(9x r ct 
ay ax 5y 
aA13 (C) 
ax 
aA21 (C) 
=-ac 
2(C 2+2 
-2 
0' (9' )21 
ay ra 49X ax 9y 
aA22(C) 2C2 
Ce(C2_ 
ar ) 2., Or 
ay =- r ax ay 
0A23(C) 
, ßy 
, 9B I, (c)= c ýa(C2 O. (a' )21 
ax r2 ax ax ay 
aB12 (C)=_2orc 
c2 +2-0)1! 2-3. (a)2 
6r I 
ax r2( ay ax ay 
aB13 (C) c (C2-. \2) [1 
_( 
ar )2] 
ax y 19X 
0B21 (C)=_2ac 
c2+2 -3.9' 
(9)21 
ay 
r2(a ax ax ay 
aB22(C) I Lr 
-6. 
('9r )2., gr 
ay r2 
9y C9 x 
aB23(C) 
C(C2_A2)(I_(ar)2) 
ay f ay 
[Table 5.31 Derivatives of Ajj and Bij 
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5.6.2 Distributed loading 
Consider for simplicity a case with constant "q", then, 
qo* dx dy =ff q(w* + 
ooý )) dx dy 
_ V)A2 
ax ay 
*dx dy - 
vq 
n = 
ff 
qw (1 
- v)A2 
0* ds 
Q 
and from the previous analysis, 
Oý: --: g,, e,, +g12 ey +g13 e, 
W. = 
ýe, [-_I(V2_A2)] 0 +ey[--! (V'-A2)]-L+e, (V 2 -A 
2)Fa+l v 2_1]lf* 
A2 ax A2 ay LTD 
=Or, "kr( AI 
)+a 
2'ýV 
(A 
2) +a 3'ýV -03) 
where 
[ 
_I(V2 _L+e _I(V2 
(V2 +lV2 ýV- (C) -- 
ýe, 
_2 _A2)) -Y 
[- 
2 -A2)]A+e,. _A2) 
[2ý 
2 A ax A ay A 
2 2)] 
_a_ +e _I 
(C2 A ax 'y 2 _A2)] -L+e,, c 
2_ A 2)ý(C41)C2_1 ýýK,, (cr) 
A Dy 
1( 
A2 
11 
c2 
+e,., (c 2 -A 
2)ý(a+l)C2_11 27rb(X_Xi; y_yi) Tc2 
Hence, it can be shown that: 
ff 
q, ýv (c) dx dy =fq 
Qr 
e., 
[__I(C2_A2)] +7n e, [--i 
(C2_A2)] 
A2A2 
+e, (c 2_ 2 a+l 
2_1) I-LIK,, ds+e, ýqs 'ý 
)l 
Tc 
C2an 
from which it can be proved that: 
ff 
qo' dx dy =f qfLie,, +L; e, +L; elds 
0 Ir 
where 
Cf I 
rJ, ( AI )+or 2L JI 
(A 
2)+CJs(A3) 
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and 
21 
(c 2_A2 )K,, (cr)-(l 
A 
L, (c)=-' "(c-A')K,, (cr)-(l 2 
V)A2 A 
gý2(C) 
L 2- A 2) [9ý+lC2-1] lj2-r-KI(cr)-(, 
-VV)A2913(C) 
3(C) = -(C 
A2 can 
where 
S=27r 
(C2_ A 2) 
+ 2-1 
2 
)c 
cI 
5.6.3 Boundary integral equations with loading terms 
Equation (5.71) can be modified as follows: 
Ci(o. )i+f (h,, O,, +h2lo, +h3iW) 
r 
ds =J(9llMn+921MIn+931 Q. ) ds 
r 
q L*, ds+ Q,, p*, (xo-xilyo-y, ) 
Ci(oy)i+f (hl2o, +h220t+h32w) ds= 
f (g12 M" +g22 Mtn+g32Q. ) ds 
rr 
q L; ds+ Q,,, p; (x, -xi, yo-y, 2 
r 
Ciwi+f (hl3o, +h230t+h33W) 
r 
ds= 
f (913Mn+923Mtfl+g33 Q. ) ds 
Ir 
+jq L* ds+ Q.. '(x, -xi, y, -y, ) 3 p3 
r 
where 
(xi)YI) represents a source point, 
is the point at which Q. is acting. 
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5.7 SINGULARITY CONSIDERATIONS 
It is clear from the definition of K,, (cr), K, (cr) and their derivatives that singular 
terms of order log r, 1 and 1 are developed in the fundamental solution parameters rr2 
presented in section 5.5 and 5.6, and some of those parameters may lead to divergent 
integrals. C) 
For the case of thick plates, it is not possible to separate the effect of foundation 
since it is coupled with the effect of thickness and an analysis similar to that discussed 
in section (4.3) is not possible. 
An alternative solution is possible using the idea of "Regular Boundary 
Elements" I introduced for 2D and 3D elasticity problems by El-Sebai 
[Ref 136]. In this 
approach, the source points, for the solution of boundary parameters, are not taken on 
the actual boundary itself, but they are selected on a fictitious boundary outside the 
domain and parallel to the actual boundary as shown in Figure 5.1. Hence, for boundary 
values, 
cj=o 
r= . 
J(x-x1)2+(y_y. )2 >0 
always 
The optimum distance between the fictitious boundary and actual boundary is 
within the order of element length. [Ref 136]. This method can also be employed for 
thin plates and there will be no singular terms resulting in the boundary integral 
equations. 
5.8 ANALYSIS USING THIN-PLATE 
FUNDAMENTAL SOLUTION 
An alternative solution based upon the fundamental solution of thin-plates on 
elastic foundation is presented in this section: 
Consider the basic -governing equations, as given 
by equation (4.16). For the case 
of an approximate solution which satisfies the boundary conditions, a weighted -residual 
expression can be Nvritten as follows: 
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048m, +- f Ox Oy + Q..,,. 
) + oy ax 
"MY- 
19Y Q 
dx dy 
Y) 
w* 
OQ17 
+ 
ý-Ql+q-Kw dx dy +f ax ay 
Using integration by parts theorem, then equation (5.91) may be rewritten as 
follows: 
t, + 0; t, + w-t, ) ds-IltQ.. (9w. +0*)+Q, ('9w*+0*)ldx dy ax Z öy Y 
FQ 
+L ff w'(q-Kw) dx dy 
O: Y)+m, 00*y dx dy=O (5.92) Ox ay ax ay 
For a moderately thick plate, the following assumptions will be made so as to 
simplify the previous expression: 
Aw, o* - 
9W* (5.93) 
ax ,.... y-- ay 
and equation (5.92) may be reduced as follows: 
ý(0, -r t., + 0; t, + W-t ýý 
) ds+ 11 w*(q-Kw) dx dy 
+f 
f ýM, 92*+M., 
y(292'*)+M, 
823y, *Idx dy-O (5.94) 
Q 
OX2 axay ay 
Using equation (5.11), it can be shown that: 
t92W-+My 
a2W* ao 2 92W* 
m '92w*+2M. y- -wux D(9 w )+D(1-. )92w*'90X x-22 Oxay - ax axay ay cfx ay ox, ay 
+q-oy D(92*+v92'. 
)+D(I-v) '92, -Oo, +V (q-Kw)V2W* 
ay aY2 aX2 axay 09X 
(1 
_ V)A2 
(5.95) 
Defining the following fundamental solution parameters: 
a2W* +V 
02W* (5-96a, ) 
ax 
2 
ay 
2 
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M; =-D 
(, 
v 
a2wo 
+ 
a2wo (5.96b) 
(9x 
2 
ay 
2 
M;, =- D v)D 
a2W* 
(5.96c) axay 
then equation (5.95) may be rewritten as follows: 
2*2-2 ýo 
M. 
oxm. goym. oym; 
M +2M. ýyo x ,+- Y+c aX2 9y 2 i9xay Ox i9y r ax zy+q ay 
v 
, ), 2(q-Kw) 
V2W* (5.97) 
Hence, integrating by parts, it can be shown that 
M, 02'*+2M. s, 
'92, * +M, 
02'. 
dx dy= v (q-Kw) V2 w* dx dy aX2 
19X, 9y ay 
21 
ff 
(1 
_ V)A2 
-f 
(O., t. ý+0, t-) ds+II 0., (9M-*r+ )+0, ( +"Mý) dx dy (5.98) ax ey ox ay 
Selecting Q; and Q* as 2 parameters which will be defined later, then: 
w (9Q + 
NY 
dx dy= wt; ds - 
ff Q. *! ýw-+Q, *, Lw- dx dy (5.99) ax 9y 
f 
ax ay 
r 
where 
mm -x y 
(5.100a) 
I M. *4 +mM; (5.100b) 
m Qy- (5.100c) 
i. e. 
f+ dx dy- wt*, ds + 
jjýQ. -L"-+Q'a-w-j dx dy f 
ax ay 
f 
S2 
. ax Y ay 
(5.101) 
Adding equations (5.101) to (5-98), and rearranging terms, then equation 
(5.9S) may be 
modified as follows: 
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M, '92'*+2M,., y 
a2W* 
+Mya2W* dx dy=- Ot. -,,, +Oyty'+wt-, ds 
aX2 19X, 9y ay 
21 
ami 
-Q-) + 0, (am, - ++ 
OQY*) 
ax ay 
dx dy 
ax i9y ax ay 
ff, 
L/)A2 
(q-Kw) V2W * dx dy+ff ýQ: (O, ý74w-)+Q; 
(Oy+aw-)j dx dy=O (5.102) 
QQ 
ax ay 
Hence, equation (5.94) can be modified as follows: 
Ox* tx + 0; ty + w*t, ds- o. t. *,,, +Oyt*+wt*, ds J( ) f( y rr 
+f f +'+ Vv2 w* dx dy+f 
f ýQ 
21x 
(0. +Lw- 9x )+Q*(O, 4w-)j dx dy ya (l _ v) A y 
ax ay ax ay 
92 
aQ- aQ- v2 +w wx+ ay Y-K(w +(1 2V 
w*) 
) 
dx dy=O (5.103) ( 
ax v) A 
In order to use thin-plate fundamental solution, equation (5-103) may be 
modified as follows: 
f( 0; t. ' + 0; ty + w-t 
) ds- f( O, t, '+Oyt; +wt*, ) ds+Ilqýw*+(l 
-v v), 
\2 
v2 w* 
1 
dx dy 
rF9 
ff (0. + aLl") +Q (o + ý49-wy) -( vKv 
2 
L, 
-, 
* H dx dy 
(1 -v 
N2 ax 
Q 
+f f o, '(8m. +QQ; -Kw*) 
dx dy=O (5.104) 
. 
)+0, ( +"Mi-Q, *)+w(N +L ax ay ax ay ax ay 
Q 
The fundamental solution for thin plates on elastic foundation is obtained from: 
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am0, + -Q' . --e,, 
b(x-xi, y-y, ) (5.104a) 
, 9x ay 
M. -, a M; Q, -=-ey6(x-xi, y-y, ) (5.104b) ax yy 
aQ- +'Q; Y-Kw* =-eb(x-xi, y-y, ) (5.104c) ax ay 
Notice, that, from equations (5.96), (5.104), it can be deduced that: 
-D-I(V'w)+e., b(x-xi, y-y, ) ax 
(5.105a) 
Q-Y=-D-L (V2W- )+eyb(x-xi, y-y, ) (5.105b) ay 
Hence; 
ffýQ- V2W* 
. 
(O_+Ow w(o,, +Lw- yK ax)+Qy ay 
)-((l 
_ , ), 
2)WI dx dy 
=e., Ci 0. ý74` +eyC, ax )i (oy+"awy)i 
D-ý2-( V2W- )(O,, +9w)+D 
A(V2W-)(Oy+aNV)+vKV 2w* wl dx dy (5.106) 
ax ax ay ay (I _ V)A2 
and from equation (5.13); 
D(O., +O')=(, 
2Qýý 
21 ax - V)A 
D(O, +'9')=(, 
2% 
C9 y- V)A 
i. e. equation (5.106) may be modified as follows: 
ff0: 
7(0-+"W)+QY*(oy+ 
aw )- vK( 
ax ay (i 
=e. rCj(o. r4w +eyci oy+aw ax)i ay)i 
2 
Ll), \ 
2 _fQrIV2 w*ds+f 
f V2W2 
rr 
w)w 
dx dy 
1/) A21 
(N--lN-Y-vKw) dx dy (5.107) ax ay 2 
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and using aQ aQ -Kw=O, the previous equation may be simplified as follows: axlý+ ay +q 
2 
w*) 
wl dx dy 
ý2 
Ox DY 
(1 _ V)A2 
=e +eyci oy+ý2w) 2 _f ttV2 w'ds (0 -, +i 9y - i9x i (1 2 
222 
w*q dx dy+-L2-! ý)-K 
JJWV2 
w* dx dy (5.108) (1 
Hence equation (5-104) can be rewritten as follows: 
Ci (O., )ie., +(0, )ie, +wiezl+f (O., t* Z , +oyt; +wt") ds 
=f 
(0. * t. + 0; ty + w*t. +[w*_ 2V 
2 
w*5]t, )ds 
F (1 - V)A 
+flqw* dx dy- 
ýj _ V)A2 
(q-Kw) V2W * dx dy 
+e, Cj ox+! 2-ýV +eyci oy+aw (5.109) ax 
)i 
ay 
)i 
Defining 0, and 0, such that; 
01 -- 110, +m Oy (5.110a, ) 
02:: --120-T+M OY (5.110b) 
and using an analysis similar to that employed for thin plates, the following boundary 
integral equations can be deduced from equation (5-109). 
Ciwi+f (T,, w+T210,, +T310, )ds 
r 
Tlldxdy+E, (xi, y, ) (5.11 la) 
_, 
), 2)Q, -U2IMfl-U3IM9. 
Ids+f 
qL 
Ci(OI)i+f ( T12w+T220, +T320i)ds 
r 
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((U 2V2U 
12 ý 12-( 1-i, )A 2)Q, -U22Mn-u32Mtn 
ds+ f qUl2dxdy+E2(Xi. Yi) (5.111b) 
Ci(oy)i+f (Tl31v+T230, +T330, )ds 
r 
=f 
(U13-(j_,, 
)A2)Qn-U23Mn-U33Mfn ds+f 
f qUl3dxdy+E3(Xi, Y, ) (5.111c) 
r 
where 
U and T matrices are given by equations (4.80), (4.81) respectively. 
Furthermore, 
EI(xi, y, )=-(, 
(2-v) ff (q-Kw) V2U 1, dx dy _ , ), \ 
20 
E2 (Xi 
iYi) 
(2-LI 
2ff (q-Kw) V2U 12 dx dy+Ci(ol+! Q-w-)i 
- V) A 
an, 
E3 (XiiYi) (2-v) ff (q-Kw) V2 U13 dx dy+Ci(02+OW)i 
_ V)A2 Q 
On2 
From thin plate analysis, explicit expressions are given for "U" and "T" from which 
2Ki(z) 27rDtc 
where 
z= icr 
Hence 
v 2U 12=- 
1 K"(Z) 
27rD 
i. e. 
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2U 
12::: ý 
49 (V2UJJ) 
an, 
=- K (-O-r)K', (z) 27rD an, , 
and 
2u 
13--::: - ' (-12--)K' , 2r, D '9112 
where 
4-K 
tc 15 
A2=10 
_h2 
Correction terms Ej, E, and E, will be calculated within an iterative procedure. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
PROGRAMMING 
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6.1 INTRODUCTION 
In this work, a number of finite element and boundary element programs based 
upon the theory discussed in chapters 3,4 and 5 have been designed so as to construct a 
package, as shown in figure (6.1), for the analysis of plates on elastic foundations. The 
finite element programs have also been extended to deal with folded plates and facetted 
shells. A set of simple programs dealing with the analytical solution of thin and thick, 
circular and rectangular plates on elastic foundations under uniformly distributed and 
concentrated loading have been also coded and used for validation of developed finite 
and boundary, element programs. 
This chapter reviews the basic programs used in the development of the package 
presented here. The package was called FBEF (Finite Boundary element analysis of 
plates on Elastic Foundations) and it is demonstrated in figure 6.1. 
The development programs axe coded in FORTRAN 77 and tested on a 
mainframe VAX 6000/410 computer. Each program consists of a number of modules, 
each of which deals with one of the basic steps of the solution procedure. 
6.2 FINITE ELEMENT PROGRAMS 
The software package contains three finite element programs based upon the 
theory given in chapter (3). The developed programs have similar structure with many 
common modules, and they can be summarised. as follows: 
6.2.1 Kirchhoff element program 
This program is a development to an earlier plate bending program written by 
M. Debbih [Ref 90], and a new subroutine for the derivation of foundation stiffness 
matrix has been added so as to consider thin plates on elastic foundation. The program 
contains two Hermitian finite elements; a 3-noded triangular element and a 4-noded 
quadrilateral element, each with 5- degrees- of- freedom per node so as to consider both in- 
plane and out-of-plane effects. 
The basic structure of the program is as shown in figure 6.2, and program 
modules are reviewed as follows: 
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a) Data module 
This module consists of DATA subroutine which reads all of the data 
parameters required for problem definition, such as nodal coordinates, 
element topology, material and foundation properties and loading and 
boundary conditions. It calls a subroutine named GAUSS to define the 
parameters required for Gaussian quadratures. 
b) Element stiffness matrix generation module (ESMG) 
This module is responsible for the generation of element stiffness 
matrix and consists of three basic modules: 
Subroutine ESMGM which generates the in-plane stiffness matrix 
with the help of some other subroutines for the calculation of D 
and B,, matrices as defined in section 3.2.4. 
Subroutine ESMGB which generates the out-of-plane stiffness 
matrix using other subroutines for the evaluation of D and f3b 
matrices as defined in section 3.2.4. 
Subroutine ESMGEF which derives the foundation stiffness 
matrix for each element- 
c) Assembler module 
In this module, the ASSEMBLER subroutine assembles the finite 
element equations for the whole structure using element stiffness matrix 
module (ESMG subroutine). For the case of domain loading a subroutine 
named ELOAD will be used to calculate the nodal loading vector equivalent 
to the domain loading. 
d) Boundary conditions module 
This module consists of one subroutine (REDUCER) which applies the 
given boundary conditions, and reduces the s3, stem of equation to a solvable 
one. Note that for plates on elastic foundations, it is possible to analyse plates 
with completely free edge conditions without having slugular bending stiffness 
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matrix. 
e) Solver module 
The reduced system of equations is solved by the SOLVER module 
which is a subroutine based upon Gauss elimination method. 
f) Output module 
This module deals with output results and consists of the following 
basic segments: 
(1) DISP subroutine which prints nodal displacements 
REACT subroutine which calculates and prints the reaction 
forces and moments at restricted nodes. 
STRESS subroutine which calculates the stresses at element 
nodes. Due to bending effects, the stresses are calculated 
at the surface z=+h/2. 
Matrix manipulations module 
This module consists of subroutines which deal with basic matrices 
operations as follows: 
(1) MATI subroutine which initiates a matrix 
(11) MATM subroutine which multiplies two matrices of compatible 
dimensions. 
(111) MATV subroutine which multiplies a matrix by a vector. 
(IV) MATT subroutine which produces the transpose of a given 
matrix. 
MATS subroutine which sums two matrices. 
6.2.2. Mindlin element program 
This progam is based upon Mindlin Is first-order element discussed In section 
(3.3) using 5 degree- oi -freedom per node and considering elast ic 
foundations. The 
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program has a library of five elements which are as follows: 
Three-noded triangular element. 0 
(11) Six- noded triangular element. 
(111) Four-noded quadrilateral element. 
(1v) Eight-noded serendipity quadrilateral element. 
(v) nine-noded Lagrangian quadrilateral element. 
The basic structure of the program is as shown in figure (6.3) which indicates its 
commonality with the previous program. The program modules are similar to the 
Kirchhoff Program but the fundamental difference is in the ESMG module which 
consists of a master segment (ESMG) calling the following two basic segments. 
a) ESMGIN subroutine 
which is the same as ESMGM used in Kirchhoff program and 
calculates the element in-plane stiffness matrix. 
b) ESINIGOUT subroutine 
Although this subroutine is designed for the calculation of element 
out-of-plane stiffness matrix it is based upon three other different 
subroutines: 
(1) ESMGB calculates Kb as defined by equation (3.57). 
(11) ESMGS calculates K., as defined by equation (3.58). 
(111) ESMGEF calculates the foundation stiffness matrix Kf as defined 
by equation (3.63). 
This division was intended in order to allow the use of different quadrature 
schemes for the numerical evaluation of Kb and K. and can therefore introduce the 
reduced integration concept, suggested by [Ref 131,132] so as to improve the accuracy of 
Mindlin element for thin plates. 
6.2.3. High order shear element program 
This program is built on the theory of high-order shear element developed in 
section 3.4 so as to be employed efficiently for thin and thick plates. It contains the 
Hermitian elements employed with Mindlin program and each node has seven degrees- 
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of-freedom. The basic modules of the program are similar to the previous finite element 
programs with many common segments between them. The ESMG module is the one 
with fundamental difference and it consists of the following segments: 
a) ESNJGIN subroutine 
This subroutine calculates the in-plane element stiffness matrix K. 
defined in section (3.4.5), as follows: 
LK. =ff L3o' DoB,,, dx dy 
A subroutine called BMATRIXIN is used to calculate Bb matrix using 
Cartesian derivatives of Lagrangian shape functions, whilst DMATRIXIN 
subroutine is employed for the evaluation of D,, matrix. 
b) ES'-NIGB subroutine 
This subroutine calculates the element Kb matrix defined in section 
(3.4.5) as follows: 
Kb=f f L3b'L)bt3b dx dy 
The Bb matrix which is based upon second order derivatives of 
Hermitian shape functions are calculated by means of BMATRIXB and Db is 
defined in section (3.4.4) and calculated using DMATRIXB. 
c) ESMGT subroutine 
This subroutine calculates the element K, matrix defined in section 
(3.4.5) as 
Kt=ff L3o'D, LL dx dy 
Subroutines DMATRIXT and BMATRIXIN are employed to calculate 
L), and B,, respectively. 
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d) ESMGS subroutine 
This subroutine is used to calculate the element stiffness matrix K,, 
defined by 
K, =ffB s'D,, B, dx dy 
A subroutine called BMATRIXS based upon Lagranglan shape 
functions is used to calculate B., as defined in equation (3.88), D, is calculated 
using subroutine DMATRIXS. 
e) ESMGBT subroutine I- 
This subroutine is used for the calculation of Kb, which is defined as 
Kbt 
= 
if L3bL)btB, dx dy 
using subroutines BMATRIXIN and BMATRIXB as before, and a subroutine 
DMATRIXBT is used to calculate Db, as defined in section (3.4.4). 
f) ESMGEF subroutine 
This subroutine calculates the foundation stiffness matrix as defined in 
section (3.4.6) using Hermitian shape functions. 
Notice that the master segment ESMG, the element total stiffness 
matrix is assembled from the previous matrices according to section (3-4.7) 
6.3 BOUNDARY ELEMENT PROGRAMS 
6.3.1. programs for the analysis of thin plates on elastic foundations 
a) programs using Kelvin functions 
These are two programs base upon the fundamental solution expressed in terms 
of Kelvin functions as described in section (4.2-3). The first program which Is referred to 
as (BEM-THIN-EF- 0) uses the domain loading terms derived in seciion (4.2.5) whilst 
the second prograrn (BEM- THIN-EF-M) is based upon modified domain loading terms 
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discussed in section (4-3.4). The two programs have identical structure as shown in 
figure (6-5) and they were based upon modifications of programs written by M. Debbih 
[Ref 90] but with a different fundamental solution to consider plates on elastic 
foundations. 
The main features of the programs are as follows: 
(1) Kelvin functions are calculated for small and large amplitudes using 
asymptotic expressions given by [Ref 138] 
The stresses, bending moments and shear forces, are calculated at 
internal nodes by using a finite difference scheme. 
The logarithmic terms within the fundamental solution parameters are 
integrated by means of analytical expressions whenever the source point 
occurs on the integration element and this approach has taken care of 
singular terms. 
The basic subroutines of each program are as follows: 
DATA reads in the required data, all the BEM programs introduced in 
this work use constant boundary elements. 
GH calculates the constant element matrices g and h at a given source 
point. 
GHMAT assembles G and H matrices for all boundary nodes. 
(iv) BC rearranges the matrices according to the given boundary conditions. 
(v) SOLVER solves the equations prepaxed with BC using a Gauss 
elimination. 
(vi) OUTPUT prints the node displacements and tractions for the whole 
boundary. 
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(vii) INTERNAL evaluates the required field parameters such as 
displacements, tractions, stresses and strains at given internal nodes. 
(viii) BSTRESS evaluates stress at the boundary points. 
(ix) STRESS evaluates the stress at a given internal point. 
(X) CLOAD evaluates the reduced load term integrals for the case of a 
concentrated load. 
b) programs using "Modified" Kelvin functions 
A disadvantage of the previous program was discovered when the foundation 
stiffness was taken to be very small or zero. Hence, two other programs were developed 
using a superposition of plate-bending fundamental solution and the fundamental 
solution based upon "modified" Kelvin functions as described in section (4.3). The first 
of them (BEM-THIN-PB-0) employs the modified domain loading terms given in 
section (4.2.5) and the second (BEM-THIN-PB-M) employs the modified domain 
loading terms as given in section (4.3.4). The basic structure of these two other 
programs is shown in figure (6.6)which is similar to the structure of the previous 
programs shown in figure (6.5) except in the way by which the fundamental solution is 
defined. 
The fundamental solution of plate-bending without foundation has allowed us to 
calculate the divergent integrals encountered in the boundary integral equations by 
using rigid translation and rigid rotation conditions whilst the fundamental solution 
based upon modified Kelvin functions does not contain singular terms. 
6.3.2. Thin-thick boundary element programs 
This program is based upon the fundamental solution of thin plates using Kelvin 
functions. WheneN, er required the effect of thickness is calculated by means of domain 
integrals as explained in section (5.8) and 3-noded integration cells are used for this 
purpose. A new idea for overcoming singularities have been introduced in this program 
by taking the source points corresponding to boundary nodes at a fictitious boundary 
outside the domain as described in section (5.7). Other features of the program are 
identical to (BEA4-THIN-EF-0) program described earlier. 
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6.3.3. Thick boundary element program 
This program represented a big challenge because it is based on a fundamental 
solution parameters which are expressed in terms of complex Bessel functions, as 
explained in chapter (5). 
A sophisticated set of subroutines was designed to calculate Bessel functions with 
real and complex arguments as accurate as possible which are summarised as follows: 
(1) For real arguments 
Asymptotic expressions are used for small and large arguments as 
given by [Ref 137] . 
(11) For complex arguments 
Two sets of infinite series were employed the first set was used in the 
evaluation of K. (z) and K, (z) where jz1>25 and the second set is used when 
Jz1<25. The series axe written in FORTRAN using double complex variables 
and the summations continue until the last term is <10". 
Due to the importance of Bessel functions in this boundary element 
program, a special test program was designed to test them and their values 
obtained by those subroutines were compared with tables given in [Ref 1371. 
To test K, (z) and Kj(z) with z having complex values, the following 
relationships were used by putting 
z=x(-L+ i ), in which x is real ý2- T2= 
then 
K0 (z) =K er 0(x) +Ke 
(x); 
K1 (z) =-Ke, 1(x)+tKeri(x. 
); 
and table for the functions K, and K, j with real arguments are then taken 
from (Ref 137] for validation. 
The new idea of using source points on a fictitious boundary outside 
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the domain was also employed in this program to overcome the singular and 
divergent integrals encountered in the boundary integral equation. The basic 
structure of the program as shown in figure (6.7) is similar to other boundary 
element programs. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
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7.1 INTRODUCTION 
The programming package presented in chapter 6 is based on many original 
derivations and it was essential to validate the package and verify those derivations by 
using a range of case studies the solution of which covers all the derivations involved in 
the analysis and such case studies should have reliable analytical solutions. Circular 
plate cases were employed because it is possible for such cases with radially symmetric 
loading to treat their partial differential equations as ordinary differential equations and 
derive analytical solutions for them. However, they are too easy for the boundary 
element analysis since they have a uniform geometry without any corners. Hence, a 
second set of case studies which consists of rectangular plate case with known analytical 
solutions have been employed. 
All of the circular and rectangular plate cases were tested with a uniformly 
distributed loading and a concentrated loading together with clamped, simply-supported 
and free edge conditions and the results were plotted against analytical solutions. To 
reduce the volume of this thesis, samples of results are only presented in this chapter 
and some other results are given in Appendix (I). 
7.2 CASE STUDIES OF THIN PLATES 
ON ELASTIC FOUNDATION 
7.2.1 Clamped circular disc under a uniformly distributed loading 
The circular disc employed for this case has the following properties : 
Outer radius (a)=10 in 
Young's Modulus (E) = 10.92x 
106 PSI 
Poisson's Ratio (v) 0.3 
Foundation stiffness k) -- 20,000 
lb/, -, 13 
Domain loading intensity (q) = 1000 psi 
Plate thickness (h)=1.0 in 
The above values were selected to make to match a similar case published by 
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Costa and Brebbia [Ref 115]. A boundary element mesh with 40 constant elements, as 
shown in Figure (7.1), was employed for all circular plate case studies presented in this 
chapter. Two finite-element meshes were used, the first is a coarse mesh with 25 three- 
noded triangular elements as shown in Figure (7.2), and the second is a fine mesh with 
100 three-noded triangular elements as illustrated in Figure (7.3). 
The first test was aimed at validating the 4 different thin-plate boundary 
element programs developed in this work, as described in chapter 6. The radial 
distribution of lateral displacement "w" and bending moment (Mr) are plotted against 
the analytical solution employed by [Ref 115] , as shown in 
Figures (7.4) and (7.5) 
which prove that all of those four programs produce similar results which are in good 
agreement with the corresponding analytical solution. 
The finite element lateral displacement results obtained by Kirchhoff- element 
program are plotted against some of the boundary element results and the analytical 
solution, as shown in Figure (7.6), which indicates that Kirchhoff 3-noded triangular 
finite element dose not produce results as accurate as those produced by means of the 
BEM. 
The same case study was tested with different values of foundation stiffness 
modulus (k) and the values of non-dimensional centre deflection are tabulated versus 
dimensionless foundation modulus against published results of NG [Ref 121] and Costa 
and Brebbia [Ref 115] as shown in table (7.1), where 
Dimensionless Foundation Modulus=KD 
a4 
Non-dimensional centre deflection= 
qa 
4 X100 
It is clear from that table that our results are nearer to the analytical solution 
given by [Ref 121] than those given by Costa and Brebbia [Ref 115). 
7.2.2 Sim ply-su p ported disc under a uniformly distributed loadin 
For the cases of clamped plates, only the G matrix and domain loading terms are 
required for the analysis. Hence, to test other derivations another case similar to the 
prevýous one was employed but with a simply-supported edge. The same boundary- 
element and finite element meshes are used. The radial distribution of the lateral 
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displacement "w" and bending moment "Mr" as obtained by means of the 4 thin-plate 
boundary element programs developed in this work are plotted against the analytical 
solution used by Costa and Brebbia [Ref 1151, as shown in Figures (7.7) and (7-8). It Is 
clear from those figures that our boundary element programs give identical results 
which are in good agreement with the results obtained by means of the analytical 
solution. The lateral displacement obtained by using Ki rchhoff- element prograxn for the 
coarse and fine meshes, shown in Figures (7.2) and (7.3), are plotted against BEM 
results and analytical solution in Figure (7.9) which indicates a phenomenon similar to 
that observed in Figure (7.6). 
7.2.3 Cases of clamped rectangular plates under 
a uniformly distributed loading 
One of the advantages of the three degrees-of-freedom derivation presented in 
this work is the elimination of Kirchhoff corner forces encountered with two deo-rees-of- 0 
freedom derivations. Hence, it is essential to test case studies with corners such as 
rectangular plates to verify our claims. 
The example presented in this section was carried out for a series of clamped 
rectangular plates with different aspect ratios. The parameters used for the result 
presentation of the plate shown in figure (7.10) axe defined as follows: 
Plate aspect ratio (A) 
b 
a 
Deflection coefficient 
(,; 7v) 
- 
Wmar-Dx, 00 
qa 
4 
Non-dimensional foundation stiffness 
KD 
4 
a 
Centre moment coefficent (C) = 
Mc 
. 100 
qa 2 
Edge moment coefficient (in) = 
MsxlOO 
qa 
where 
Moment at the plate centre. 
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M, = Maximum edge moment. 
The deflection coefficient was plotted against aspect ratio, as shown in Figure 
(7.11) which proves that our results are in good agreement with the analytical solution 
used by [Ref 115]. Centre moment and edge moment coefficients are also plotted and 
compared with the analytical solution as demonstrated in Figure (7.12) which emphasis 
the accuracy of our derivations. 
7.2.4 Cases of simply-supported rectangular plates 
As mentioned in section (7.2.2), simply- supported cases are useful for testing 
other derivations including corner forces effect which dose not exist for cases with 
clamped edges. Analytical solutions for thin simply-supported rectangular plates on 
elastic foundation, under domain and concentrated loadin are developed using a double 9 CD 
Fourier series similar to that given by Frederick [Ref 105], and summarised in 
Appendix(G). 
A rectangular plate, as shown in Figure (7.13) with material and foundation 0 
properties similar to that used in the previous case, and with A=10 in, B=5 in, h=1.0 
in. was used in this study. The boundary element mesh and two finite element meshes 
(coars'e and fine) used in this example are as shown in Figures (7.14), (7.15) and (7.16), 
respectively. 
The first case tested was with uniform domain loading of intensity (q)=1000psi, 
and the x-axis distribution of displacement (w) and slope (, 9wl, 9x) along the centre line 
of plate are plotted a,, a:, ainst the analytical solution as shown in Figure (7-17) and (7-18) 
respectively which indicate an excellent agreement with the analytical solution for the 
results obtained by boundary element and finite element programs. 
The second case was with a concentrated force F=-10lb acting at the plate 
centre, and the deflection (w) and slope (Ow/ax) were plotted in a Nvay similar to the 
previous case and shown in Figures (7.19) and (7.20). The results obtained for the FEM 
coarse mesh shows some deviation from the analytical solution results in tile slope 
figure. It is also worth mentioning that it is not possible in boundary programs to obtain 
results at the exact point at which the load is applied due to a singularity 
developed in 
the fundamental solution parameters. 
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7.3 CASE STUDIES OF THICK PLATES 
ON ELASTIC FOUNDATION 
7.3.1 Cases of a circular disc under a uniformly distributed loading 
The circular disc described in section (7.2.1) was employed in this study in which 
different boundary conditions together with two different thicknesses (h1=11n, h2=21n) 
were tested. The same boundary element mesh, as shown in Figure (7.1), and the finite 
element coarse mesh shown in Figure (7.2), were employed for this study. The programs 
used for the analysis are as follows : 
(a) BEM Thin which is the thin version of the fifth boundary element program 
____ A ___ 
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for the analysis of thin and thick plates on elastic foundation and it is 
based upon using a fictitious boundary for the elimination of singularities, 
as explained in chapter 6. 
(b) BEM FACET-HER, which is the newly developed program for thick plates 
on elastic foundation 
(c) FEM FACET-HER, which is the finite element program based upon high- 
order shear element. 
The analytical solution for thin and thick circular plates on elastic foundation 
under uniformly-distributed loading has been developed by the current author and 
described in Appendix (G), from which it was found that : 
(a) For thin plates : 
w(r)-c, bi(tcr)+c, b,, (tcr)+ q K 
where 
tc=(K)o 
. 25 
b 
Cli C2 are integration constants obtained from the boundary conditions. 
(b) For thick plates: 
W(r)=Cl II(Alr)+C12 IO(A2r)+ 
q 
K 
where 
2 A, = b+4ý 
ý-c 
A2:::::: b 
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K 
A2 D 
c=K D 
simple program was developed to calculate such analytical solutions for 
clamped, simply-supported, and free edge circular plates. 
The results obtained for different cases can be summarised as follows : 
(a) Clamped Circular Disc: 
Radial displacement and slope distributions are shown for (h=11n) in figures 
(7.21), (7.22) and for (h=21n) in Figures (7.23), and (7.24), respectively. 
It is clear from these figures that : 
All the programs give very similax results in the thin range 
In the thick range, there is a significant difference between the results 
obtained by means of thin and thick programs due to transverse shear 0 
effects. 
The newly developed thick boundary element program results are very 
close to the thick analytical solution. 
(IV) The displacement obtained by high-order 3-noded element is in good 
agreement with the thick analytical solution. However, some deviation of 
the FEM results observed in the slope curves due to the coarse mesh 
employed. 
(b) Simply-Supported Circular Disc 
The displacement and slope results for this case are shown in figures (7.25) to 
(7-28) which display phenomena similar to those experienced with the previous case. 
(c) Free-Free Circular Disc 
- It was not possible to obtain acceptable results 
for discs with free edge conditions 
tising the first four thin boundary element programs due to the effect of terms with 
divergent integrals. When the analytical solution was developed, it was 
found that for 
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such a case Cl = C2 = 0, and 
w(r)= For all thicknesses. 
I. e the plate stiffness has no effect on the lateral displacement. 
The first successful boundary element results for such a case were obtained when 
the idea of a fictitious boundary was introduced in the thin and thick boundary element 
programs and it was found that at all internal nodes, 0 
w(r) = 0.05 =1 For h=l, h=2 K 
The finite element results gave an average value of the same order but with 
small variation as shown in Figure (7.29). The corresponding slope angles are with 
negli, o,, rible values as shown in Figure (7.30). 0 
7.3.2 Cases of a circular disc under a central loading (F) 
These cases become interesting after an analytical solution was developed, as 
explained in Appendix (G), where it can be seen that: 
(a) For thin Plates: 
w(r)=c, b, i(kr)+C2 be, (kr) -F 2K, i(kr) 2 -x D r, 
For thick plates 
lo(. ýlr)+C2 10('ý2r)-O, Ko(Ajr)+02K,, (A2r) 
where 
Cl) C-), Ali A2 are as explained in the previous cases, 
F2 
4-, rDNFb'2-c- 
('-') A 
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Notice that the analytical solution for thick plates is singular at the disc centre 
the point of load application. Another simple program was developed for the 
analytical solution of thin and thick circular plates under a central concentrated loading 
and with clamped, simply- supported, and free edge conditions. 
Radial displacement distribution for thin (h=l) and thick (h=2) discs with 
clamped, simply-supported, and free edge conditions are demonstrated in Figures (7.31) 
to (7.36), from which it can be concluded that: 
Results obtained by the thin BEM program are very close to thin 
analytical solution for all cases with different edge conditions. 
Finite element results agree with the thick analytical solution but not 
as accurate as the BEM results. 
(111) In the zone close to the disc centre (r=O), some artificial deviation 
between the results can be observed because of the singularity 0 there. 
The BEM programs can not predict results at the exact location of the 
concentrated load. 
7.3.3 Cases of sin-i ply-sup ported rectangular 
plate under uniformly distributed loading 
A simply-supported rectangular plate similar to that shown in Figure 13) Nvith 0 
(A =B- 401n) has been considered with 6 different foundation thicknesses 
(h=2,4,8, 
12,16,20 in) and three different foundation stiffness modulli 
(K= 200,2000,2000 ib/in) 
aiid it is similar to a case published by Voyiadjis and Kattan 
[Ref 107]. 
Other properties are as follows : 
Young's modulus'(E) = 30x10' psi 
Poisson's ratio (v) = 0.3 
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Domain loading intensity (q) = 10000 psi 
However, no comparison was made here with the tabulated results given in 
, ed only the results of one-term solutions. The full [Ref 107], after finding that it display 
analytical solution for thin and thick simply- supported rectangular plate was developed 
in appendix (G), and a simple program was written to calculate the corresponding thin 
and thick analytical solution. 
The maximum deflection of the plate (at its centre ) is tabulated for all cases 
mentioned above, as shown in tables (7.2, (a), (b), (q) which indicate a reasonable 
stability of the results in the wide range of thickness and foundation stiffness modulli 
used. 
The radial distribution of deflection has been plotted for the 18 different cases 
and the plots at h=2 and h= 12 with k= 200,2000,20000 are presented in figures 0 
(7.37) to (7.42), whilst the meshes used and the other plots are given in Appendix (H). 
It is clear from those figures that 
(1) Thin BEM results are in good agreement with analytical solution in the 
whole range of thickness and foundation stiffness modulli. 
Thick BEM results tend to be slightly higher than analytical results 
when the thickness increases 
(111) Thick FEM results tends to be lower than analytical results when the 
thickness increases. 
1.3.4 Case Of situply-supported rectangular plate 
Under a central concentrated loading 
The different cases of the previous section were used with a force F -- 100 Ib 
acting at the plate centre. Thin and thick analytical solutions are 
developed as shown in 
appendix (G). The maximum displacement of the plate is given in tables 
(7.3 (a), (b), 
(c)) which show the stability of the results for such a case. 
A sample of the results illustrating the radial distribution of 
deflection at h= 92 
-171-- 
and h= 12, k=200,2000 and 20000 are given in Figures (7.43) to (7.48), and other 
figures are shown in Appendix (H). It is clear from those figures that general remarks 
similar to those noticed with the figures of the previous case can be concluded- 
7.4 GENERAL DISCUSSION 
During the course of this study and from the analysis of previous results, some 
general interesting points have been observed and can be summarised as follows 0 
(a) BEM analysis of thin plate on elastic foundation 
It is clear that measures taken- for dealing with singular and divergent integrals 
have worked properly and led to accurate answers, for plates with clamped and simply- 
supported edge conditions. The programs BEM-THIN-PB-O, -M are capable of 
predicting results for foundation stiffness modulus K, O, while other programs (BEM- 
THIN-EF-O, -M) fail to do so. 
The 3 degrees-of-freedom derivations have led to simple programming and more 
accurate results compared with published 2 degrees-of freedom derivations, and the 
evaluation of Kirchhoff corner forces is avoided. 
(b) Finite-element versus boundary element 
It is clear from many of the case studies tested that for the same boundary 
divisions, the boundary element method proved to be more accurate than the finite 
element method. The simple 3- noded and 4-noded finite elements were used in the 
comparison with constant boundary elements. In early tests it was found that such 
simple finite element are not reliable to be employed with Mindlin first order finite 
element program which requires the use of parabolic and cubic elements in order to 0 
produce an acceptable deggree of accuracy. 
(c) BEM analysis of thick plates 
The program based on the new derivation presented in this work has produced 
very accurate results. The alternative idea of using thin 
fundamental solution together 
with domain integral terms has produced less accurate results due to the accumulation 
of errors in the nun-lerical integration over the domain. The concept of using a 
fictitious 
boundary in thin and thick BEM programs has proved to 
be very useful in overcoming 
-172- 
singular and divergent integral problems encountered with boundary integral equation. 
It has proved to be reliable in dealing with plates with free edge conditions, which other 
boundary element programs have failed to deal with. 
-173- 
Dimensionless 
foundation modulus 
Results from 
B. E. M. (EF) 
Results from 
B. E. M (P. B) 
Results from 
NG [Ref. 121] 
Results from 
Costa [Ref 1151 
1 1.531 1.531 ---------- --------- 
2 1.516 1.516 ---------- --------- 
3 1.502 1.502 ---------- --------- 
4 1.488 1.488 ---------- --------- 
5 1.473 1.473 ---------- --------- 
10 1.407 1.407 ---------- --------- 
15 1.346 1.346 ---------- --------- 
20 1.290 1.290 1.301 1.279 
100 0.764 0.0764 0.768 0.760 
140 0.631 0.631 0.633 0.628 
200 0.497 0.497 0.498 0.495 
Table [7.1] Non-dimensional centre deflection results. 
Centre deflection wxlO-' 
hon) 
Thin analytical 
solution 
B. E. M 
Thin 
Thick analytical 
solution 
B. E. M 
Thick 
F. E. M 
(Facet-Her) 
2 44587.18 44523.0 45044.51 46933.00 45420.00 
4 5869.894 5862.1 6126.026 6618-00 6378.00 
8 738.64 737.778 868.598 980.21 932.40 
12 219.00 218.77 305.8 347.91 319.10 
16 92.407 92.312 157.51 176.79 152.10 
20 47.315 47.266 99.405 109.03 85.95 
Table [7.2 (a)] Centre deflection of a simply supported rectangular plate on an 
elastic foundation under uniformly distributed loading (a) case with K-200 lbs/in'. 
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Centre deflection wxlO-' 
h(in) 
Thin analytical 
solution 
B. E. M 
Thin 
Thick analytical 
solution 
B. E. M 
Thick 
F. E. M 
(Facet-Her) 
2 29213.92 29183.0 29384.04 30170.0 29320.0 
4 5493.992 5486.0 5714.916 6140.4 5925.0 
8 732.3469 731.36 859.6897 968-86 922.0 
12 218.4474 218.18 304.6387 346.44 317.8 
16 92.30823 92.199 157.2021 176.4 151.8 
20 47.28936 47-236 99.28018 108.88 85.86 
Table [7-2 (b)] Centre deflection of a simply supported rectangular plate on an 
elastic foundation under uniformly distributed loading (b) case with K=2000 lbs/in'. 
Centre deflection wxlO-' 
h(in) 
Thin analytical 
solution 
B. E. M 
Thin 
Thick analytical 
solution 
B. E. M 
Thick 
F. E. M 
(Facet-Her) 
2 6040.84 6039.7 6018.42 6042.1 5949.0 
4 3328.325 3325.1 3393-933 3537.5 3437.0 
8 674.239 673.75 779.462 868.1 829.4 
12 213.0293 212.73 293.72 322.3 306.1 
16 91.3270 91.203 154.1876 172.61 149.1 
20 47.03055 46-969 98-050 107.40 84.98 
Table [7.2 (c)] Centre deflection of a simply supported rectangular plate on an 
elastic foundation under uniformly distributed loading (c) case with K=20000 lbs/in'. 
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Centre deflection wxlO-' 
h(in) 
Thin analytical 
solution 
B. E. M 
Thin 
Thick analytical 
solution 
B. E. M, 
Thick 
F. E. M 
(Facet-Her) 
2 8.0221 8.00 8.4221 8.640 8.447 
4 1.0487 1.05 1.2531 1.303 1.191 
8 0.13184 0.13184 0.13184 0.24164 0.1770 
12 3.9089e-2 3.9088e-2 0.10743 0.10804 6.069e-2 
16 1.6493e-2 1.6493e-2 6.7752e-2 6.6592e-2 2.876e-2 
20 8.4448e-3 8.4448e-3 4.945e-2 4.7777e-2 1.612e-2 
Table [7.3 (a)] Centre deflection of a simply supported rectangular plate on an 
elastic foundation under central concentrated loading (a) case with K =200 lbs/in 
Centre deflection wxlO-' 
hon) 
Thin analytical 
solution 
B. E. M 
Thin 
Thick analytical 
solution 
B. E. M 
Thick 
F. E. M 
(Facet-Her) 
2 5.6337 5.6337 5.9871 6.0514 5.884 
4 0.99045 0.99045 1.1892 1.23 1.119 
8 0.13087 0.13087 0.23293 0.23990 0.1754 
12 3.9033e-2 3.9003e-2 0.10725 0.1078111 6.049e-2 
16 1.6477e-2 1.6477e-2 6.770e-2 6.653e-2 2.87le-2 
20 8.44le-3 8.44le-3 4.943e-2 4.7746e-2 1.61le-2 
Table [7.3 (b)] Centre deflection of a simply supported rectangular plate on an 
elastic foundation under central concentrated loading (b) case with K =2000 lbs/in'. 
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Centre deflection wxlO-' 
h(in) 
Thin analytical 
solution 
B. E. M 
Thin 
Thick analytical 
solution 
B. E. M 
Thick 
F. E. M 
(Facet-Her) 
2 1.916 1.916 2.22 2.191 2.022 
4 0.6537 0.637 0.82695 0.8285 0.7232 
8 0.12194 0.22037 0.22037 0.22439 0.1607 
12 3.8163e-2 3.8163e-2 0.10552 0.10562 5.862e-2 
16 1.6326e-2 1.6326e-2 6.7217e-2 6.5929e-2 2.828e-2 
20 8.4007e-3 8.4007e-3 , 4.923e-2 4.7506e-2 1.597e-2 
Table [7.3 (c)] Centre deflection of a simply supported rectangular plate on an 
elastic foundation under central concentrated loading (c) case with K=20000 lbs/in 3 
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8.1 CONCLUSIONS 
It is clear from the previous chapters that a number of original derivations have 
been developed and by using a comprehensive set of case studies such derivations have 
proved to be accurate and reliable for the analysis of thin and thick plates on elastic 
foundations. 
The main points of originality derived and validated in this work can be 
summarised as follows: 
The derivation of high-order shear finite element for thin and thick 
plates on elastic foundations. 
Different derivations of 3 degrees- of- freedom boundary element analysis 
of thin plates on elastic foundations including the use of "Modified" 
Kelvin functions as defined in this work. 
(111) The full derivation of boundary element theory for thick plates on 
elastic foundations including the derivation of several possible 
fundamental solutions using Fourier and Hankel integral transforms. 
(iv) The implementation of fictitious boundary concept which leads to the 
elimination of singular and divergent integral terms in the boundary 
integral equations. 
(v) The derivation of some analytical solutions for thin and thick circular 
and rectangular plates on elastic foundations. 
From the case studies analysed, the following remarks can be concluded. 
Generally speaking, the boundary element method has proved to be 
more accurate than the finite element method for the analysis of thin 
and thick plates on elastic foundations. 
The boundary element analysis of plates with free edge condition-, is 
only possible by means of programs which use fictitious boundaries. 
-227- 
The boundary element program based on domain integrals has given 
poor results for the analysis of thick plates, compared to the one which 
employs direct boundary integrals. 
(iv) Finite elements with mid-side nodes should be used with Mindlin first 
order program in order to obtain acceptable results. 
8.2 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 
An early objective of the current author was to analyse curved shells 
with and without elastic foundations. Some work on the finite element 
programs has already been carried out but it is interesting to extend 
the boundary element analysis so as to deal with curved shells and 
folded plates. 
The derivation of fundamental solutions by means of integral 
transforms could be extended to orthotropic plates and it would then 
become possible to derive boundary integral equations for thin and 
thick plates made of orthotropic materials. 
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Appendix A 
LAGRANGIAN SHAPE FUNCTION FOR QUADRILATERAL 
AND TRIANGULAR ELEMENTS 
Using the Lagrangian bivariate interpolation formula [Ref 62 63], the Lagrangian 
shape functions can be written as follows: 
a) 4-Noded guadrilateral element: 
17) 
N2 : -- (( 1- 17) 
N3 
---: ( 77 
N4 (1-C) 77 
b) 8-Noded quadrilateral element: 
N, =(1 -()(1 -, q)(1 -2(-277) 
N2=4((l -()(1 -77) 
N3= -((1-77)(1-2(+277) 
N4 =4(, q(1 -77) 
N, = -(17(3-2(-277) 
N6 =4(77(1 -() 
N7 
N8 =477(l -()(1 
c) 9-Noded. quadrilateral element: 
N1 = (1- c)(1 - i)(1 -2( -21)) 
N2=4((l -()(1 -rl) 
-2(-2t7) 
N4=4(71( I -, q) 
-230- 
N5 
=-(i7(3-2(- 2i7) 
N, =4(i7(l - () 
N7 =17(1 -()(1-2(+217) 
N8 =417( 1 -()(1 - 77) 
Nq =(4()(477)(I- ()(1-? 7) 
d) 3-Noded triangular element: 
Nl =l-(-71 
N2 
=C 
N3 
= 77 
c) 6-Noded triangular element: 
N, =(l-(-i7)(1 -2(-2-q) 
N2 =4((l 
N3 
=-q(1-2ý) 
N4 =4(77 
N5 =- 77( 1- 277) 
N6 = 477 (1 -C- q) 
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APPENDIX B 
SECOND ORDER INTRINSIC DERIVATIONS FOR QUADRILATERAL 
AND TRIANGULAR HERMITIAN SHAPE FUNCTIONS 
a) Quadrilateral Hermitian shape functions second order intrinsic derivatives. 
O'Nl=(-6+12()(1-? 
7) 
a( 
2 
, O'N, =(-6+1277)(l-() 
,9 T) 
2 
a2 N, 
=6((l-()+6, q(1-77) -1 , 9(1977 
a2 N2- 
-4+6()(1-17) a(2 -Jl2( 
a2 N2 
a772 7--j22(-4+677)(l-() 
a'N2 
--J12(1-4(+3( 
2) 
-j22(1-4il+3 772) a(a, q 
a'N3 
=J,, (6(-4)(1-77) a( 2 
a2 N3 
a, 7 
2 
a2 N3 
J, 1(1-4(+3 
(2)+j: 21 
(1 
-417+3712) a( 09 77 
, 9'N, =(6-12()(1-71) ac2 
a2 N, 
a 77 
a'N '=6(((-I)+677(( -1)+l 
, 9((977 
, 9'N, =J, 2(6(-2)(1-71) a(2 
a2 N, 
= a772 J22(6, q - 4) 
a'N, 
=J12(2(-3(2)+j22(l -477+3 172) a(077 
-233- 
a2 N6-J, 
1(2-6()(1-ti) T(ý-- 
a2 N6- 
-j2l(6; 7-4) a 77 
a2 N6-J,, (-2(+3( 2) -J21(1-4i7+2 772) ý -(aF77 
, 92 
N7 
-(6-12ý)i7 19( 2- 
02 N7 
a 77 
2 N, 
=6((I-()+677(1-77) a( a 77 
2 1\1,3 
a( 2 
::::: ýJ12(-2+6()77 
(92N,, --': j22(-2+677)( a772 
01 2) 1\ 8: 
'--jl2(-2(+3 -217+3 17 a( 
T 
77 
(2 )+j22( 
a'N, 
=Jll(-2+6()i7 
(9( 
2 
(9 
2 Ng 
a7,2 =j2l(-2+677)( 
a2 N, 
_-J,, (- 2(+3(2) -J2, 
(-217+3 772) 
a(Orj- 
a2NJO 
=(-6+12()i7 
L9 ý2 
'92 N,,, 
=(6-12il)(1-C) 
, 9,72 
a'N,,, 
=6C(C-I)+6Tj((-l)+l (9077 
a2N, l j 12 C (-4+6() aC2 
a2N 
2 
11 
:: --j22(-2+6ri)(1 
a17 
a2 N,, 
--::: 
j 
12 
( 1-4(+3( 2) -j22(-2i7+3 112) a(all 
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a2 N12= 
-Jll(-9+6()i7 a(:? 
a'N12= 
a772 -J21(-2+677)(1 
a2 N12 
-J I (1 -4(+3 
(2) +j2l(-2rl+371") a(a77 
b) Triangular element Hermitian shape functions second order intrinsic derivatives 
a2 N, 
=-6+12(+8i7 
a( 
2 
a2 N, 
= -6+12il+8( 0971 2 
a2 N, 
= -4+8(+877 a(i971 
(9'N2 =J, 2(-4+6(+37))+ 
J 
1217 
a( 
2 
a2 N2 
= 
, 977 
2 J22(-4+6, q+3()+J, 2( 
a2 N2 
: -- 
J12 (- 1.5+3(+ 77) +j 22 (-1.5+377+() 
, 9((977 
'92 
N3 
= -J, 1(6(-4+377) 
77 
, 9( 
2 
a'N3 
-J21(677-4+3()-J,, ( a 77 
a2 N, 
-J,, (-1.5+3(+i7)-j2l(-l. 5+377+() 19077 = 
a2 N 6-12(-477 
a(2 
2 N, 
a 77 
a'N4 
=2-4( -417 a( a 77 
2 N, 
: -- -J12(2-6(-3TI)+(j22-JI2)77 a( 2 
-235- 
a2N, _ ý-2 -Jl2C-(j22-Jl2)( 77 
a 21\75 
_ J12(O. 5 -3( - 77) - 
(322 
_j12)(0*5+C -17) 
26 
-J, 1(2 -6( -377)+(J22 - 
J12)77 
, 
92 NI 
6 
ý-2 --Jll(+(j21-Jll)( 
77 
a2 l\T6 
-JI, (0.5-3(-i7) - 
(j21 17) 
19017 - 
2 N7= 
-41l a( 
2 
a N. 1 =6-1217-4( 
1977 
2 
a NI 
7 
=2-4(-477 5077 
N,, 
--': 
J22(- (J12 
-J22)17 
N2 
a2NS 
.L5- -J22)( J22(2-3(-6i7)+(J 12 
, 92N Z) .8- -J22(0*5 -(-317)+(J12-J22)(0*' -(+17) FC-- ý- 
a2 N, 
a( 
2 : --:::: -J2177+(jll-J21)17 
a2 Ng 
a 77 2 : --J21(2-3(-6i7)-(Jil-j2l)( 
a2NQ 
-j2l(O. 5-c-377) - 
(Jil 
-J21)(0.5 -(- 17 
) 
19077 
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APPENDIX C 
PROPERTIES OF BESSEL FUNCTIONS 
1-Bessel functions of first and second kinds 
Consider the general solution of the following differential equation. 
d2 Y+ILY+(X2 v2)y=o 
Tx-ý xdx ,x2 
it can have one of the following solutions: 
(1) For v=n= an integer value: 
y(x) = AJ, (z) + BY,, (z) 
For v having non -integer values: 
y(x) = AJ, (z) + BY, (z) 
or 
y(x) = AJ, (z) + BJ-, (z) 
where 
A, B are integration constant, 
Z=r, x 
J, Bessel function of 1"' kind and v" order. 
Y, Bessel function of 2' d kind and v' h order. 
1.1 Definition of Bessel functions in terms of infinite series 
00 
r (z/2 
)2r -± V 
r=0 
-238- 
00 
L)f' 
(z/2) 2r+n 
r=O 
! (r+ 
. 
)! 
J-n 
= 
(-l)"'J-(Z) 
2log (z/2)-' (z) J. (z) 
7r 2 
j=O 
)n co 
(-e)k 
(z/2 Ef 0(k+l)+V)(n+ki) (5) W 
]: =O 
where 
0(i) =- -Y (6a) 
n-1 
(6b) 
k=l 
-y=llm (7) rn %j1+1+1+---+-ml-logrn = 
0.5772 15664 90153 28606 ... 231 
Special cases 
2 2y (Z2 )3 
44 
(1! )2 (2! )2 (3 1)2 
e 2y 
(z) 2 (z) +24 
(t4 
7r 106ý) + -yl 7r (1! )2 )2 2 (2! 
1.2 Bessel functions of the 3-11-d kind Hankel functions 
(1) H, (z)=J, (z)+iY, (z) (8) 
(2) 
H, (z)-J, (z)-iY, (z) 
an independent solution of (1) is: 
(1) (2) (Z) 
y--A H, (z)+B Hv 
-239- 
1.3 Recurrence relations:. 
B, -, (z) + 
B,,, (z) = 
2-B, (z) z 
2B' (z) v 
B' (z) =B (z) - LB , (z) I/ z 
B'(z) = -B,,, (z) + LB, (z) I/ z 
where 
B denotes J, Yj H(1) and H (2) or any linear combination of those functions. 
J'O(z) - 
Y(z) = -Y1(z) 
1.4 Higher order derivatives 
(IA_)kýZk 
B, (z)I=Z'-'Bl-k(Z) Zdz 
=(_1)k Z- 
'-"BV+k(7) 
zdz 
(k) 
Bv (Z) = -lk B, -k(Z) - 
(K, ) 
B, 
-k+2(Z)+ Z 
B, 
-L. +4(z)+ - .. 
+(_l)k Bl/+k(Z) 
k=Oj 11 2) - 
Modified Bessel functions 
(11 
(lib) 
The solution of the differential equation 
-240- 
d22 Y+ILY-(k 2+v )Y=o 
Txý xdx X2 
is 
y=A 1, (z)+B K, (z) 
=AI, (z)+B 1, (z) 
always v is non-integer 0 
I, (z) is the modified Bessel function of the l' kind 
K, (z) is the modified Bessel function of the 2'd kind 
and 
Z=k-x 
2.1 Infinite series 
00 (z/2) n+2k 
i-, J"(iz) = 
1: 
k=o k! 
(n+k)! 
(z) (z/2) 
V+2k 
2)'/ 
00 
k=O 
n-1 (n-s-I 
n+l (=e)s + 109(72)In(Z) X, (Z) (2: ý- 42 2 
3=0 s 
(- 1)" (Z)n (O(k+l) 
+ 0(n+k+l)) 
k=O 
Special cases: 
(Z) 1+ 
z2 /4 (z 2 /4) 2 (Z2 /4 )3 
(71! + (2! (3! )2 
I, (Z) 
=Z1+1! )2+ )2 
+ 
2 2( 3(2! 4(3! 
1 
[log( Z, +-yl"(z)+ +(1+1) +(1+1+1) 
(Z 
2(1! )2 2 (2! ) 223 (3 ! 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
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-11m (z/2)21+1 KI (z) = [log 1 + (z) + 21 
(2ý (2 
k=O 
where 
0(0)=O 
Notice that 
-k 
2=, 2 
k2 
and for . being an integer: 
I,, (Z) =i 
2.2 Recurrence relations 
2-vM, (z) z 
2M', (z) 
M'(Z) = M, _l(Z) - 
LM, (Z) 
v 
m' (Z) =: m", (z) + ! ým, (z) v 
'where M, represents Iv, e"'K, or any linear combination of any of them. 
For 
Kn+I(Z) =Kn-, (z)+Zn-K,, (z) z 
K, ', (z)=-! K, 
-I(z)+K,, +, 
(z) n 2ý 
1 
K,, (z) 
(17a) 
(1 7b) 
-242- 
Special cases 
Io (Z) = I, (Z) (18a) 
K0 (z) --K, (z) (18b) 
K O'(z) = K, (z) +K (z) Z (18c) 
K' , (z) K, (z) + il K, (z) Z (18d) 
2.3 Higher order derivatives 
(I A)k 
zvm v 
(Z) 
=ZV- 
kMV+k(Z) 
(19a) z dz 
fI 
(I A)kýZ-Vmjl(z) 
-Z-11-k Mll+k(Z) (19b) z dz 
I 
(k) ' )MV-k+4(Z)+ 
V 
(2; )=-Ik-ýMl/-k(Z)+( k )MV-k+2(Z)+( L (19c) 
z12 
M, represents 1, (z) or 
V 7r i K, (z) 
For integer 
en 
7r i K,, (z) --cos(. 7r) K,, (z) 
=(-l)'K, (Z) (20) 
3-Kelvin functions 
Defining V, = 
Id (x d )=: d' +1 d xdx dx dX2 xdx 
equation (1) and (12) may be re-written as follows: 
2 
y+(k 
2v (22) 
X2)y 
0 
v2y- (k- 2+v 
2 
)y=O (23) 
x2 
-243- 
which have the following general solutions respectively: 
yl =J, (z)+BY, (z) (24) 
Y2= CI, (z)+DK, (z) (25) 
Hence the following differential equation 
2 2+L 222v2 
-(k x_ 
21f 
v +(k Iy=O (26) 
has the following general solution 
y=AJ, (z)+BY, (z)+CIv(z)+DK,, (z) (27) 
where 
z=kx 
For the special case of v=O, 
AJ,, (z)+BY,, (z)+CI,, (z) +DK,, (z) (28) 
is the general solution to 
v2v2 y-k'y=O (29) 
Consider next the following differential equation 
v2v2 y-A'y=O (30) 
using 
-k 
Le 
k 4-i A (31) 
and 
z kx -- ý-i Ax (32) 
then equation (28) can represent the general solution of equation (30). Consider next 
-244- 
the following differential equation 
1) 
v 2y 
_ 
(, A2+1/-)Y=o (33) 
X2 
from the previous analysis equation (33) has the following solution 
Al, (4-iAx) +BK, (ý-i Ax) (34a) 
or 
AJ, (i -T-iAx) +BY, (i 4-i Ax) (34a) 
Notice that 
(7r /2)i 
4n+l 
i 7r 
e=e2 (35a) 
4-i -- e( 
7r /4 
e- 
3 7r i/4 (35b) 
i 4-i -- e 
(3 7ri/4 ), 
e- 
7ri/4 (35c) 
substituting into (34) and rearranging real and imaginary parts, then the solution of 
(33) is any linear combinations of the following 
berl/(z)+ibei, (z) 
be r-v(z)+ib, i -, 
(z) 
Kerl/(z)+iK, i,, (z) 
Ker-, /(z)+iK, i-, 
(z) 
where 
Z =Ax 
where ber) bei, Ker, K, j are Kelvin functions defined such that 
berl, (Z)+ib, i, (z)=J,, (ze 
3 7r i/4 ) 
v 7r 'J 
. (ze 
- 7ri/4 ) 
(36a) 
(36b) 
(36c) 
(36d) 
viri 
rl'i /4 
-245- 
=e 
3VIri/2 
I, (ze - 
37ri/4 
) (37) 
and 
V 7r i 
Ket-V (Z) +iK, i, (Z) =e , 
K, (Xe71i/4 ) (38) 
subscript v is usually omitted if v=O. Hence the general solution of equation (30) is: 
y=A b,, (z)+Bb, i(z)+CK,, (z)+DK, i(z) (39) 
where 
Z =Ax 
From previous definitions, it can be deduced that: 
Z /4) Z /4) +--- (40) (2! )2 (4! )2 
_Z2 
(Z 23+ (Z 2 /4)5 
(5! )2 
00 2k 
E(_1)ko(2k+1) Z2 K(z) = -log(Z)b(z)+: 'lbi(z)+ -i- (42) 72 - 
11 
22 k=O (2k! ) 
'ib, i(z)+ 
00 0(2k+2) Z2] 
2k 
X, (z) = -log(z)b, 
(43) 
2 i(z) 4 k=O ((2k+l)! )214 
Recurrence relations 
fv+l + fv_l _ _vý-2(fv_gý) 
(44a) 
Z 
-9V-1 
(44b) 
LI -- (-.? V+1+9v+I-fL1-1 
1 
ZN- 
ZL/f, = -L 
ýf (44c) 
2 4-2 V+l+9vJ 
ff (44d) Ll Z ý2ýfv+l +gLl+l 
where, the f6llowing combinations are valid 
-246- 
If Ll =berV(Z) 
fv=b, iv(z) 
f, Kcrj/(Z) 
f, K, i, (z) 
Hence, it can be deduced that: 
g, = b, j, (z) 
gv=-bcrl/(z) 
gv=Keiv(z) 
g,, = -Ker, 
(Z) 
ý-2-b,, (z) =be,, (z)+b, i, (z) (45) 
ý-2be, (z) --býerl(z)+b, il(z) (46) 
ý2- k., (z) = k,,, (z) +k,, i1 (z) (47) 
ý-2-k, 
j(z) = -ke,, (z)+k, i, (z) (48) 
It can be deduced from equation (44) that 
K'e, 1 
(Z)= - 
! K1(7, )- -LýK er 
(z)+Ki(z)ý (49) 
and 
Ki - -L K (50) e iý (Z) -- - 
lZKii (Z) V- '(z)+K, i(z)1 
Hence, differentiation of (47) gives 
K'C,, (z) K'i, 
-- 
lýKei-, (z)+Ki, (z)j-J2K. i(z) 
i. e. 
K lef Kcrl(z)+K., il(z)I-K, i(z) r(z)- 
Iý 
42z 
Similarly, it can be deduced that 
K'j -Lý-Kerj(z)+K, i, (z) 
I+K.,, (z) (52) '(z) 42z 
-247- 
Substituting the solution 
y=K,, (z)+iK, i(z) 
into 
v2 Y-iA 
2 
where 
v 2=(d 
2+1d 
dX2 xdx 
then, it can be deduced that: 
2 +A2f _, 
Ker(7 v 
i. e 
v2 IK 
er(Z) = _A2KCi(Z) 
v2 Kei (Z) :=\2Ke, 
where 
2=d2 
+1 d dX2 xdx 
Ax 
d Ad dx dz 
d (1) d 
dz A dx 
Defining 
2= d21d vz dZ2+ 2dz 
then it can be deduced that: 
2 K, (z) K, i (z) z 
(53) 
(54) 
(55) 
(56) 
-248- 
vz i(z)=K(z) (57) 
2K 
Hence, 
d ýV'K,, (z)j=-Kj(z) 
dz 
= -L Kerl(z)+Kei, (z) (58) ý2- 
and 
d ýV'Ke 
z d-z i(z)l 
=-MKerj(z)+K, il(z)j (59) 
-V2 
and from the solution of equation (30), it can be proved that 
v 2V2 K,, (z) = \4 K,, (z) (60) 
and 
v2v 2K 
i(z)=A'K, i(z) 
Since there are polynomial approximations for b, b, j, K, K, j and their first 
order derivatives, one may replace b,,,, b, il, Kerl, K, ij, by equations deduced from 
equations (45)-(48) as follows: 
ber ' b', (z) - b'i (z) (62) l(z)=r2ý , J-2 
b, i, (z) = -L b, (z) + b'i (z) (63) 
-V2 
ýe 
Kerl K', (z) - K', (z) (64) 
(z) = -i- 
ýee1 
, 
f2- 
K, il(z)--L KI, (z)+K'i(z) 4-2 
ýc 
Notice also, that equations (51), (52) can be simplified as follows: 
K (z) 66) 
K K'i (z) + K, (z) (67) 
which can also be obtained as a direct result of equations (56) and (57). 
-249- 
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APPENDIX D 
Analysis of singular integrals of G and T parameters for thin plates 
on elastic foundations 
I-Introductory concepts 
From the previous analysis given in Appendix C, it was shown that 
lim Ki(z)= I 
Z-0 4 
lim K', i(z)=O Z--+o 
lim K, e, (Z) +11= Z--+O ýZ 
lim, fK(z)+log z =log z- Z ---e 
1 
Hence, the results in the following table can be proved 
f(Z) lim f(Z) 
Z 10 
Kei -ir 4 
K'e i 0 
K(z)+log(Z) log 2 
K'  (z) +1 Z 0 
A(z)=K(z)-2K(z) Zc 2 
A'(z) =- K', 
2A (z) cZ 0 
B(z)-1--Z=K . (z)+2K(z)+-Z 2 ei Zc 2 0 Z Z 
Ke, (z) 
Z 
i log2 2f 21 2 
-251- 
f(Z) lim f(Z) 
Z --+ 0 
K 1, 
(Z) +1 7r 
ZZ 8 
K'I (z) - -L er 
7r 
8 
K"(z)+ilog(z) ei 2 lf log2--y-11 
2-Singular integral terms 
They are developed when the source point is on the element, in terms like 
f 
f(x-xi, y-y, )ds 
element i 
Notice that, on that element we have 
, Or =o Fn 
, 9r= ±1 Ft 
Basic theorems 
Let f(r), it is assumed that it dose not contain terms like ar ar ar ar ar ar an' at' ax' ay' an, ' an, 
(1ý2 
1 Y2) R. 
f (r) ds =2ff (r) dr 
0 
where 
Ro=i 
ý(X2 
_XI)2+ 
(Y2 
_YJ)2 2 
ý(X2 
_Xi)2+ 
(Y2 
_yi)2 
r=ý( X_Xi)2+(Y_yi)2 
-252- 
f (r) AL ds =0 49n,, 
(z72)y2) R" 
f f(r) ds f(r) dr 
ax ay 
(-llyl) 0 
Results 
If we let z=Ar, dz=Adr, z,, =, \R,,, we have the following. 
(xý2)Y2) 
ff (z) ds = 2f f(z) dz A 
1)y 0 
(xý2 Y2) 
f(z) or ds 
(Xi 7yi) 
ar ar ar ar ... etc where YnZ Fn I R) Fx I 
('T2ly2) Z, 
ill- t 't f f(z) ds = 2(j. 1)(7.1)jf(z) dz ax ay 
0 
Notice that 
; =I ^i +m 
with 
3-Analysis of G' integrals 
,, 
K, i(z) 27rDA 
Since lim Kct(Z)=', 
z-04 
-253- 
the above term is not singular and the following integrals 
i 
G;, ds 
element i 
can be dealt with using Gaussian quadrature as usual 
3.2 G; 2) G; ll 
G73 G-31 
According to previous theorems, it can be deduced that, on the element which 
contains the source point we have the following results: 
f G; 
2 ds=O 
f G;, ds =0 
f G!, 
3 ds=O 
f 
G, ds =0 3 
3.3 G; 31 G; 3 
Considering the following, 0 
, -AKI f (Z)= ý, Z i(z)+9r '97 
A(z) 
an ön, 
then 
ff(z) ds =(; o.; ý)f z ds 
i2 
and 
1Z 
ds= 1Z+0.5 log (Z) ds-10.5 log(z) ds 
ii 
Let 
Kci 
in 
(Z) +0.5 log(z) 
llip K 21 (log(2) - -y+ 
1) 
20 eirn(Z) 
-22 
-254- 
i. e 
f K, i. (z) dz 
i 
can be found by Gaussian quadrature. And 
Z0 
log(z) ds=2 Af log(z) dz 
0 
-2ýzjog(z)-z 
Zo 
10 
-2fz"jog(z")-Z, =2R,, log(z, )-l 
where 
R,, -- half the element length, 
ARo 
Hence, 
1Z 
ds= 1 K. i. (z)ds-R 
Pog(Z) 
-11 
ii 
and 
ff(z) ds=(; O.; )fK, i. 
(z) ds-(; i,,.; i)R,, flog(zo) -11 
ii 
Hence it can be deduced that: 
a) for G22 : -- -1ý; il-n. ei (Z)+ör, 
9rA(z) 
27rD 7- axan 
1 
G;, ds =- Ion -1*; 
ý )R, ýlog(z, )-l 'i ^ )JK, i,,, (z) ds+('ý 
f (27rD 
2-rD 
Similarly, 
G*, ds =- j-njr, 2 
'ý ^ )f K, i,, (z) ds+( R,, log(z,, 
) -I (27rD 21r-FD) 
-255- 
where 
Keim(z)= z +0.5 
log(z) 
3.4 G; 21 
G'33 
Let f(z) =; 
ý 0*'K'i (z) +A (z) ze otono 
From previous theorems, we can deduce that: 
f f(z) ds=f ý(; ý0.7) Ki,, (z)+Lr9' A(z) ds-(;,, -7)Ro log(z,, )-l atan,, 
and the first term may be evaluated by means of Gaussian quadrature 
f G;, ds =-1fK, (z) +01'12-rA(z) ds+ -D) ý 2 -, -r D at, 9x 
(2 ' 
7, 
- R. log (z,, ) -1 
f G;, ds ff(, t. 0Kj,, (z) +"r"rA(z)lds+ j*' R,, log(z,, )-l 27rD MY 2^r, 
^13 ) 
ii 
4-Analysis of T* integrals 
4.1 T; I= -L ýLK', (z) 27, an e 
f Tl*, ds 
i 
4.2 T; 2, T; 3 
From previous analysis, we can deduce the following 
T12 ds=A2 1 ds 2 7r 
fz 
T; 
3 ds-A 
2 
ds 2 7r 
fz 
20 Zo 
ds= 2 IK 
(z) d, = 
2ý +1K "' 
(z) 
dz 1ZAZAZZ2 
i0 
-256- 
or 
z0Zo 
ds= +I dz -21 dz 
fzfzz2Afz2 
i00 
Defining 
1 
erm 
(Z) ý-- Z+ 
12 
Z 
then 
lim K... (7, ) - 7r 
Z-+O 
and 
K, , (z) ds 
can be found by means of Gaussian quadrature; however, 
ZO 
-21-1- dz= 
2 
-2 Ä Z2 AZ, Ac4 olý 
0 
which is a divergent integral 
4.3 T;, 
T", ds=-I-ff(l+v)K,, (z)-(l-v)A(z) ds 24 7F 
ff(l+v)IK,, (z)+Iog(z)l-(l-v)A(z) 4 7r ds- 47r 
log(z) ds 
let 
(I+z/)IK,, (z)+log(z)l-(l-v)A(z) 4 7r 
then 
T;, ds f (T;, )", dz - 
(L+--)2R,, log(z,, ) 47r 
(Tjj),. is regular and its ' integration can be carried out by means of Gaussian 
-257- 
quadrature. 
4.4 T; 2, T; 31 T;,, T32) T; 3 
1 
T; 
2 ds =O 
i 
1 
T; 
3 ds =O 
i 
1 
T;, ds =O 
i 
1 
T; 
2 ds =O 
i 
f Tý3 ds =O 
i 
-258- 
APPENDIX E 
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APPENDIX E 
FUNDAMENTAL SOLUTION KERNELS FOR THIN PLATES 
based on . 
r'(Iogr- 1) 
'v'::::: 87rD 
.r2 (logr - 1) U"=: W'= 87rD 
'U; 
2.. 
OW'- r (2logr-1)9r 
ax -8wD ax 
*= 49w* -r (2logr-l)or 
U13 
ay -87rD ay 
(2logr-l)or 
SjrD an 
8vD 7 anax 
1 ý(; ý-`)(21ocrr-l)+29ro' U; 3 --":: 87, D10 anayl 
(2logr-l)or 
87, -D at 
1 ý(i-'ý)Plogr-l)+20'0' U; 
2: --g 
7, D 
a 
c9taxi 
U; 
3 --- :1 
ý(i-`)(2logr-l)+29r9r 
8,7D ataO 
=-D-L(V2wj)=- 
1 i9r 
On 2wr, 9n 
T (Q =I -ý. ;)- 29' A9' 
! 
2- - 27rr 2ý(' t9n axl 
T13 
12o 
29' A' : --(Qn)3=-27rr 1 On Oyý 
2 
2+(I+v)logr + (1+v)[2(ýL' - 
]I 
87T an) 
-! 
2-r-. Lr T22= (1ý4n)2= 
- 47rr ax an an ax 
-260- 
T2 
3,:::: 
(M 
n 
)3--47rr 
ay an an ay 
v) ar ar 
47r an at 
(i - V) -ý .7 T; 2 r(t )+2(1 )9' -o-L' 2- 47rr Ot 9n On Ot (9x 
T; 
3 
(M 
t 11) -2ar -L"-k 47rr Ot On on Ot ay 
Loading terms: 
Ti pp. *, ds -f 
OP Q,, ds an 
Let 'T" be defined such that: 
w*=V 
2f 
4 
--L- (log r-1.5) 1287r 
ýLf - 
r3 (4 log r- 5)ar an -128-, r an 
p; = -.! 
2- (ýLf )= 
-L3-f (; 4)(2 log r -2.5)+(4 log r -3)ýLr 
Or 
Ox an 647r anoxi 
af 
3 
^)(2 log r -2.5)+(4 log r -3)r nr n)= 
ry P; a In 
9nr ar, 
ay 647r 
I 
Qý=f= r (log r-1.5) 1287r 
ýLf- r3 (4 log r -5)Or , 9x-1287r 
9x 
Pf - -L3- 
(4 log r- 5)9' ay -1287r OY 
-261- 
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APPENDIX F 
i. e 
where 
i. e 
DERIVATION OF THE h MATRIX 
M, e, 
Min 
=h ey 
-Q"- - 
e, 
h=D 
ava0 Dn at 
(1-v) a (1-v) a, 0 2 at 2 an 
(1-v) 
A20 22 an 
='8 lh 
01) +'82h 02) +j63h(A3) 
, 83 = 
Da, 
27r(A 2_A 2)(A2 _A2) 1213 
1- 
02- 
27r(A 2_A 2)(A2 _A2) 2123 
32 2) 27r(A -A 1 
(, \2 
_A2) 332 
g 
and 
-263- 
=D 
aa an 57f 0 
2 at 2 Fn 0 
2A202 C9 2 Vn 
=E (A, ) (A, K1 
h,, (c) 
nglý(c)+v& (C) 49t 21 
h12 (C) C)+vl-9 (C) 
j9t 22 
hl3(C): '---12--g (C)+I/-O--g I an 13 at 23(C) 
21 
( C) - -::: 
f 
2 
A- , 
--g2l(C)l gn 
2 
(C) 
2 c9tgl2(C)+I'lYng22(C)j 
a- 
23( C) 2 
aga -923(C)l Aýt- 
13 
(C) + 
I'lZrn- 
K31 (C) 
2 
2 (c)+'J(9n 
21 
(C) 
h3 
2( C) 2A 
2fg- 
12 
(C) + I"' 922(C)l 
ý33(C)::: 
7 -- A 2 
2g f3 (C) + "E9 (01 
23 
Hence, it can be proved that: 
K (c) f V(c) +E" (c) I K, (cr) +f F'(c) +F" (c) I K, (cr) 
-g 
an at 
-264- 
E'12 Cf ý2r- B112+v9rBI21 
49n 
at 2 
E'l 
3cI 2L B13+ v9B131 , 9n 1 
at 2 
E'2 =: :: 
c (1 -'/) f LB', + v9B2, ý 21 --2 at 1 C9 
E' 22- at I On 2 
-C(1-0ýft' +. 9B131 
E'2 
3 --": 2 Rf " an 2 
El -(l-v)AI Atl_cOrB'l 31 -- 2fI Fn 3 
E' - 
(1 - "')A 2 A' '9'B' 32- -2 12 + I-" On 22 
E3 
3 
E" =(9A'11+ - vaA21 
f 
F" =aB11+ 
I 
- - 
aB21 I 
6 n at ýFn 1/ at 
JA112 E2 
- + 
09A 
12 
2 
v 
JBI12 F' ' + -- - 
aBI v 22 1 ýý n at 1 2 in at 
aBf E" =0 F" =: 13+vaB2 
3 
13 13 --67n- at 
I 
ýaAl, +aA'111 
(1-v)ýaB'j, 
+aB'jj E" 2 21 F2", at an 2 at an 
E'2'2 12+0A221 22- - at an 22 = 
v) B22ý ýa B12 + L_ý 
at 
E2"3 
=0 23 F2"3 23 =(' - 
ö 13 
aB231 - v) 
2 öt + an 
E" -0 31- F" = 31 
(, 
- ", 
)A 
2,9B31 
an 
E" -0 32- F" = 32 
(, 
- '/)l\ 2,9B32 
an 
E' 1 _(1-1/)%20A33 F" -0 33- 2 an 33- 
-265- 
ar 
B21 
5-[cA, ' 
B"]+vLr[cA', + 
n+r at 
2r 
1 
2 F'12:::::::: 
-ýi2r-[cAI12+]BI121+vL[cAI22+B2211 an r at r 
ý. ar (W,, )+, ar(B23)1 
I 
F'l 
3 an r at r 
F' -(l-"')fL[cA'I+B"']+ýLr[cA', + 
B'2111 
21- 2 at Ir an 2r 
F' 
"2]+0-'L[cA2 
2+ 
B122] 
22 2 at Ir an r 
-(l -V)ýarBl13+arBI23j F231-- -2 at r an r 
2 ýB', 
-, 
Or (IV3i)1 
1 : '-: ý 2 än- r 
F' -('-v)X'ýB'12 - 
lOrB1321 
32 -2 ön r 
2 
-car 
F' ýB'13 FnA331 33 ::::::: 2 I 
with n,, =- n or t 
aA'1_1 aAll +m aA21 
(9n,, an, On,, 
a A21 aA12 + rn 
aA22 
(9n,, an,, an, 
aAI13 
=0 an,, 
f aA,, +I 
OA21 
- 
OA21 
an, rn an, an, 
aA'22 aA12 + IaA22 an,, an" an,, 
aA/23 
=0 
(9n, 
aA31 
=0 
an, 
, 9A32=0 
(9n,, 
aB,, aB,, +m aB21 an" On,, an" 
aB'l 2 aB12 + 7, n 
aB22 
an" 0 an,, 
aB13 IaB13 + rn 
aB23 
an,, an,, an" 
aB'21 
rnaB,, +I 
aB21 
c9n,, On,, an,, 
aB' 22 aB 112 + 
_M - 
nr) I UJ-)22 
an,, E" an, 
(9B'23 aB13 1 
aB23 
an,, 
+ 
_M an,, an" 
aB31_aB31 
Yn-ý- - an o 
aB' 9' 32 
-ýIjý-)32 
an, - an, 
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aA'--ý ak:, -ý 3 an,, - an,, 
Using the following theorems: 
aB133 
, 9n,, 
(1) 
a2 r 
an, an2 
J(ýl 
1ý2) 
ar ar 
anlan2 
01) -ý2- an3 (ar -ý2r- 1( anlan2 r 
, '2,,, 3) 
ar 
+(;, 
3',, 
j ar- 
an, an2 
2ar ar ar Onlan2all, 
0 
an2 
(1)= )-2 ar a' ran, r2 anlan2 
Ov) a rr 
-! 
2- 
-ý-- 
)= 
-L 
(, 
'2,;, 3)-,! 
2r ar 
-3 -LL -j2-r- -0-r- an3 2 an, 19112 r an, an2 anlall2an. 3 
it can be shown that 
aA, 1=2C2 
f 
a(C2 
ar ýM_ Igr 49r 
all r (9 y ayan 
aAll 
=2 
C2 fa (C2 
_j6)+_ r jar j_ararl at ayý ay at 
aAl2=_CrC2 
C2_ 
an r ce ax ay axayanl 
(9t ra- m9' - 
29r Or Or qA12 aCý 
ýC2 
+ 1,1 ýI 
Oy axayanl 
(9AI3 0 
(9 n 7-- 
aA13=0 
at 
, OA21_OA12 
an - an 
aA21_aA12 
at - at 
aA22=2 C2 ýor(C2_#)+_rýar f 1_ ar 49r ý 
(9n r ax axan 
aA22 2 
-m-arar = 2-c-ý at r axatl 
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aA23 
- 
, 9n 
aA23=0 
at 
aA31_aA32_, 9A33-0 
an -E- an - 
aA31_aA32_aA33-0 
at - ý-t - at - 
aB, l _c 
ýC, (C2 
-6a' 
(ar )21 
an - r' ay an an ay 
aB,, 
=_Lf or 
(C2 
-#)+-, 
jý4PLr+Lr-60' ( ar )21 
at r2 ay at at ay 
aB12- 2aC 2 0+21ý 9' '9' '9' 1 c m9' + 3' an ax 19Y axay(9n 
aB12- 2ac c 
2_#+l ar 
-ma-3a'aa' at aIý 
lix 
ay axoYatl 
, 9B13 = _! g C2 A 21ý1_ (9r (9r I 
(9n rf 9xan 
qB, 3 =-C 2_ 
'r (C A2)(-, rn -c -ar) at ax at 
aB21_aBI2 
an - an 
aB,, 
_ 
aB 12 
at - at 
aB22= 
c +ýL' -6or 
( ar )21 
an r2 x an 0911 Ox 
aB22 
=_ý&ýC(C2 -, 6) +-yjý -4ma' +& -60'(9' 
)21 
at r2 ax at at ax 
aB23=_C 
(C 2_A 2)(7, n _ 
ar. ar) 
an ay an 
aB23=_C 
(C 2 
-A 
2) Or. ar) 
at ay at 
aB31=_ý-Y 
C2 A2 ýJ_ararj 
an rA2ý Ox an 
aB31 
= -ý-y C2 A2 
f_M_ararl 
at rA2f 
1 
19X at 
-268- 
aB32=-S-Y 
C2_ A27, n_ 
ar ar 
an r\2ý 
1ý 
ayan 
aB32=-S-Y 
C2 -A 
21 J_ararý 
19t r A2ý 19yat 
aB33=0 
c9 n 
aB33 
at 
aAii(c)--2 C2 (gr(4gr 
ax -r ax ay 
aA12 CeC2 2- 2 (9' 
)2 Or 
ax--- r 
ýc 
ay ax VY 
aA13 (C) 0 
ax 
0A21 (C) 
- 
C(C2 c2 
«9r )2ý 
öy--- r ax ax üy 
(9Ao2(c)==-2C2 ýC, (C2_#)+., (ar)2ar 
C9 yrI ax Vy 
aA23(C) 
-0 
ay 
B,, (c) 
=cf or 
(c2 
-+ ýh - 69' 
(, g, )21 
ax r2 ax ax ay 
aB12(C) 2cec c2_ 1ý8' -3(9' 
)2ar 
aX 
r2 0+ 42or ay ax 5y 
aB,, (c) 
=-Cýc2-A21ý1-(ar)2ý 
ax ax 
aB21 (C) 2cec c 2-, 6+21ý12' -39' 
(j9r )21 
a 
-Y r2 
ýa 
ax ax (9y 
o9B22(C) 
=C Ce(C2 -6(8' 
)2 
(9r 
'ay r2ý ay ax VY 
aB23(C) 
CýC2 
_A2ýf 
1 
_(19r 
)2ý 
ay f ay 
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APPENDIX G 
ANALYTICAL SOLUTION FOR PLATES 
ON ELASTIC FOUNDATIONS 
-270- 
Appendix G 
G-1 ANALYTICAL SOLUTION FOR CIRCULAR THIN PLATES 
ON ELASTIC FOUNDATIONS 
1- Review of governing equations for Axisymmetric loading 
(V4+r4 
-P/D , )w- 
-dw dr 
Dd (VNv) dr 
M, d2w+ vdw ý 
dr 2r dr 
2, v-ldw W-r-r T- rl 
2 
W+ 
D(l-v)dwý 
r dr J 
2 
M. =-Dý, 
dw + vdwl dr 2r dr 
--D 
2 
IN' +r 
dwl 
dr 
--vDV 
2 
W. 
D(I-")dw 
r dr 
M, +-M, =-D(l+v)V 
2-Solution for uniform P 
The general solution of 
(v4+K4)w=P/D 
is 
W=Wvi+w, f 
where 
-271- 
wpi=P/K 
w, j = aBj(rr)+flBe, (tcr) 
a, 3 are integration constants 
Let 
wl=B, i(r, r), 
W2= B 
W3=P/K 
dw, 
= tcB'e (Kr) o'= dr 
02= 
_dW2= - ic B'e, (kr) dr 
D r, 'B'e, (tcr), Q 2:::::::: D tc 3 B', i(rr) 
(M, )= -D[V'B, i(rr)]+ 
D(l-v)d-(B, 
i) 1r dr 
=-DK 2 Be, (tcr)+ 
DK(l -v)B'i(tcr) 
rc 
M2= 
-DK 
2 b, i(rr)+ 
DK(l -'*)be, (rr) 
r 
Notice that 
v2B, i(rr) = a2B,, 
(tcr) 
v2 Be, (rr)=-K 2 B, i(tcr) 
2 Ki(Kr)=K 2 Ker(tcr) 
2 Ker(nr) = -K2 K, i (tcr) 
where 
2- d21d 
dr 2+rdr 
a) For a simply SuPported plate 
w(r, )=cew, (r, ý)-, ' 
3W2(re)+w3=0 
M, (n! ) 
= 
(r, )+ßM2(re) ý--0 
-272- 
-W3M2 
Ce =- (WIM2-W2Ml)l 
b) For a clamped plate 
Ce = 
-W302 
_I (W]O'-)-W201)) 
W3MI 
(WIM2-W2Ml), 
3-- w 
01 
(W102-W201)' 
Solution for concentrated force F 
(V'+tC')IAI =Eb(X -Xoly -yo) D 
From fundamental solution report: 
WJýW3"::::: Wpi- F 
2Ki(rr) 27rDtc 
the corresponding effects: 0 
03_ _ 
dW3= F K'i (rr) 2-, 7Diz ' 
---D -d- (72 w) 
0d 
FD 
2A 
Etc 2KC, ( rcr )l 27rDr, dr 
Er-K', (k 27r 
MJ=-ý13= 
-E K (tcr) -K 27r 27rkr 
a) For a simply supported plate 
Ce=- 
1VIM2-W2M3 
(WlM2-W2Ml) 
wimi-wimi 
WlM2-W2Ml 
evaluated at r., 
evaluated at r., 
-273- 
b) For a clamped plate 
W-102-W203 
evaluated at r, W102 -W201 
) 
WjO.., t-NVsoj evaluated at r, W102-W201 
) 
c) For a free-free plate 
WsQ2-W2Qs evaluated at r, WIQ2-W2Ql) 
WlQ-, -W, Qi evaluated at r, WIQ2-W2QI) 
-274- 
G-2 ANALYTIC SOLUTION FOR CIRCULAR THICK PLATES 
ON ELASTIC FOUNDATIONS 
1- Review of governing equations for axisymetric loading 
D 
[V 
4_(2-v) tc 
4v2+ 
tc 
4]W 
-V)A2 
where 
2= d2 +ld -ld(rd) Pr ýTr-=ýj-r dr 
Or= 2Qr dw D (I _V)A2 dr 
[(2-v)172_ 
A2 
2 (2-v) 64 Qr---DA 
[v 
_ý]w dr L A2 
Or= 2d- 
[V 
2 (2-v) 
(1-L, )Aý ýfr (1-v) 
(2-v) I dP 
(1 _V)A2 dr 
4 A2 
2+ 
]w 
2 
6,9 = 
Qo=O 
(2-v) dP 2 
(1-v)A 2 dr D(l-v)A 2 
Mr--D Fd 
2W+IýdW_ 4 
L -dr-2 r dr (I 5ýw_ +2 
dQr p 5ý dr 2 
M, --D 
dW+, d2W 4 +2 W_ dr dr2 A2 A2 r _V)A2 
(Qr) 
Mro 
--: -- 
2-Solution for uniform P 
The basic differential equation may be written as follows: 
(V4 
-2bvl+c)w=P/D 
01, 
-275- 
(V2 
-A2)( V2_A2)W=p /D 12 
where 
(2-v) 4 b 
2(l - v) 
A2 
A 2) - -2 1 b±4b 2 
A2 
The general solution is 
w(r) = aw, 
(r)+, 6W2(r)+w, 
where 
W3=: particular integral. 
CýWl+132W2=complementary function. 
W3=P/K 
and 
wi-L(Air) 
w2=L(Ag) 
Notice thatW3has no effect on dw/dr, Q,, 0, and M,. 
Effect of w, and w, 
Let wj=I, (Ajr) 
Notice that 
1,0 (Z) = I, (Z) 
"(z)+z ' (Z) L (Z) 0 
110 
Le 
l', (Z) --l', (Z) - 
121, (Z) 
and 
V'L(cr)=c'I. (cr) 
divi 
=Ail, (Air) dr 
-276- 
2 
(2-V)tC4] 
=-DA (1-v) dr 
[A 
=-DAiAi-I, (Air) 
where 
Hence 
, (2 -4 Aj=A% 
A2 
l_ ) 
Di (A r) 
2A 
2+'], ' 
(Air) 
and 2 
+DAiF2Ai+(, _, )],, (TNl, )i---D Bi+2(L)Ai]I. (Air) 2 
(Air) 
IA2r 
LA 
2 Bi--Aj 
Solution for simply- supported plates 
At r=r,; 
Hence 
Le 
and 
w =0 = cow, (re ) -L, flw, 
(re)+W3 
Nlr 
-0 =OýMl 
(I*, ) +, 3M2(r, ) 
W31A72 Wl W2 
0 M2 M-11 M2 
Ck = 
12 
(WIM2-W2MI) 
W3K 
(WlM2-W2MI) 
-277- 
Solution for clamped plates 
At r=re, w=O and 0=0 
i. e 
w =0 = aw, 
(r,, )+, 3W2(r,, )+w3 
Or =0 = aol(r, 
)+002(re) 
Hence 
a -"3 
02 
IN, 102-W201) 
w301 
(W102 
-W201) 
Solution for free-free plates 
At r=r, 
Qr =0 = CI(Q, -) +, 6(Qr)2 
IVIr 
--0 =a 
(Alr), +, O(Mr )2 
hence, 
a=O) 0=0 and N=w, =P/K. 
3-Solution for the case with a central concentrated force F 
The aoverning differential equation for this case is 00 
72 
-(2-L/)V2_ 
E6(X_ 
xo, y-yo 
A2 D +B]w (I_V)A2 D 
i. 
(V'-2b V2+C)W= 
(2-v)V2 Eb(x-xo, y-yo) 
1- 
(1 _V) 
A2 D 
where 
(2 - v) K C- K 
2(l _V)A2 DD 
-278- 
in which (x,, y. ) is the point of load application. The solution is 
W-Wpi+wcf 
and should be a non -singular solution to 
2 V2+C)W_o (V' -b 
I. e 
where 
wcf =crlo(Ajr)+flIO(A2r) 
(2) 
A, b± Fb-ý - cc 2 A2 
the particular integral is a singular solution to the governing differential equation. Let 
Wpi =W (S) 
using 2-D Fourier transform, where 
DD 00 
27r 
oc -Co 
f(x, y)e 
i[C(X-Xo)+17(Y-YO)l dx dy 
the differential equation can be reduced to 
I. e 
(P4 
-2b P2+C)ýv 
S) = 
[(2-v)p 2+F 
L(1_V)A2 '] D(27) 
- /, 
22 ,2A, A2 
F1 V) 
+ 
I-v)A 2+11 
27rD (A 
2-A 2) 
P2+A2 p2 +A 
2 
1212 
Le 
-279- 
where 
A2 
ol= F1 
47rD 1b2-c ý2 
02-- F (2-v) A22 
2+ 47rDFb3 cLA 
Hence it can be proved that: 
W (., ) =- JW GO - 
(i 10 
1 '02W2 
)] 
where 
(-i) 
Wi =IKo()r) 
W2 
(. 0 The effect of wi =Ký(Ajr 
o K, (Z) K, (Z) 
v2 Ko(Ar) =A2 K,, (Ar) 
Ki 
dwi 
-AiKI(Air) dr - 
(Q(rsl)i =- DAiAiK, (Air) 
where 
A2 
(2-v) 
n I (I 
_ V)A2 D 
-280- 
(3))i (Or -Ai+ KI(Air) 
v)A 
2 2- 
(S) ')Ai]K, (Air) -PAir2Ai+ (I_, (Mr =-D[Bi+2(ý! k, (Air) 
)iA2rLA2 )l 
Hence 
w (3) =- [0, K,, (A, r)-02Ko(A2r)] 
Qs [ol(Q(J)) (S) r: --:::: -r 1-02(Qr 
)2] 
3 (S) or-- r 
1))1-02(0' )2] 
10, 
(0(' 
ms (3» 
r=-101 
(mr )i- O2(Mr 
21 
Solution for a simply supported plate 
At r=r,; 
w =0 = awl 
(r, )+PW2(r, )+w' 
M, =O=aM, (r, 
)+PM2(r, )+M'(r, ) 
WJM4)-MW2 
WIM2-W2Ml 
16 =( 
AVIM., -Wsml 
WIM2-W2Ml) 
Clamped plates 
_W502- 
s W2 
W102-W201 
w1off-W501 
W102-W201 
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Solution for free-free plates 
WSQ2 -Q5W2 
WlQ2-W2QI 
WIQ., -W. Ql WIQ2-W2Ql 
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G-3 ANALYTICAL SOLUTION FOR THICK SIMPLY SUPPORTED 
RECTANGULAR PLATES ON ELASTIC FOUNDATIONS 
1 
-Governing equations 
This can be deduced from previous work of thick plates without foundation, býy 
replacing "q" with P- Kw, and are summarised as follows: 
(i) DisT)Iacement 
2+ 
tc 
4W V2 
A2 
jýy 
where 
10 4=K 
h 21 
D 
(11) Shear forces per unit length 
(V2_A2)Q x=A 
2 Dl- 2_ 
1 
r, 
4)A 
W+ 
I OP (2a) 
ax1v ý-v] (i - V) igx 
4 
(V 2 
_A2)Qy= A2D 
2 
_ýj 
ljý 1 'op (2b) 
ay 
IV 
_v), \ý]W+(i V)ay 
(111) SloT)e angles 
O. T=_ 
2Q, qw (3a) 
D A2(1_V) gx 
Oy=: - 
2Qy qw (3b) 
DA 2(1_ v gy 
using 
OT -A 
2( 0. + OW) (4a) 
C) x 
Oy= 
D(l -v) A 
2(oy+aW) (4b) 
2 9y 
then, it can be deduced from (2) and (4) 
-283- 
r('+') 
2 21c 4 2] 2 ap (V2 ý2)0 X= 
av- +-A W+ Yx- [(( -1 V) (1_V)2A2 (I_V)2 A2D OX (5a) 
(V2_A2)oy_ a-m+v), 2 
(1 
2K 4 2]W +2 ap -FYL(I-V) 
_v)yýý+A 
(I_V)2A2 D 9Y (5b) 
(lv) Moments 
(a) In terms of shear forces: 
a2W+L, a2W 
+-ZqQx Mx=-D aX2 2 A2 aX -2(P-Kw) (6a) 9y 
) 
(1 v) A 
M, =-D la2W+492W +-ZaQ, aX2 aY2 2 ay 2(P-Kw) 
(6b) 
)A 
(I -v) A 
02W+1 OQ. +aQy (6c) ax, 9Y A2 
( 
ay ax 
) 
(b) In terms of slopes: 
M. =D 
0-0-+vq-oy + (P - Kw) (7a) 
( 
ax ay (1 A2 
My=D vLo-ý: +! 
ýO-y 
+v2 (P - Kw) (7b) 
( 
ax ay (I-L, )A 
M. ry 
D(l-v) igo. +aoy (7c) 2( ay ax 
) 
Simply supported plate under uniform distributed loading 
Using a double Fourier series: 
00 00 
P=E E arnn SiIlCfrnX Slla, 3. y 
rn=l n=l 
for the rQctangular plate shown in figure below where 
-284- 
Cem 7r a 
7r 
b 
y 
I 
b 
I 
then the displacement will be 
00 00 
W= ZZ wmn siilotx sinßy 
rn-1 n=l 
and simply supported boundary conditions are satisfied 
To find a,,,. 
(9) 
Multiply (8) by sina,,, x sinfl, ýy and integrate, using orthogonal properties of sine 
functions, it can be deduced that: 
baba 
ffp 
since,. x sing. y dx dy = a., 
f f 
sina,,, x sin', 3, y dx dy 
00 00 
let 
0=7, 
a 
Ty 
b 
then bap 
sino,,. xsln, 6. y dx dy=("b) 
7r 7r 
p sinJ sin,, o do do 
ff 
7r 
ff 
00 00 
ax 
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L3b)_E 
[I 
_ COS 
(m 
7r)] COS (n 7r 
72 
mn 
)l 
for even m or even ý 
=(ab)! P for odd m and odd 7r 2mn 
am, p sin2(amX)Sln2( 3. y) dx dy =(ab)amn 
1 -cos'(2mo) 
1 
_COS2 (2m ff 
7r 
ff 
22 dodo 
00 00 - 
2 
sLb2-)a. n 
7r 
7r 4 
comparing (a) with (b), then; 
arnn=O 
16P 
7r 
2( 
mn) 
for m even or . even 
for - odd and , odd 
I 
(b) 
i. e 
00 P= X 
M= 1)315 
00 Z 
amn sina .. x sinß. y 
n=J, 315 
(8), 
00 
rn = 11315 
Notice that: 
00 
E wmn sina,. x sin, 6. y 
= 1)315 
2 slncemx sin, 3,, y= -L+-L sinamx sin, 6. y 
( 
aX2 aY2 
) 
=- (a'. +, 8'n) sinamx sin, 6. y 
(9)' 
(10) 
Substituting from (8)' and (9)' into and equating the coefficients of sina,. x sin, 8. y 
in the two sides of the equation, then it can be proved that: 
2 2)2 42 4] 
r (2-v) 2 
rn-ý02 
)+ D arn+pn K 2(a "n +02n)+x Wmn 
(a 
n amn 
1( 
+(l-v)A I rl- ) 
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i. e 
arnna 
10 
where 
amn=- 
16P 
2 
7r 
( 
mn 
(2-v) 
(1 )2(crn+ßn)+1 
2 2)2+(2- tC4 224 
, 
8= (C, "ý+, 6n ýj ýý 
( 
Ctrn+pn)+n 
3-Simply supported plate under central concentrated loading 
For such a case 
b 
=Fb(x-4, y-2) 2 
00 00 
E Ea,,,. sin(ce,,, x)sin(, 6. x) mn 
baba 
ffp 
sina,,, xsln, 6. y dx dy=f 
f Fb(x-iý, Y-b) sina. xsin, 6. y dx dy 22 
00 00 
=F sin -rLa)xsin 
(n7rb) (a2b2 
sin(-")xsin(f") 
= (ab), 
'a,. 
n 7r 
hence 
arnn = jF sin xsin(. Ir) -1r) 2 ab 
(2 
Wrnn=amna 
,6 
where 
Cf, p are as derived before. - 
(11) 
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G-4 ANALYTICAL SOLUTION OF THIN SIMPLY-SUPPORTED 
RECTANGULAR PLATES ON ELASTIC FOUNDATIONS 
1. Simply supported plate under uniformly distributed loading 
Consider the simply supported plate shown in the figure below, 
y 
T 
b 
I 
the governing differential equation is 
(Dv'+r, )w=p (1) 
using the double Fourier series, 
co 00 
a,.,, sina. x sin, 8. y 
M=l n=l 
where 
am= m7r/a 
, 
6n 
-- n7r/b 
then the displacement w which satisfies simply supported edge conditions can be 
expressed as follows: 
00 00 
W= 1: E Wrnn Sin(amX) Sln(, OnY) 
M=l n==l 
Using an analysis similar to that used for thick plates, It can be proved that: 
ax 
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Cffnn 
Wmn= 222 D orm+fl. +tc 
where 
amn for even m or even n. 
16P 
2 for odd m or odd n. 
mn 7r 
2. Simply supported plate under central concentrated loading 
(4) 
For such a case, the concentrated force may be represented in terms of 
distributed loading as follows: 
ab P=Fb(x-2, y-2) 
00 00 
=EE a,,,, nsin(amx)sin(, 6. x) 
mn 
4Fsln(rn-")sln(n") 
Cemn =22 
ab 
and 
Or rn n Wmn= 
(a2 +, 82)2 Dmn+ 
Equation (3) may then be used for the evaluation of w at any (x, y). Note that for both 
cases: 
(9w Oo Oo Eam Wmn COS(cemx) sin(, 6. y) 
and 
(9w 00 
OK: ) 
=Z w,. sin(aýx) cos(ßy) 
, ay m 
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APPENDIX H 
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0w 
LL 
0 
U) 
w (n 
w 
z< 
wu 
ww 
w< 
CY 
0 
z 
D 
0 
fn 
CD 
0-4 LL 
LO 
u 
0 PR 
CL I oc 
V) 
ý2 R CID 
LO 
u 
0 PR 
CL 1ý1 
V) 
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ui 
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z u u z 
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ui 
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10 
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